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^^^^^^^

Preface

^^^^^^^

Students should successfully complete a course in p roof based;
Classical Geometry, Coordinate Geometry and Algebra  II before taking
this course in honors level Trigonometry. This trig onometry book has
its basis in a collection of lessons I prepared to tutor my oldest
son Trigonometry. I had also tutored him in Geometr y, using the
Moise and Downs Geometry text. As a result of the h igh quality math
education he received, in the math portion of his A CT test he
scored in the top 1% nationally, otherwise he is a good but not
an exceptional student (B average). Within math his  highest ACT
scores were in the Geometry / Trigonometry category . I mention all
this as an endorsement of this book. This book is w ell able to help
any person of reasonable intelligence and dedicatio n gain a thorough
understanding of trigonometry and help increase the ir level of
mathematical problem solving ability so they too ca n score in the
top few percent nationally. This book is designed f or secondary
(Junior High and High School) level students who de sire an in-depth
honors level math education. These are students who  will go on to
become our future engineers, scientists, mathematic ians and
scholars.

Several years ago, students in Utah who took Algebr a I and Geometry
were those students who wanted to take higher level  math, these were
not required subjects as they are now. Teachers cou ld teach these
classes at higher levels because they were teaching  students who
were better prepared and more highly motivated. Now  teachers must
accommodate students who aren't prepared or motivat ed to take an
honors level math course, therefore math isn't taug ht at the honors
level. Algebra I and Geometry classes taught in our  Utah schools has
become dumbed down compared to how they used to be taught. It is the
opinion of this author that the opportunity to take  honors level
Algebra I and Geometry (proof based) should again b e made available
to all Utah students.

Teaching Algebra I and Geometry at lower levels has  resulted in
subsequent math classes, and physics classes being taught at lower
levels. It used to be routine for students to prove  identities in
trigonometry and formulas of motion and kinetic ene rgy in physics,
now it is rare. Honors level students shouldn't jus t be handed
formulas in math or physics. They should prove theo rems and derive
formulas so they know how to do it, and so they hav e an
understanding of how facts in math and physics are discovered and
confirmed. Anything short of this is a shallow math  and physics
education that doesn't help prepare our future scie ntists and
engineers to be world class.
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It used to be the norm in secondary math and physic s that easy,
medium and difficult problems were given, now mediu m level problems
are less common and the challenging problems are go ne. My second
oldest son tells me when he learned to graph trigon ometry functions
in school (in 2009), all graphing was done using a graphing
calculator. This is unfortunate, because important insights are
learned and reinforced graphing (trigonometry) func tions by hand and
learning and proving the theorems necessary to do t his. This book
has students do all graphing problems by hand, stud ents then check
their work using a graphing calculator or computer.

Students studying this book should attempt to work out all proofs,
derivations and problems on their own before lookin g at the answers.
If it is necessary to look at a solution after you have struggled
unsuccessfully, look at it only briefly, just long enough to get a
needed clue, then continue to work out the problem on your own. The
more you do a problem on your own, by trying and pe rhaps failing,
pondering and struggling, the more benefit you will  get by doing the
problem. Once you have completed a problem, look at  the solution in
the answer section, in many cases you will get addi tional
perspective on problem solving by looking at other solutions.

Problems in this book are numbered, 1) 2) 3) etc. P roblems that have
answers available in the answer section will be num bered in the
following manner. 1.5) 2.7) 8.13) etc. The number b efore the decimal
point is the problem number. The number after the d ecimal point is
the section number. To locate the solution to a pro blem in the back
of the book, {  3.8)  for example } do a search on   3.8)  This
will take you to the solution. To return to the pro blem, do a search
on  3.8) again. Note: Some problems may be numbered  as 3.8.2) (or
similar), if so do a search on  3.8.2).

Coordinate Geometry and Trigonometry provide new te chniques for
solving Classical Geometry type problems, both can be thought of as
extensions of Classical Geometry. From the perspect ive of solving
Geometry type problems: Coordinate Geometry and Tri gonometry
compliment each other. Coordinate Geometry is more versatile and
solves a wider range of problems, while Trigonometr y is better
suited to solve problems involving angles and trian gles. Using
coordinate geometry and trigonometry alone or toget her one can solve
many if not all classical geometry problems. Severa l problems in
this book are solved using both.

Trigonometry can be divided into two categories. On e being an
extension of Geometry, the other being those topics  in Trigonometry
that are not clearly an extension of Geometry. A di vide also exists
in Coordinate Geometry. Coordinate Geometry address es problems one
expects to find in Classical Geometry. Analytic Geo metry deals with
several shapes and geometrical objects not found in  Classical
Geometry. The dividing line between the two is fuzz y. Analytic
Geometry deals with circles and parabolas, but also  deals with
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ellipses, hyperbolas and other shapes unique to Ana lytic Geometry.
This book tries to put sections related to geometry  towards the
front. Sections less related to Geometry are toward s the back. Using
this ordering of topics, the first parts of this bo ok are close to
being a continuation of Geometry and Coordinate Geo metry. I
recommended the ordering of this book be preserved.

This book of Trigonometry takes an analytic approac h, i.e. algebraic
techniques are used to develop all identities and s olve all problems
.. where possible. Most trigonometry books which ta ke a more
geometric approach. Analytic proofs as a rule prove  all cases of a
theorem in one simple proof. Classical geometry pro ofs have to prove
each case separately. No doubt a student should stu dy both
approaches. The main development of identities in t his book is
analytic. In this book one chapter is devoted to de riving identities
geometrically. Algebra can be a powerful tool in so lving geometry
problems. It is interesting to see both approaches,  how two very
different approaches can solve the same problem. A student studying
this book will find their algebra skills becoming s ignificantly
strengthened. Algebra skills gained by studying thi s book help lay
an excellent foundation for higher level mathematic s and physics.

Text books in America have become dumbed down over the past few
decades. (Since about the mid 1980's). Geometry is the most
affected, then trigonometry, then algebra. Honors l evel math text
books are not easy to find any more unless you know  what to look
for. Below is a list of excellent recommended text books.. This
author has taught his children from the Singapore m ath books,
(grades 1 through 6) they are decent but in this au thor's opinion,
the American math educational approach used prior t o 1980 was
superior to Singapore's now. The American approach laid a better
arithmetic foundation early on (first things first) , and waited to
do intensive problem solving until a later age when  students minds
were more mature.

Arithmetic (grades 1-6) by Upton and Fuller (out of  print)
Intermediate Algebra by Louis Leithbold (out of pri nt)
Geometry by Moise and Downs (out of print, but text s are available)
Kiselev's Geometry I and II by Alexander Givental ( in print)
Plane Geometry by Shute, Shirk, Porter (out of prin t)
A Course in Geometry by Weeks and Adkins (in print)
Honors Coordinate Geometry by Curtis Blanco (PDF bo ok available)
Honors Trigonometry by Curtis Blanco (this book)
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Table of Trigonometry Identities

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Students should become familiar with all these iden tities. Students
will be given the opportunity to derive each of the se identities.
Identities with stars (i.e. *'s) should be memorize d after they have
been derived. Notice there is a star by the additio n identities, but
no star by any of the subtraction identities. Altho ugh the
subtraction identities are just as important as the  addition
identities, each of the subtraction identities can be quickly
derived form the corresponding addition identity, b y keeping in mind
that cosine {i.e. cos(o)} is an even function and s ine {i.e. sin(o)}
is an odd function.

* cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)=1 .. Pythagorean Identity  (Pag es 16,17)
  1-sin^2(o)=cos^2(o)    These second two forms of the Pythagorean
  1-cos^2(o)=sin^2(o)    identity are seemingly tri vial variations
                         of the first but it is imp ortant students
                         learn to recognize these f orms on sight.

A^2=B^2+C^2-2BC*cos(a) .. Law of Cosines    (page 2 4)

A,B and C are sides of a triangle and a is the angl e opposite side
A. The law of cosines is an extension of the Pythag orean theorem.
The Pythagorean theorem applies only to right trian gles, the Law of
Cosines applies to all triangles.

---

sin(a)   sin(b)   sin(c)
------ = ------ = ------ .. Law of Sines    (page 2 6)
  A        B        C

A,B and C are sides of a triangle, a,b and c are th e respective
angles opposite each of these sides.

-----

* cos(-o)= cos(o) .. cosine is an even function  (P age 39)
* sin(-o)=-sin(o) .. sine is an odd function  (Page  40)
  tan(-o)=-tan(o) .. tangent is an odd function

-----

                                               (Pag e 40) (Page 38)
* cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b) .. cosine addi tion formula
  cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b) .. cosine subt raction formula
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                                             (Page 41) (Page 42)
* sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+sin(b)cos(a) .. sine additi on formula
  sin(a-b)=sin(a)cos(b)-sin(b)cos(a) .. sine subtra ction formula

            tan(a)+tan(b)
* tan(a+b)= -------------- ..  tangent addition for mula  (Page 42)
            1-tan(a)tan(b)

            tan(a)-tan(b)
  tan(a-b)= --------------  ..  tangent subtraction  formula
            1+tan(a)tan(b)

cos(90°-o)=sin(o) (page 38)    cos(o +/- 180°)=-cos (o)
sin(90°-o)=cos(o) (page 41)    sin(o +/- 180°)=-sin (o)
tan(90°-o)=cot(o)              tan(o +/- 180°)=tan( o)

1+tan^2(o)=sec^2(o)              cos^2(o)-sin^(o)=c os(2o)
1+cot^2(o)=csc^2(o)              cos(o)+sin(o)=sin( 2o)/2

Double Angle, Squared and Half Angle Formulas

cos(2o)=cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) .. cosine double angle fo rmulas (page 44)
       = 2cos^2(o)-1
       = 1-2sin^2(o)

sin(2o)=2sin(o)cos(o)  ..  sine double angle formul a

           2*tan(o)
tan(2o) = ----------  .. tangent double angle formu la
          1-tan^2(o)

-----

           1+cos(2o)
cos^2(o) = ---------  .. cosine squared formula (pa ge 44)
               2

           1-cos(2o)
sin^2(o) = ---------  .. sine squared formula (page  45)
               2

           1-cos(2o)
tan^2(o) = ---------  ..  tangent squared formula
           1+cos(2o)
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   (o)           {1+cos(o)}
cos(-) = +/- sqrt{--------}  .. cosine half angle f ormula  (page 45)
   (2)           {   2    }

   (o)           {1-cos(o)}
sin(-) = +/- sqrt{--------}  ..  sine half angle fo rmula  (page 45)
   (2)           {   2    }

   (o)           {1-cos(o)}
tan(-) = +/- sqrt{--------} .. tangent half angle f ormula  (page 46)
   (2)           {1+cos(o)}

compression theorem  f(x) compressed towards the y axis (page 74)
  by a factor of 'k' becomes f(kx).

shifting theorem  f(x) shifted to the right by an       (page 76)
  amount of 'a' becomes f(x-a)

compression then shifting theorem  (page 77)

Sinusoidal Multiplication Identities

               cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)
cos(a)cos(b) = -----------------    (page 85)
                      2

               cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)
sin(a)sin(b) = -----------------    (page 86)
                      2

               sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)
sin(a)cos(b) = -----------------    (page 87)
                    2

Sinusoidal Addition Identities

                    (a+b)   (a-b)
cos(a)+cos(b) = 2cos(---)cos(---)   (page 94)
                    ( 2 )   ( 2 )

                    (a+b)   (a-b)
sin(a)+sin(b) = 2sin(---)cos(---)   (page 95)
                    ( 2 )   ( 2 )
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                                                 (p age 96)

               {   (a+b)      (a+b)}  {   (a-b)      (a-b)}
cos(a)+sin(b)= {cos(---) + sin(---)}  {cos(---) - s in(---)} =
               {   ( 2 )      ( 2 )}  {   ( 2 )      ( 2 )}

                (a+b      )   (a-b      )   (page 9 7, 11.11.2)
            2cos(--- - 45°)cos(--- + 45°)
                ( 2       )   ( 2       )

-----

                                          (page 100  5.11.3)
Any non shifted cosine function added to any non sh ifted sine
function of the same wavelength or frequency, is a sinusoidal.

A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)=C*cos{wt-c}
  -- C=sqrt(A^2+B^2)
  -- c is the angle such that cos(c)=A/C and sin(c) =B/C

Put an other way, c=invtan(B/A) or c=invtan(B/A)+18 0°

-----
                                                         (page 101)
Any sinusoidal added to anther sinusoidal of the sa me wavelength or
frequency, is a sinusoidal.

A*cos(wt-a)+B*cos(wt-b)=C*cos{wt-c}
  -- C=sqrt(CC^2+SS^2)
  -- c is the angle such that cos(c)=CC/C and sin(c )=SS/C
  -- CC=A*cos(a)+B*cos(b) and SS=A*sin(a)+B*sin(b)

Put an other way, c=invtan(CC/SS) or c=invtan(CC/SS )+180°

-----

Theorem preliminary to DeMoivre's formula            (page 117)

Where A<a and B<b are complex numbers expressed in polar form
magnitude of A<a * B<b = (magnitude of A<a) * (magn itude of B<b)
argument of A<a * B<b = (argument of A<a) + (argume nt of B<b)

i.e. A<a * B<b = (A*B)<(a+b) . . .  {where < means angle}
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DeMoivre's Formula                                   (page 118)

Where (r,o) = r<o is a complex number expressed in polar form

(r,o)^n = (r^n,n*o)

Dot Product                                          (page 150)

Where |V| is the magnitude or length of any vector V, the dot
product of two vectors A and B is defined as

dot product (A,B) = A.B = |A|*|B|*cos(o)
where o (0°<=o<=180°) is the angle formed by A and B

This being the case, where A=(x1,y1) and B=(x2,y2)

A.B = x1*x2 + y1*y2

Cross Product                                        (page 152)

The cross product of two vectors A and B is an othe r vector C, where
C is perpendicular to both A and B. The magnitude o f C is the
magnitude of A times the magnitude of B times the s ine of the angle
o (0°<=o<=180°) defined by A and B. A x B obeys the  right hand rule
making A x B one vector, not two possible vectors. (See explanation
of right hand rule in dot product / cross product s ection).

Where V1=(a,b,c), V2=(d,e,f)

V1 x V2 = {bf-ec, cd-fa, ea-bd}

or

Where i=(1,0,0); j=(0,1,0); k=(0,0,1)

The cross product can also be expressed as

              ( i  j  k )   (Page 154)
V1 x V2 = det ( a  b  c )
              ( d  e  f )

(where det means determinate)

Note:  In this book the symbol ! means not. For example A != B means
A is not equal to B.

Note: In this book the symbol -> often means implie s. For example
a -> b would be read a implies b.
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^^^^^^

1 Angles

^^^^^^

Important: Before doing any problems in this book, read those parts
of the Preface which are underlined and highlighted  in red.

Angle Classifications (Revolutions and Radians)

There are two main classifications of angle measure ment. They are
revolutions and radians.

1) Revolutions: {degrees minutes and seconds} and g rads
2) Radians

Revolutions

If the vertex of an angle 'a' lies at the center of  a circle. The
arc length of the portion of the circle that lies i n the interior of
'a', divided by the circumference of the circle, is  the measure of
angle 'a' in revolutions. (A revolution , like a degree, is a unit of
angle measurement). For example, if the vertex of a  right angle is
at the center of a circle, 1/4 of the circle lies i n the interior of
the right angle, therefore a right angle is 1/4 of a revolution.

By definition a degree is 1/360th of a revolution. A minute  is
1/60th of a degree and a second is 1/60th of a minute. In Europe
they commonly use grads instead of degrees as a unit of angle
measurement. A grad is 1/400th of a revolution.

Radians

The second major classification of angle measuremen t is the radian.
If the vertex of an angle 'a' lies at the center of  a circle, the
arc length of the portion of the circle that lies i n the interior of
'a', divided by the radius of the circle, is the me asure of angle
'a' in radians. For example, if the vertex of an angle 'a'  lies at
the center of a circle, and if the arc length of po rtion of the
circle that lies in the interior of angle 'a' is 1 * the length of
the circle's radius, then the measure of angle 'a' is 1 radian.

Pi is a an irrational number that equals approximat ely 3.142. The
definition of Pi is circumference of a circle divided by the
diameter of the same circle. Implying Pi = circumfe rence/(2*radius),
implying circumference=radius*2Pi. This means the a ngle measurement
of an angle encompassing the entire circumference o f a circle (once)
is 2Pi radians. (1 revolution = 2Pi radians). There fore a right
angle has a measure of 2*Pi/4 or Pi/2 radians.
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Use of radians for angle measurement may seem odd, why radians are
used will become more apparent when time is the dom ain of a cosine
or sine function, or when you take Calculus.

Abbreviations: revolutions ~ rev; degrees ~ deg;
               radians ~ rads

Angle Classifications Problem Set

1) a) What are the two main types of angle measurem ent? b) Give a
  definition of each. c) Degrees and grads are an e xample of which
  main type of angle measurement? d) Give a definit ion of a degree,
  a minute, a second, and a grad. e) What is the de finition of Pi?
  f) Give an approximation of Pi using 4 significan t digits of
  precision. g) Prove that a right angle = Pi/2 rad ians.

2) a) One revolution = how many: degrees?, minutes? , seconds?, grads?
  radians? b) A right angle consists of how many de grees?

3) a) In a unit circle, how "long" is an arc whose angle measure
  is 1 radian? b) A circle has a diameter of D, how  "long" is the
  circumference? c) A circle has a diameter of D, h ow "long" is an
  arc of this circle whose angle measurement is 1 d egree?

4) Draw a picture of some circles, on these circles  mark an arc
  whose measure is.. (If, for example the arc is 3 1/2 revolutions,
  mark an arc of 1/2 revolutions, and state in word s that the arc is
  3 revolutions more than this)
  a) 3/4 rev; 7/3 rev; 1/6 rev; 20/12 rev
  b) 30 deg; 90 deg; 560 deg; 270 deg; 750 deg
  c) 1 rad; Pi rad; Pi/2 rad; Pi/3 rad; 41/3 rad

5) a) What is the circumference of a circle with a radius of 1?
  b) A circle has a circumference of 1, what is its  radius?
  c) A circle has a circumference of C, what is its  diameter?

6) a) Convert 3.2 revolutions to degrees; to radian s.
  b) Convert 17 degrees to revolutions; to radians.
  c) Convert 2 radians to revolutions; to degrees.

7) An vertex of an angle whose measure is 32°, lies  at the center of
  a circle whose radius is a) 1; b) r. How long is the circumference
  of the circle that lies within this angle?

Angles in Trigonometry vs Angles in Geometry

Consider a ray on the 2 dimensional Cartesian plane  with its end
point at the origin. Let this ray have a home posit ion of being
aligned with the positive x axis. If this ray is ro tated from its
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home position by any angle o (-infinity < o < infin ity), the ray is
considered to have an orientation of an angle of o. If the ray is
rotated in a counter clockwise direction its angle of orientation is
considered to be positive. If the ray is rotated in  a clockwise
direction its angle of orientation is considered to  be negative.
Trigonometry angles, unlike geometry angles* are no t restricted to
being greater than 0 degrees, and less than 180 deg rees, an angle
can have any real numbered value. Using this new de finition of angle
the following angles exist and are geometrically in distinguishable.

1 revolution vs 2 revolutions vs -1 revolution etc.
0° & 360° & -360° & 720°; 180° & -180°;  -1° & 359°
0Pi rad & 2Pi rad & 8Pi rad & -4Pi rad
1/4 Pi rad & 2 1/4 Pi rad & -1 3/4 Pi rad

* The Moise and Down's Geometry book states that an gles have a
measure of from greater than 0 degrees to less than  180 degrees.
What might otherwise be acknowledged as an angle is n't recognized as
an angle by the Moise and Downs Geometry book if it s measure is
outside of these bounds. Other Geometry books might  have a different
definition of an angle, recognizing angles whose me asure is from
greater than 0° but less than 360°. Geometry books do not as a rule
do not acknowledge angles whose measure is 0° or le ss, or 360° or
more.

Angles in Trigonometry vs Angles in Geometry Proble m Set

1) How do angles in geometry and angles in trigonom etry differ?

2) State which of the following angles are exclusiv ely trigonometry
  angles.  a) 12°; b) -60°; c) 179°; d) 180°; e; 70 0°.

3) On a Cartesian coordinate system, draw rays whos e endpoint is
  the origin and whose orientation is the same as e ach of the angles
  following angles. a) 1/3 rev; b) -1/10 rev; c) 0° ; d) 90°;
  e) -90°; f) 180°; g) -180°; h) -135°; i) 270°;
  j) -120°; k) 30°; l) -30°; m) -7500°; n) 126,000° ;
  o) Pi/3 rads; p) Pi/4 rads; q) -7Pi/6 rads; r)100 ,000 rads
  s) -7Pi/6 rads; t) -13Pi/6 rads; u) -250,000 rads .

4) Which of the following angle pairs are geometric ally
  indistinguishable. a) 0° and 360°; b) 15° and 345 °;
   c) 20° and -340°.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

2 Trigonometry Functions and Inverse Functions

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

'o' is pronounced theta
cos(o) is pronounced cosine of theta.
sin(o) is pronounced sine of theta.
tan(o) is pronounced tangent of theta.

Triangle Definition of Trigonometry Functions cos, sin and tan

Given a right triangle where 'o' an angle opposite one of the legs,
cos(o) is defined as (the length of) the leg adjace nt angle o
divided by (the length of) the hypotenuse. sin(o)  is defined as the
leg opposite angle o divided by the hypotenuse. tan(o) is defined as
sin(o)/cos(o).

I) Without looking, give the triangle definition of  a) cos(o);
  b) sin(o); c) tan(o).

II) In a right triangle, 'o' is an angle opposite o ne of the legs.
  Prove: tan(o), is equal to the side opposite 'o' divided by the
  side adjacent 'o'.

III) A triangle has sides of length 3,4 and 5. Angl e 'a' is opposite
  the side of length 3. Angle 'b' is opposite the s ide of length 4.
  What is a) cos(a); b) sin(a) c; tan(a); d) cos(b) ; e) sin(b);
  f) tan(b).

IV.2) Use Classical Geometry to prove the 30°-60°-9 0° triangle
  theorem.

Circle Definition of Trigonometry Functions cos, si n and tan

Let R be a ray in the Cartesian plane, whose end po int is at the
origin and whose angle of orientation is 'o'. Let C  be the unit
circle centered at the origin. (A unit circle is a circle whose
radius = 1). cos(o) is defined as the x coordinate of the point
where R intersects C. sin(o) is defined as the y coordinate of the
point where R intersects C. The circle definition tan(o)
tan(o)=sin(o)/cos(o).

I) A ray with its end point at the origin has an or ientation of o,
  what are the coordinates of the point where this ray intersects
  a) the unit circle centered at the origin? b) the  circle of radius
  R centered at the origin?

II) Without looking give the circle definition of a ) cos(o);
  b) sin(o); c) tan(o).
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III) Prove that the triangle definition of cos(o) and sin(o) is
  consistent with the circle definition of cos(o) and  sin(o), i.e.
  prove cos(o) (triangle definition) = cos(o) (circ le definition)
  (0°<o<90°) and sin(o) (triangle definition) = sin (o)
  (circle definition) for (0°<o<90°)

IV) Show that a ray with an orientation of o, has a slope of
  tan(o).

V) Without using a calculator, determine each of th e following.
  a) cos(30°); b) sin(-30°); c) tan(60°); d) tan(-3 30°);
  e) cos(-630°); f) sin(1050°); g) tan(300°); tan(8 40°)
  h) sin(-1170°); i) cos(-840°).

VI) A ray with an orientation of -15° is geometrica lly
  indistinguishable from a ray with an orientation of z degrees.
  a) Give 2 concrete instances of z (z!=-15°). b) L ist all possible
  angles of z degrees.  Hint: A person asked to lis t all positive
  integers could write 1,2,3 ... . Note: Remember t hat != means
  not equal.

Note: The terms cos, sin and tan are abbreviations for cosine, sine
and tangent respectively.

Note: It is preferred mathematical notation that co s(o)^2 be written
as cos^2(o), likewise for sin and tan.

Table of Trigonometric Functions

cosine function
cos(o)  .. triangle definition (0°<o<90°) (previous ly defined)
cos(o)  .. circle definition  (-inf<o<inf) (previou sly defined)

----

sine function
sin(o)  .. triangle definition (0°<o<90°) (previous ly defined)
sin(o)  .. circle definition  (-inf<o<inf) (previou sly defined)

----

tangent function
tan(o) = sin(o)/cos(o) (-inf<o<inf) (previously def ined)

The following are lesser used trigonometry function s.

secant function     .. sec(o) = 1/cos(o) (-inf<o<in f)
cosecant function   .. csc(o) = 1/sin(o) (-inf<o<in f)
cotangent function  .. cot(o) = 1/tan(o) (-inf<o<in f)
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It is preferred mathematical notation that sec(o)^2  be written
as sec^2(o), likewise for csc and cot.

----

Exercise: Without looking, list and then provide al l definitions of
of the 6 trig functions.

Making use of a Calculator to calculate trigonometr y functions
and inverse trigonometry functions

Trigonometry Functions

A calculator may be used to determine the cosine, s ine and tangent
of angles. To do this enter the angle into the calc ulator, then
press the cos, sin or tan key. Before doing this it  is important to
ensure the calculator is in the angle mode you desi re, i.e. degrees
radians or grads.

For example, suppose you wish to find sin(72°). Fir st ensure the
calculator is in degrees mode. If not put it in deg rees mode. (Refer
to calculator instructions to see how to do this). Next enter the
number 72 into the calculator and press the sin key . The calculator
will return sin(72°)  or  0.95105 ... .

1) Determine the numerical value of each of the fol lowing.
  a) cos(-17°); b) sin(114°); c) tan(87°); d) csc(2 8°); e) cot(58°)
  f) cos(1rad); g) sin(12rad); h) tan(-5/3 Pi rad);  i) sec(Pi/3 rad)

2.2) A triangle has a hypotenuse of length 5. One o f its angles is
  23°. What are the lengths of the legs of this tri angle?

Inverse Trigonometry Functions

The following discussion uses tangent, a similar di scussion would
also apply to cosine and sine and the other trigono metry functions.
If an angle has a tangent of 7 {tan(o)=7} and we wi sh to find the
measure of an angle that has this tangent. We first  put 7 into a
calculator and then press the then press the invtan  (or arctan) key.
The calculator will then return an angle whose tang ent is 7. There
exists more than one such angle but the calculator will return only
one. The number the calculator returns is the inver se tangent of 7,
or invtan(7) or arctan(7).

3) Find all angles o (0° <= o < 360°) such that a) cos(o)= 0.75;
  b) sin(o) is 0.5; c) tan(o)= 7; d) sec(o)=3; e) c sc(o)=5.

The Inverse trigonometry functions are invcos(x), i nvsin(x),
invtan(x), invsec(x), invcsc(x), and invcot(x), Whe n seeing any one
of these functions, invcos for example. Think the w ords, the angle
returned by a calculator, whose cosine is x, i.e. cos{invcos(x)}=x.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

3 The Pythagorean Identity

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The Pythagorean identity, Identity I (I1) has 3 imp ortant forms,
though their differences seem trivial. It is import ant for students
to learn to recognize the Pythagorean identity in e ach of these
three forms.

cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)=1; 1-sin^2(o)=cos^2(o); 1-cos^2(o )=sin^2(o)

Two proofs of the Pythagorean identity are given he re. The first is
based on the triangle definition of sin(o) and cos( o), the second is
based the circle definition of sin(o) and cos(o).

Proof 1  (Pythagorean Identity Triangle Proof)
Let A,B,C represent the sides of a right triangle, and a,b,c
represent the angles opposite each of these sides w ith a being
opposite A, b being opposite B and c being opposite  C. Let C be the
hypotenuse of this triangle. By the Pythagorean the orem we have
A^2+B^2=C^2. We divide both sides of this equation by C^2 which
gives us

eq 1)

[A]2   [B]2  [C]2
[-]  + [-] = [-]
[C]    [C]   [C]

From the triangle definition of cos and sin we have

eq 2) cos(a)= B/C  and  eq3) sin(a)= A/C

substituting  eq 2 and eq 3 into eq 1 and simplifyi ng we have

sin^2(a)+cos^2(a)=1  (0°<a<90°)

'a' can represent either of the acute angles of a r ight triangle
therefore in general we have

cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)=1  (0°<o<90°) <--- I1 (Identity 1 )
                                        Pythagorean  identity
                                        (Triangle V ersion)
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A ray with its endpoint at the origin, whose orient ation is o,
{-inf < o < inf} intersects the unit circle centere d at the origin
at {cos(o),sin(o)} (by definition).

Proof 2  (Pythagorean Identity Circle Proof)

From the circle definitions of cos(o) and sin(o) we  have,
{cos(o),sin(o)} is a parametric form of the unit ci rcle centered at
the origin. The Cartesian equation of the unit circ le centered at
the origin is x^2+y^2=1, implying that cos^2(o)+sin ^2(o)=1.

cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)=1  (-inf<o<inf)   <--- I1 (Identi ty 1)
                                         Pythagorea n identity
                                         (Circle Ve rsion)

Pythagorean Identity Get Acquainted Problems

Make use of the Pythagorean identity to do the foll owing problems.

1) Write 3 versions of the Pythagorean identity fro m memory.
2) If sin(o)=2/3, and cos(o) is positive, what is c os(o)?
3) If cos(x)=2/5, and sin(o) is negative, what is s in(x)?
4) Express cos(o) in terms of sin(o).
5) Express sin(o) in terms of cos(o).
6) What is the definition of tan(o)? Express tan(o)  in terms of
    a) sin(o); b) cos(o);
7) If sin(o)=3/7, and tan(o) is positive, what is t an(o)?
8) If cos(o)=1/9, and tan(o) is positive, what is t an(o)?
9) a) If tan(o)=6, and cos(o) is positive, a) what is cos(o)?;
   b) what is sin(o)?; b) Do problem 'a' again geom etrically, i.e.
   make use of a right triangle figure and the Pyth agorean theorem.

10) Prove that {1-cos^2(o)}+{1-sin^2(o)}=1
11) Prove that {1-cos^2(o)}/sin(o)=sin(o)
12) Prove that {1-cos^2(o)}/{1-sin^2(o)}=tan^2(o)

               cos(b)-sin^2(a)cos(b)
13) Prove that --------------------- = cos(b)cos(a)
                       cos(a)
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

4 General Problem set 1 - Trigonometry Basics

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Note: An angle of 45 degrees, 31 minutes, 18 second s can be
expressed as 45° 31' 1''.

1.4) A degree is 1/360th of a revolution. A minute is 1/60th of a
  degree. A second is 1/60th of a minute. a) Expres s the angle
  17° 42' 18'' as an angle of degrees. (Retain at l east 5
  significant digits after the decimal point). b) E xpress the angle
  76.43120°, in degrees, minutes, seconds format.

2) a) Convert 12 days, 3 hours, 19 minutes, 41 seco nds to days.
  b) Convert 21.7123890 days to days, hours, minute s and seconds.

3) a) Convert 65.21234° to degrees, minutes, second s; and
  then do the calculations to convert this answer b ack to degrees.
  (Did you get what you started with)?  b) Convert 51 days,
  13 hours, 16 minutes, 21 seconds to days and back  again.

4) Calculate the following
  a) 13°,21',18'' + 31°,8',5''
  b) 56°,45',11'' + 111°,31',58''
  c) 3°,21',3'' - 121°,58',14''
  d) 11days, 14hrs, 17min, 28sec - 15days, 44hrs, 5 2min, 59sec

5) a) On a unit circle, mark and label the followin g angles;
  o= 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°; b) Now on the same circle,
  mark and label all angles 'a' where cos(a)= +/- c os(o); c) On this
  same circle, mark and label all angles 'b' where
  sin(b)= +/- sin(a).

6) a) For each of the angles listed below, find an angle that is
  geometrically indistinguishable, between 0 and 1 revolutions.
  Express this angle in the same form (revolutions,  degrees or
  radians) as the given angle. b) It is possible to  check each of
  your answers in part "a" by making use of the sin  and cos
  functions on a calculator. Make use of a calculat or to check these
  answers. c) C is a circle centered at the origin.  R is a ray whose
  end point is also at the origin. For each of the angles listed
  below, assume R is oriented at this angle, then m ark the location
  on C, where C and R intersect.

  Revolutions: 11; -21.2; -1057.73
  Degrees: 1002; 10020; -796,629
  Radians: 10; -1; -48001
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7) Assume the circumference of the earth is 24,900 miles. a) Two
  people are on the equator of the earth. One is 63  degrees, 16
  minutes, 18 seconds (63° 16' 18'') east of the me ridian that
  passes through Greenwich England. The other is 13 .5287 degrees
  east of this meridian. How far, in miles and feet , would one
  person need to travel to get to the other person?   b) Do the same
  problem with one person being 1.3214 radians east  of this
  meridian, the and other 0.3798 radians west of it .

8) The radius of a compact disk is 6 cm. Assuming t he following
  rotational speeds, find the linear speed of the e dge of the CD.
  a) 500 revolutions/second; b) 3066 radians/second ; c) 169,200°
  per second.

9) a) A circle of radius 5 centered at the origin c ircumscribes a
  regular pentagon. One of the vertices of the pent agon has
  coordinates (0,5). What are the coordinates of ea ch of the other
  vertices? b) What is the length of each of the pe ntagon's sides?

10.4) An arrow is shot at an angle of 37° from the horizontal, at a
  speed of 175 ft/sec. At the instant it is shot, a ) What its
  horizontal speed? b) What is its vertical speed?

11.4) A triangle has a hypotenuse of length C. The angle opposite
  one of its legs is o. How long are the legs of th is triangle?

12) [If a pool ball's heading is the angle o, then the pool ball is
  moving, and its movement is in the same direction  is as if it had
  started at the endpoint of a ray whose orientatio n is o, and from
  there it is moving along the ray. If a barrier's orientation is
  the angle o, then the barrier is parallel or coll inear to all rays
  whose orientation is the angle o]. Pool balls mov e in a straight
  line until they hit a barrier at the edge of the pool table. After
  hitting the barrier, they move in a straight line  as they retreat
  from the barrier. The angle that the line of the pool ball's
  retreat makes with respect to the barrier, is equ al to the angle
  that the line of the pool ball's approach makes w ith respect to
  the barrier. a) A pool's ball heading is 58°, it then hits a
  barrier whose orientation is 13°. What is the poo l ball's new
  heading? b) A pool ball hits a barrier whose orie ntation is 132°
  and then retreats along a heading of 35°, what wa s the heading of
  the pool ball when it was approaching the barrier ? c) A pool
  ball's heading is 98°, it hits an unseen barrier and then retreats
  along a heading of -12°, what is the orientation of the barrier?

13) Wanting to determine the height of a flag pole,  you position
  yourself 176 feet from the base of the flag pole.  Using an optical
  instrument you then determine the angle (from the  horizontal) from
  the optical instrument to the top of the flag pol e is 21°. The
  optical instrument is 5 feet above the ground. Ho w high is the
  flagpole?
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14) A helium filled balloon is tied to a 32 meter t ether attached to
  the ground, because of wind the tether makes a 73 ° angle with
  ground, how high is the balloon?

15) The hypotenuse and a leg of a triangle form the  angle o. The
  length of this leg is A. How long is the hypotenu se and other leg?

16) A man wishes to determine the width of a river.  He marks a
  point B at the rivers edge which is directly acro ss from a rock
  (point A) on the other side river of the river an d also at the
  river's edge. 72 feet away from B he marks an oth er point C such
  that angle ABC is measured to be 90°. Angle ACB i s 53°. How wide
  is the river?

17) An observer in a lighthouse 350 feet above sea level observes
  two ships due east. From the horizontal, the angl es of depression
  to the ships are 4° and 6.5°. a) How far apart ar e the ships?
  b) How far is it from the observer to each of the  ships?

18) An airplane is flying 560 mph horizontally and at a constant
  heading (always in the same direction). It is spo tted by an
  observer at an angle of 31° from the horizontal. One minute later
  it is directly overhead. a) How high is the airpl ane? b) How far
  was the airplane from the observer when it was fi rst noticed?

19.4) Two ranger stations a and b are 38km apart an d a straight road
  connects them. A fire f starts in the forest. Sta tion a takes a
  measurement and notes that angle fab = 39°. Stati on b takes a
  measurement and notes that Angle fba = 74°. a) Ho w far is it from
  each of the ranger stations to the fire? b) What is the distance
  from the road to the fire?

20.4) a) An angle o has a tangent of T. a) Make use  of a right
  triangle and the Pythagorean theorem to solve for  cos(o) and
  sin(o). b) Make use of the Pythagorean identity t o do this
  problem again. Did you get the same answer?

21) a) From the viewpoint of an observer, the 'appa rent size' of a
  sphere is 24° across at its widest. [Meaning if t wo rays share a
  common endpoint at the location of the observer, the largest
  possible angle these two rays can make while bein g tangent to the
  sphere is 24°]. The sphere's diameter is 4 feet. How far is it
  from the observer to the closest point of the sph ere? b) Assuming
  the circumference of the earth is 24,900 miles, w hat would the
  'apparent size of the earth' be for an astronaut 320 miles above
  the earth's surface?

22) Determine the Size of the Earth
  Mauna Kea peak in Hawaii is 13,792 feet above sea  level. From here
  the angle of depression from the horizontal to th e horizon of the
  ocean is 2°5' (2 degrees 5 minutes). How big is t he earth?
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23) Determine the Size of the Earth
  Eratosthenes an ancient Greek geometer estimated the size of the
  earth in the following manner. He noticed that on  a certain day of
  the year, for a few moments, vertical objects cas t no shadow.
  Wishing to determine the size of the earth, he tr aveled 492 miles
  north. On this same day of the year, at his new l ocation he found
  that the smallest angle (from vertical) that shad ows cast
  throughout the day is 7° 12'. From this informati on determine the
  size of the earth.

24) Determine the Size of the Earth
  A sensor is able to determine the exact time of s unset. (defined
  as that time when the upper edge of the sun disap pears beneath the
  horizon, from its vantage point). When the sensor  is at ground
  level it detects that a sunset has occurred, and it is quickly
  raised to 5 feet above ground level. The sensor a gain detects the
  occurrence of a sunset 9.564 seconds later than b efore. Assuming
  the sensor is at a place and time where the sun p asses directly
  overhead at noon time, calculate the size of the earth.

25) a) The chain of a bicycle transfers power from the front
  sprocket (diameter=8") to the rear sprocket (diam eter=3"). If
  these sprocket centers were 9" apart, how long wo uld the chain
  need to be? b) If this chain were to go around th ese sprockets in
  a figure 8, how long would the chain need to be?

26) The upper end of a 5 ft iron rod supports a 14"  diameter pulley
  wheel at its center. The lower end of the rod is attached to a wall
  at a point 5 feet above the ground. The angle bet ween the iron rod
  and the vertical (and the wall) is 43°. Two feet directly above
  the point where the iron rod connects to the wall , a rope connects
  to the wall and from there goes over the pulley w heel and then
  extends to the ground, where the rope stops. How long is the rope?

27.4) A circle has a radius of R. A chord of this c ircle has a length
  of L. What is the area of the smaller region boun ded by the chord
  and the circle?

28) A circle of radius 6 has two chords sharing a c ommon endpoint.
  One of these chords has a length of 2 the other h as a length of 3.
  What is the area of the smallest possible region bounded by chords
  of this length and a circle of this diameter?

29) The centers of two circles, 12" and 10" in diam eter, are
  separated by 9". What is the area of the region b ounded by both
  circles? (Problem can be done with or without use  of coordinates).

30.4) What are the orientations of the rays whose e nd points are at
  the origin, that are tangent to the parabola y=x^ 2+1?
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31.4) From the roof of an apartment building, the a ngle of
  depression (from the horizontal) to the base of a n office building
  is 51.5° and the angle of elevation (from the hor izontal) to the
  top of the office building is 43.2°. If the offic e building is 847
  ft high, how far apart are the two buildings and how high is the
  apartment building?

32.4) A boat is cruising on a straight course. A ro cky point is
  sighted to the right at an angle of 28° with resp ect to the
  direction of travel. The boat continues on for 3. 6 miles where the
  rocky point is spotted again to the right of the boat this time at
  an angle of 41° with respect to the direction of travel. How close
  will the boat come to the point?

Triangle Solutions

SSS (Side, Side, Side)        SAS (Side, Angle, Sid e)
ASA (Angle, Side, Angle)      AAS (Angle, Angle, Si de)
HL (Hypotenuse, leg)

We know from classical geometry that if any of the above side/angle
combinations of a triangle are given, the triangle is fully defined
i.e. the other sides and angles not given are deter mined and can in
principal be found out. In classical geometry we di d not learn how
to do this for the general case, though we did lear n how to do it
for a couple of triangle types, i.e. triangles whos e angles are 45°
45°, 90°, and triangles whose angles are 30°, 60°, 90°).

In trigonometry, the limitation of having enough in formation so that
a triangle is fully defined, but not be able to cal culate the
unknown sides and angles is overcome.

We now have enough tools (Algebra, Geometry and Tri gonometry) to
solve all triangles where sufficient information is  given. In the
Law of Cosines / Law of Sines section of this book we will derive
more powerful tools to solve triangles that will ma ke the job of
doing it easier.

33) Prove: In a triangle, the altitude correspondin g to any one of
  the bases (sides), is the length either of the ot her sides times
  the sine of the included angle. (the angle betwee n the two sides)

34.4) Given the triangle asa=[47°,12,55°], determin e all parts
  of this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides , angles, and
  area).

35.4) a) Given the triangle sss=[3,5,7], determine all parts, of
  this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, a ngles, and area).
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36.4) Given the triangle sas=[7,15°,11], determine all parts, of
  this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, a ngles, and area).

37) Given the triangle aas=[27°,71°,4], determine a ll parts, of
  this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, a ngles, and area).

38) Given the triangle hl=[5,4], determine all part s, of this
  triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, angles , and area).
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

5 Law of Cosines, Law of Sines

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

In this section, we will make use of the Law of Cos ines and the Law
of Sines to solve triangles once again, i.e. determ ine the parts of
a triangle not given, when any of the following are  given.

SSS (Side, Side, Side)
SAS (Side, Angle, Side)
ASA (Angle, Side, Angle)
AAS (Angle, Angle, Side)
HL (Hypotenuse, leg)

The Law of Cosines and Law of Cosines are superior to the tools used
in the last section to solve triangles. Using these  tools makes the
job easier.

In addition to solving triangles, we will make use of the Law of
Cosines to derive a formula that gives the radius o f the circle
circumscribing a triangle in terms of the triangles  sides.

Law of Cosines

The law of Cosines is an extension of the Pythagore an theorem. The
Pythagorean theorem applies to right triangles. The  law of cosines
applies to any triangle. If two sides of a triangle  and the angle
between these two sides is given (SAS), the Law of Cosines gives the
value, or the formula for the 3rd side. A,B and C a re sides of a
triangle, 'o' is the angle opposite C.

Law of Cosines ... C^2=A^2+B^2-2A*B*cos(o)

Notice that if o is a right angle, cos(o) is 0, and  the Law of
Cosines reduces to the Pythagorean theorem.

Exercise .. The derivation of the Law of Cosines fo llows. Before you
look at this derivation, see if you can make use of  coordinate
geometry and your knowledge of trigonometry to deri ve the Law of
Cosines for yourself.

Derivation of Law of Cosines

Consider a triangle whose sides have lengths A,B, a nd C, we refer to
these sides as A, B and C respectively. o is the an gle opposite side
C. We place the vertex of the triangle opposite C a t the origin, and
we place the side B on the positive x axis. The sid e C therefore has
endpoints whose coordinates are (B,0) and {A*cos(o) ,A*sin(o)}. By the
distance formula we have the following.
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C^2 =

{A*cos(o)-B}^2+{A*sin(o)-0}^2 =

A^2*cos^2(o)-2A*B*cos(o)+B^2 + A^2sin^2(o) =

A^2cos^2(o)+A^2sin^2(o)+B^2-2A*B*cos(o) =

A^2{cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)}+B^2-2A*B*cos(o) =

A^2(1)+B^2-2A*B*cos(o) =

A^2+B^2-2A*B*cos(o)

therefore

C^2 = A^2+B^2-2A*B*cos(o)    <------  Law of Cosine s

Derivation Complete

Law of Cosines Problem Set

1) Prove the law of cosines, C^2=A^2+B^2-2A*B*cos(o ).

2) A triangle has a side of 3 and another side of 4 . The angle
  between these sides is 25°. a) Determine the leng th of third side
  of this triangle. b) What is the area of this tri angle?

3) A triangle has sides of length 2,3 and 4. a) Wha t is the cosine
  of the angle opposite the side whose length is 2?  b) What is the
  sine  of the angle opposite the side whose length  is 2? c) What is
  the sine of the angle opposite the side whose len gth is 3?

4) A triangle has sides of length A, B and C. a) Wh at is the cosine
  of the angle opposite the side whose length is A?  b) What is the
  sine of the angle opposite the side whose length is C?

5) Prove: The altitude of a triangle corresponding to one of its
  sides is the product of length of either of the o ther sides and
  the sine of the included angle.

6) a) A triangle has sides of length A, B and C. De rive a formula for
  its area. b) Make use of the formula you derived in part 'a' to
  derive Heron's formula, i.e.
                                                  A +B+C
  Area triangle = sqrt{S(S-A)(S-B)(S-C)} where S= - ----
                                                    2
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Law of Sines

                 sin(a)    sin(b)     sin(c)
Law of sines     ------ =  ------  =  ------
                   A         B          C

This identity applies to all triangles.

Law of Sines Derivation

A,B and C are the sides of an arbitrary triangle T.  a,b,c are the
angles opposite these sides. a is opposite A, b is opposite B, c is
opposite C.

Area of T = 1/2 * triangle side * altitude that cor responds to side

altitude of T corresponding to side A is .. B*sin(c ) or C*sin(b)
altitude of T corresponding to side B is .. C*sin(a ) or A*sin(c)
altitude of T corresponding to side C is .. A*sin(b ) or B*sin(a)

therefore

Area of T = 1/2 * A * {B*sin(c)} -> 2*Area of T = A *B*sin(c)
Area of T = 1/2 * B * {C*sin(a)} -> 2*Area of T = B *C*sin(a)
Area of T = 1/2 * C * {A*sin(b)} -> 2*Area of T = C *A*sin(b)

therefore

A*B*sin(c) = B*C*sin(a) = C*A*sin(b)  ->

A*B*sin(c)    B*C*sin(a)     C*A*sin(b)
---------  =  ---------  =   ----------  ->
  A*B*C         A*B*C          A*B*C

sin(a)   sin(b)   sin(c)
------ = ------ = ------   <--- Law of Sines  (Deri vation Complete)
  A        B        C

Example Problem

A triangle has a side of 3, a side of 5, the angle between these two
sides is 17° . Calculate all other sides and angles  of this
triangle.
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Solution

Let A,B and C be the sides of this triangle, let a be the angle
opposite A, let b be the angle opposite B, let c be  the angle
opposite C.

Let A=3, let B=5, let c=17°

By the law of cosines

C=
sqrt{3^2 + 5^2 - 2*3*5*cos(17°)} =
sqrt{9 + 25 - 30cos(17°)} = 2.3045

                       sin(17°)    sin(a)   sin(b)
By the law of sines, ----------- = ------ = ------
                        2.3045        3        5

                      3 sin(17°)
I) Therefore sin(a)= ------------- = 0.38061
                        2.3045

                        5 sin(17°)
II) Therefore sin(b) = ------------- = 0.63435
                          2.3045

In trying to solve for 'a' and 'b' in equations I a nd II it is noted
there are an infinite number of angles whose sine i s any particular
value. Equations I and II each have an infinite num ber of solutions.
Only one of these solutions is the one we are looki ng for. How do we
determine the right solution? See if you can determ ine this for
yourself before you continue. --Stop--

Any angle in a triangle is between 0° and 180°. The refore all angles
we are looking for are between 0° and 180°. Therefo re unless a=90°
{i.e. sin(a)=1} there are two possible angles betwe en 0° and 180°
that 'a' can be, one less than 90° and one greater than 90°. [Draw
a diagram, take a few moments to convince yourself this is true].

In a triangle all angles can be less than 90°, howe ver only one
angle can be greater than 90° (else two angles adde d together would
be greater than 180°). From classical geometry we k now A<B implies
a<b, therefore 'a' is guaranteed to be less than 90 °. Therefore we
solve for 'a' (the angle opposite the shortest side ) first and
assign to it the solution of sin(a)=0.3861 that is less than 90° and
greater than 0°. We would then assign to 'b' the va lue which makes
the sum of the angles of the triangle to equal 180°  therefore ..
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b = 180° - a - c ->
b = 180° - 22.371° - 17° = 140.629°.

We summarize our results as follows, The sides of t his triangle
are A=3, B=5, C=2.3045. The angles of this triangle  are a=22.371°,
b=140.629° and c=17°.

To help ensure these calculations are correct, we c an do a Law of
Sines check on the triangle we calculated.

Law of Sines Test
We apply the law of sines as follows to the calcula ted triangle to
determine if it "obeys" the Law of Sines.

sin(a)    sin(b)    sin(c)
------ ?= ------ ?= ------  ->
  A         B         C

sin(22.371°)     sin(140.63°)        sin(17°)
------------  ?= --------------- ?= ----------  ->
     3                 5              2.3045

0.12687  ?=  0.12687  ?=  0.12687

The law of sines does apply to the triangle we calc ulated, it
appears our calculations are correct.

Law of Cosines, Law of Sines Problem Set

1) Prove: In a triangle, the altitude corresponding  to any one of
  the bases (sides), is the length either of the ot her sides times
  the sine of the included angle. (the angle betwee n the two sides)

                             sin(a)   sin(b)   sin( c)
2) Prove the law of sines,   ------ = ------ = ---- --
                                A        B        C

3) a) Given the triangle sss=[3,5,7], determine all  parts, of this
  triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, angles , and area).

4) Given the triangle sas=[7,15°,11], determine all  parts, of
  this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, a ngles, and area).

5) Given the triangle asa=[47°,12,55°], determine a ll parts, of this
  triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, angles , and area).
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6) Given the triangle aas=[27°,71°,4], determine al l parts, of
  this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, a ngles, and area).

7) Given the triangle HL=[5,4], determine all parts , of this
  triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, angles , and area).

8) Given the triangle sss=[A,B,C]; a) Determine the  angles of this
  triangle. b) Determine the area of this triangle.

9) Write a calculator or computer program to determ ine the area and
  all sides and angles of a triangle, when given a)  SSS; b) SAS;
  c) ASA; d) AAS; e) HL

Law of Cosines, Law of Sines Special Topic

In this section we make use of the Law of Cosines, to derive a
formula giving the radius of a circle inscribing a triangle, in
terms of lengths of the sides of the triangle.

The Picture
A triangle T has a side S. The angle opposite S is o. Circle C
circumscribes T. The radius of C is R. The center o f C is c. The end
points of S are s' and s". p is the point where the  perpendicular
from c to S, meets S.

R=S/{2sin(o)} derivation outline: By classical Geom etry theorem,
angle s' c s" = 2 * angle o. From here you can get that angle
s' c p = angle o. From here you can derive the theo rem
sin(o)=(S/2)/R implying that R=S/{2sin(o)}.

Note: The formula R=S/{2sin(o)} is always true. How ever the
(preceeding) derivation outline doesn't show the tr uthfulness of
this formula if S is a hypotenuse of a right triang le. This proof is
not difficult and is left to the student.

Example Problem) A triangle has sides A,B,C. Angle a is opposite A.
Angle b is opposite B. Angle c is opposite C. Calcu late the sine of
c, the angle opposite C, in terms of A,B,C. Make us e of this result
and R=S/{2sin(o)} to derive an expression for the r adius of a circle
inscribing a triangle in terms of its sides A,B,C.

By the Law of Cosines we have

C^2=A^2+B^2-2*A*B*cos(c) ->

2*A*B*cos(c)=A^2+B^2-C^2 ->

         A^2+B^2-C^2
cos(c)= ------------- ->
           2*A*B
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                         {A^2+B^2-C^2 }^2
sin^2(c)= 1-cos^2(c) = 1-{------------}   =
                         {   2*A*B    }

   (A^4)+(B^4)+(C^4)+(2*A^2*B^2)-(2*A^2*C^2)-(2*B^2 *C^2)
1- ------------------------------------------------ ----- =
                          4*A^2*B^2

4*A^2*B^2   (A^4)+(B^4)+(C^4)+(2*A^2*B^2)-(2*A^2*C^ 2)-(2*B^2*C^2)
--------- - --------------------------------------- -------------- =
4*A^2*B^2                      4*A^2*B^2

(4*A^2*B^2)-(2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A^ 2)+(B^4)+(C^4)
--------------------------------------------------- -------------- =
                            4*A^2*B^2

(2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A^2)+(B^4)+(C^ 4)
--------------------------------------------------- --  .. therefore
                      4*A^2*B^2

          (2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A^2) +(B^4)+(C^4)
sin^2(c)= ----------------------------------------- ------------  ->
                               4*A^2*B^2

            {(2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A ^2)+(B^4)+(C^4)}
sin(c)= sqrt{-------------------------------------- ---------------}
            {                    4*A^2*B^2                        }

or

        sqrt{(2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A ^2)+(B^4)+(C^4)}
sin(c)= ------------------------------------------- ----------------
                                  2*A*B

[ Where C = S  and c = o, R=S/{2sin(o)} becomes R=C /{2sin(c)} ]

we substitute the equation sin(c)= .. (which is jus t above the
previous line) into R=C/{2sin(c)}

This gives us
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                               C
R= ------------------------------------------------ -----------------
        sqrt{(2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A ^2)+(B^4)+(C^4)}
    2 * ------------------------------------------- ----------------
                              2*A*B

                          A*B*C
R= ------------------------------------------------ -----------
   sqrt{(2*A^2*B^2)+(2*A^2*C^2)+(2*B^2*C^2)+(A^4)+( B^4)+(C^4)}

                              A*B*C
R= ------------------------------------------------ ---
   sqrt{2(AB)^2 + 2(AC)^2 + 2(BC)^2 + A^4 + B^4 + C ^2}

Example Problem Completed

It is possible to exchange any of the sides of the triangle A,B,
or C with each other. Doing this would not change t he radius of
the circle that circumscribes the triangle. Given t his, if the
above equation has been derived correctly, exchangi ng any of the
variables A,B,C with each other will not change the  value of R.
For example, renaming all A's in the equation to C,  and renaming
all C's in the equation to A should would not chang e the equation
or its value. If exchanging variables in an equatio n does not change
the value of the equation, we say the equation is symmetric with
respect to those variables. Whenever a situation de scribed by
an equation symmetric, the equation will be symmetr ic, and visa
versa. If not, it has been derived incorrectly.

Law of Cosines, Law of Sines - Special topic Proble m Set

1) Prove: The radius of the circle that circumscrib es a triangle
  is the length of any of its sides divided by twic e the sine of the
  angle opposite that side, i.e. R=S/{2sin(o)}. [Th is is two
  separate proofs, one proof where S is not a hypot enuse of a
  triangle, do this proof first. The other proof is  where S is the
  hypotenuse of a triangle, do this proof second].

2) Make use of the theorem R=S/{2sin(o)} to derive the Law of
  Sines.

3) a) Derive an equation that will give you the sin e of an angle of
  a triangle in terms of the sides of the triangle.  b) Substitute
  this equation into the theorem R=S/{2sin(o)} ther eby deriving an
  equation that gives the radius of a circle that c ircumscribes a
  triangle, in terms of the lengths of the sides of  the triangle.
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2) A triangle has sides 4,5,6. What is the radius o f the circle that
  circumscribes this triangle?

4) Write a calculator or computer program whose inp uts are the sides
  of a triangle. The output of this program is the radius of the
  circle which circumscribes this triangle.

Bonus Problems

1) Where A,B,C are sides of a triangle and a,b,c ar e the
  corresponding (opposite) angles, prove

  cos(a)   cos(b)   cos(c)   A^2+B^2+C^2
  ------ + ------ + ------ = -----------
    A        B        C        2A*B*C

2) Make use of the law of cosines to prove .. In a parallelogram,
  the sum of every 'diagonal squared' is equal to t he sum of every
  'side squared'.

3.5.4) Prove: The area of any quadrilateral is equa l to the one half
  of the product of (the lengths of) its diagonals times the sine of
  the angle o they form. (where o is the acute angl e formed by the
  diagonals or is 90° if d1 and d2 are perpendicula r).

4.5.4) Where A,B are the sides of a triangle, and a ,b are the
  corresponding (opposite) angles,

         A-B   sin(a)-sin(b)
  prove: --- = -------------
         A+B   sin(a)+sin(b)

This (last) identity is remarkably similar to the ' Law of Tangents'.
The student is asked to prove the Law of Tangents i n problem 35.15
in the 'General Problem Set 2 (Advanced)' section.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

6 Deriving Identities Geometrically

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Preliminary Problems

The main development of identities in this book wil l be analytic,
not geometric. Analytic development has the advanta ge that such
proofs apply to all relevant angle sizes automatica lly. Classical
geometry trigonometry proofs naturally apply to ang les of limited
scope, i.e. greater than 0° but less than 90° for e xample. If one
wants to prove a trigonometric identity using a cla ssical geometry
proof for all possible angle sizes it takes more wo rk, several cases
have to be considered. In spite of the fact that ge ometric proofs
can be more cumbersome if the proof is to apply to all angle sizes,
they are worthwhile. They show a different way of d oing things and
add to the student's problem solving experience.

The reason the problems of this preliminary section  are given is to
help prepare the student to prove the cosine and si ne addition and
subtraction formulas geometrically. These prelimina ry problems are
wonderful problems in their own right. There are tw o methods of
doing the problems of this section. The first makes  use of
trigonometric ratios to calculate the lengths of al l unknown sides.
The second makes use of trigonometric ratios to fin d the length of
the first sides and the Pythagorean identity to cal culate the length
of the last side. Both of these methods yield the s ame result of
course, but the results are in different forms. Until directed
otherwise, is important the problems of this sectio n be done using
the method that uses trigonometric ratios exclusive ly. This method
yields a form of the answer that is simpler and mor e useful. The
student will be asked to solve problems 4, 5 and 6 using both
methods, and then verify both methods yield the sam e answer.

Problem Set

1*) o has a measure of 17 degrees and is opposite o ne of the legs of
  a right triangle. The leg adjacent o has a length  of 4. What are
  the lengths of the other sides of this triangle?

2) o has a measure of 31 degrees and is opposite on e of the legs of
  a right triangle. The leg opposite o has a length  of 9. What are
  the lengths of the other sides of this triangle?

3) o has a measure of 61 degrees and is opposite on e of the legs of
  a right triangle. The Hypotenuse of this triangle  has a length of
  7. What are the other sides of this triangle?
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4) o is an angle opposite one of the legs of a righ t triangle.
  The leg adjacent o has a length of k. a) What are  the lengths of
  the other sides of this triangle? b) Solve this p roblem again,
  making use of the Pythagorean identity to calcula te the last side.
  Simplify and verify this is the same answer the f irst method
  yields.

5) o is an angle opposite one of the legs of a righ t triangle.
  The leg opposite o has a length of k. a) What are  the lengths of
  the other sides of this triangle? b) Solve this p roblem again,
  making use of the Pythagorean identity to calcula te the last side.
  Simplify and verify this is the same answer the f irst method
  yields.

6) o is an angle opposite one of the legs of a righ t triangle.
  The hypotenuse of this triangle has a length of k . a) What are the
  lengths of the other sides of this triangle? b) S olve this problem
  again, making use of the Pythagorean identity to calculate the
  last side. Simplify and verify this is the same a nswer the first
  method yields.

7) AB is a segment. D is a point on AB and CD is a segment
  perpendicular to AB. Take note of the two right t riangles ADC and
  BDC sharing the common leg CD. Angle a is the ang le of triangle
  ADC opposite the leg CD. Angle c is the angle of triangle BDC
  opposite the leg DB. The leg AD of triangle ADC h as a length of k.
  What are the lengths of all sides of triangles AD C and BCD?

8) AB is a horizontal segment. Point C is directly above A and point
  D is directly below B. c is the angle of triangle  CAB which is
  opposite leg AB. d is the angle of triangle DBA o pposite leg AB.
  Leg DB of triangle DBA has a length of k. What ar e the lengths of
  all sides of triangles CAB and DBA?

Geometrically Proving
Cosine Addition and the Sine Subtraction Formulas
and Other Selected Trigonometric Identities

In this section, several important trigonometric id entities are
proven making use of classical geometry. The proofs  offered here are
incomplete in that the values of the angles for whi ch these proofs
are valid are restricted. Using classical geometry it is possible
but cumbersome to prove these identities for the ge neral case.
Following this section these identities will be pro ven again using
either Coordinate Geometry or Trigonometric techniq ues, these proofs
will be complete.
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Deriving Identities Geometrically Problem Set

1*) a) Make use of a right triangle to prove that c os(90°-o)=sin(o);
  b) Make use of a right triangle to prove that sin (90°-o)=cos(o).

2*) Make use of the circle definition of cos(o) to geometrically
  prove that cos(-o)=cos(o) (0°<o<90°). Then take a  few moments, to
  prove or to convince yourself that cos(-o)=cos(o)  is true for all
  angles o, (-infinity < o < infinity).

3) Make use of the circle definition of sin(o) to p rove that
  sin(-o)=-sin(o) (0°<o<90°). Then take a few momen ts, to prove or
  to convince yourself that sin(-o)=sin(o) is true for all angles o,
  (-infinity < o < infinity).

4.6.2) Make use of Classical Geometry to prove the cosine addition
  formula, i.e. prove cos(u+v)=cos(u)cos(v)-sin(u)s in(v).
  (0°<u<180°), (0°<v<90°) and (0°<u+v<90°).

5.6.2) Make use of Classical Geometry to prove the sine subtraction
  formula, i.e. prove sin(u-v)=sin(u)cos(v)-cos(u)s in(v) where
  (0°<u<180°) (0°<v<90°) (0°<u-v<90°)

In the next section the cosine addition and subtrac tion formulas,
along with the sine addition addition and subtracti on formulas will
be proven in a way such that the angle restrictions  will be
unnecessary.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

7 Deriving Identities Analytically

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

In this section, the cosine, sine and tangent addit ion and
subtraction identities and other important identiti es are derived.
All identities derived in the previous section usin g classical
Geometry are derived here again. This section is ma in development
of the beginning identities of this book. Trigonome try identities
were derived using (near) classical geometry techni ques in the
previous section to demonstrate that identities can  be derived using
classical Geometry and to give students an opportun ity to have wider
problem solving experience.

The following three identities are postulated, no p roof is offered.

  cos(0°)= 1  .  .  (Postulate)  . . .  I2) Identit y 2
 sin(90°)= 1  .  . (Postulate)  . . .  I3) Identity  3
cos(180°)=-1  .  . (Postulate)  . . .  I4) Identity  4

Take the time to convince yourself these postulates  are true.

Proof that sin(0°)=0

I1 the Pythagorean identity ->
cos^2(0°)^2+sin^2(0°)=1
sin^2(0°)=1-cos(0°)^2 ->  ... applying I2
sin^2(0°)=1-1^2 ->
sin^2(0°)=1-1 ->
sin^2(0°)=0
sin(0°)=0   <---- I5 (Identity 5)

---------------------
---------------------

Proof that cos(90°)=0

I1 the Pythagorean identity ->
cos^2(90°)+sin^2(90°)=1 ->
cos^2(90°)=1-sin^2(90°) -> ... applying I3
cos^2(90°)=1-1^2 ->
cos^2(90°)=1-1 ->
cos^2(90°)=0 ->
cos(90°)=0    <----- I6 (Identity 6)
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Proof that sin(180°)=0
I1 the Pythagorean Identity ->
sin^2(180°)+cos^2(180°)=1 ->
sin^2(180°)=1-cos^2(180°) -> ... applying I4
sin^2(180°)=1-(-1)^2 ->
sin^2(180°)=1-1
sin^2(180°)=0 ->
sin(180°)=0    <---- I7 (Identity 7)

---------------------
---------------------

Table of Preliminary Identities

I1) cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)=1
I2) cos(0°)=1,    I5) sin(0°)=0
I6) cos(90°)=0,   I3) sin(90°)=1
I4) cos(180°)=-1  I7) sin(180°)=0

Cosine Subtraction Identity
Coordinate Geometry Derivation

cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b) ..  cosine subtr action formula

The sine and cosine addition and subtraction formul as can all be
derived using classical geometry, from there trigon ometry equation
manipulation may be needed to put equations into st andard form.
Multiple classical geometry derivations of a single  addition or
subtraction formula are required because of the 4 q uadrants of the
Cartesian coordinate system. The magic of applying algebra to a
geometry problem allows a single coordinate geometr y proof to prove
all possible cases using only one proof.

Here coordinate geometry is used to derive the cosi ne subtraction
formula, the remaining subtraction and addition for mulas are
derived making use of this formula, using trigonome try (algebraic)
techniques. We derive the cosine subtraction formul a first because
this route doesn't require knowledge of the identit ies
cos(-o)=cos(o) and sin(-o)=-sin(o) before they are derived.

Remember: {cos(a),sin(a)} is (defined as) the point  where the ray
whose end point is at the origin and whose orientat ion is angle 'a'
intersects the unit circle centered at the origin.

Consider the following picture. A unit circle is ce ntered at the
origin and the segment AB is a chord of this circle  named C. A is
located at the point {cos(a),sin(a)} and B is locat ed at the point
{cos(b),sin(b)}.
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If this segment is moved, i.e. rotated by an amount  of angle -a
around the circle, such that its endpoints are stil l on the circle.
In its new position, The coordinates of its end poi nt A is
{cos(0°),sin(0°)} or (1,0) and the coordinates of i ts end point B is
{cos(b-a),sin(b-a)}.

To derive the cosine subtraction formula, we use th e distance
formula to find the lengths of the chord C before a nd after it is
moved and set these two lengths equal to each other . From here we
solve for the term cos(b-a).

Take a few moments to study and assure yourself you  understand how
this derivation works. Then derive the cosine subtr action formula
cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b) on your own if y ou can. A
derivation of the cosine subtraction formula follow s.

---------------------
---------------------

Proof that cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b)

Consider the following picture. A unit circle is ce ntered at the
origin and the segment AB is a chord of this circle  named C. A is
located at the point {cos(a),sin(a)} and B is locat ed at the point
{cos(b),sin(b)}.

If this segment is moved, i.e. rotated by an amount  of angle -a
around the circle, such that its endpoints are stil l on the circle.
In its new position, The coordinates of its end poi nt A is now
located at the point A'{cos(0°),sin(0°)}, which acc ording to I2 and
I5 is A'(1,0), and the coordinates of its end point  B is now located
at B'{cos(b-a),sin(b-a)}.

We now calculate the length of C before it was move d

AB^2=     ... Applying the distance formula we have
{cos(b)-cos(a)}^2+{sin(b)-sin(a)^2} =
cos^2(b)-2cos(b)cos(a)+cos^2(a) + sin^2(b)-2sin(b)s in(a)+sin^2(a)=
{cos^2(b)+sin^2(b)}+{cos^2(a)+sin^2(a)}-2cos(b)cos( a)-2sin(b)sin(a)=
1 + 1 -2cos(b)cos(a) -2sin(b)sin(a) =
2 -2cos(b)cos(a) -2sin(b)sin(a)

-----
We now calculate the length of C after it was moved .

A'B'^2=       ... Applying the distance formula we have
(cos(b-a)-1)^2+(sin(b-a)-0)^2 =
cos^2(b-a)-2cos(b-a)+1^2 + sin^2(b-a) =
{cos^2(b-a)+sin^2(b-a)}-2cos(b-a)+1=
1-2cos(b-a)+1 =
2-2cos(b-a)
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We assume here that merely moving a chord, does not  change its
length therefore length of C before moving it = len gth of C after
moving it ->
AB=A'B' ->
AB^2=A'B'^2 ->
2-2cos(b)cos(a)-2sin(b)sin(a) = 2-2cos(b-a) ->
cos(b-a)=cos(b)cos(a)+sin(b)sin(a)  <- I8 cosine su btraction formula

Proof Complete

Addition and Subtraction Formulas (cos, sin, tan) c ontinued

Definitions:
If f(-x)=f(x), f is an even function
If f(-x)=-f(x), f is an odd function

Now we derive some more preliminary identities nece ssary to derive
the cosine addition formula.

---------------------
---------------------

Proof that cos(o) is an even function i.e.
proof that cos(-o)=cos(o).

cos(-o)=
cos(0°-o)= ... applying I8 we get
cos(0°)cos(o)+sin(0°)sin(o)= ... applying I2,I5 we get
(1)cos(o)+(0°)sin(o)=
cos(o)

therefore

cos(-o)=cos(o) <---- I9   cosine is an even functio n

---------------------
---------------------

Now we wish to prove that sin is an odd function. T he next two
identities presented and proven are used to help ac complish this.
These next two identities are also important in the ir own right.

Proof that cos(90°-o)=sin(o)

cos(90°-o)=              ... applying I8 we get
cos(90°)cos(o)+sin(90°)sin(o)=  ... applying I3 and  I6 we get
(0)cos(o)+(1)sin(o)=
sin(o)

Therefore cos(90°-o)=sin(o)  <--- I10
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Proof that cos(o-180°)= -cos(o)

cos(o-180°)=       ... applying I8 we get
cos(o)cos(180°)+sin(o)sin(180°)=     ... applying I 4 and I7 we get
cos(o)(-1)+sin(o)(0°)=
-cos(o)

Therefore

cos(o-180)= -cos(o)  <--- I11  ->
cos(o)= -cos(o-180)  <--- I11'

---------------------
---------------------

Proof that sin is an odd function, i.e.
proof that sin(-o)= -sin(o).

 sin(-o)=          ... applying I10 we get
 cos{90°-(-o)}=
 cos(90°+o)=        ... applying I11' we get
-cos{(90°+o)-180°}
-cos(o-90°)=        ... applying I9 we get
-cos(90°-o)=        ... applying I10 we get
-sin(o)

Therefore

sin(-o)= -sin(o) <--- I12   sin is an odd function

---------------------
---------------------

Proof of cosine addition formula, i.e.
prove that cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)

cos(a+b)=
cos{a-(-b)}=     ... applying I8 we get
cos(a)cos(-b)+sin(a)sin(-b)=      ... applying I9, I12 we get
cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a){-sin(b)}=
cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)

therefore

cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)  <--- I13 cosine  addition formula
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Cosine Angle Addition/Subtraction Formula Problems

1) Given the following, determine cos(a+b)=? and co s(a-b)=?
  a) cos(a)=3/4, sin(a) is positive, cos(b)=1/3, si n(b) is positive
  b) cos(a)=1/9, sin(a) is negative, sin(b)=-3/7, c os(b) is positive
  c) sin(a)=-1/2, cos(a) is negative, sin(b)=3/4, c os(b) is negative

2) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find cos(75°)
3) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find cos(15°)
4) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find cos(105°)

Note: [The first point defining the rays below is t heir endpoint].

5) Calculate the cosine of the acute angle defined by rays
  [(0,0):(1,3)] and [(0,0):(1,5)]

6) Calculate the cosine of the acute angle defined by rays
  [(0,0):(-1,2)] and [(0,0):(2,7)]

7) a) State the cosine addition and subtraction for mulas from
  memory. b) Write the cosine addition and subtract ion formulas from
  memory.

Continuing with trigonometry identity development

Proof that sin(90°-o)=cos(o)

I10 ->
sin(o)=cos(o-90°) ->  substituting 90-o into o we g et
sin(90°-o)=cos({90°-o}-90°) ->
sin(90°-o)=cos(-o) ->  applying I9 we get
sin(90°-o)=cos(o)  <--- I14

------------------------
------------------------

Derive the sin addition formula, i.e.
prove that sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+sin(b)cos(a)

sin(a+b)=      ... applying I10
cos{90°-(a+b)}=
cos{(90°-a)-b}=     ... applying I8 we get
cos(90°-a)cos(b)+sin(90°-a)sin(b)=   ... applying I 10 and I14 we get
sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)sin(b)

therefore

sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)sin(b)  <--- I15  sine addition formula
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Derive the sin subtraction formula, i.e.
prove that sin(a-b)=sin(a)cos(b)-sin(b)cos(a)

sin(a-b)=
sin(a+{-b})=   ... applying I15
sin(a)cos(-b)+sin(-b)cos(a)=  ... applying I9 and I 12
sin(a)cos(b)+{-sin(b)}cos(a)=
sin(a)cos(b)-sin(b)cos(a)
therefore

sin(a-b)=sin(a)cos(b)-cos(a)sin(b)  <-- I16 sine su btraction formula

------------------------
------------------------

Sine Angle Addition/Subtraction Formula Problems

1) Given the following, determine cos(a+b)=? and co s(a-b)
  a) cos(a)=1/3, sin(a) is positive, cos(b)= 1/2, s in(b) is positive
  b) cos(a)=2/5, sin(a) is positive, sin(b)= 2/3, c os(b) is negative
  c) sin(a)=3/4, cos(a) is negative, sin(b)=-1/2, c os(b) is negative

2) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find sin(75°)
3) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find sin(15°)
4) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find sin(105°)

Note: The first point defining the rays below is th eir end point.

5) Calculate the sine of the acute angle defined by  the rays
  [(0,0):(3,11)] and [(0,0):(2,9)]

6) Calculate the sine of acute angle defined by the  rays
  [(0,0):(3,2)] and [(0,0):(1,-7)]

7) a) State the sine addition and subtraction formu las from memory.
  b) Write the sine addition and subtraction formul as from memory.

-----

Definition tan(o):  tan(o)= sin(o)/cos(o)

Derivation of the tangent addition formula

tan(a+b)=  ... by the definition of tan(o)

 sin(a+b)
---------- =  ... making use of I13 and I15
 cos(a+b)
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 sin(a)cos(b)+ sin(b)cos(a)
---------------------------- =  ... dividing numera tor and
 cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)          denominator by cos(a)cos(b)

  sin(a)cos(b)   sin(b)cos(a)
  ------------ + ------------
  cos(a)cos(b)   cos(a)cos(b)
------------------------------- =  ... this simplif ies to
  cos(a)cos(b)   sin(a)sin(b)
  ------------ - ------------
  cos(a)cos(b)   cos(a)cos(b)

 tan(a)+tan(b)
----------------
 1-tan(a)tan(b)

therefore

            tan(a)+tan(b)
tan(a+b)= ----------------    <-----   I17 tangent addition formula
           1-tan(a)tan(b)

In exercise sections, the student will be asked to prove

            tan(a)-tan(b)
tan(a-b) = ---------------   <----- I18 tangent sub traction formula
            1+tan(a)tan(b)

Tangent Angle Addition/Subtraction Formula Problems

1) Given the following, determine tan(m+n)=? and ta n(m-n)
  a) tan(m)= 2, tan(n)=3; b) tan(m)= -1, tan(n)=7.

2) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find tan(15°)
3) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find tan(165°)
4) Without making use of calculator trig functions,  find tan(300°)

5) Calculate the tangent of the acute angle defined  the intersection
  of the lines, y=2x and y=3x

6) Prove: If a ray is oriented at an angle of o, th en tan(o) equals
  the slope of the ray.

Note: The first point defining the ray below is its  endpoint.
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7) Calculate the tangent of acute angle defined by rays
  [(0,0):(1,-2)] and [(0,0):(-5,7)]

8) a) State the tangent addition and subtraction fo rmulas from
  memory. b) Write the tangent addition and subtrac tion formulas
  from memory.

Double, Squared and Half Angle Formulas

Prove cos(2o)=cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) = 2cos^2(o)-1 = 1-2 sin^2(o)

cos(2o)=
cos(o+o)=  ... applying I13 we get
cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)=

therefore

cos(2o)= cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) <--- I19a  cosine double  angle formula

I19a ->
cos(2o)=cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) ->  ... applying I1 we ge t
cos(2o)=cos^2(o)-[1-cos^2(o)] ->
cos(2o)=2cos^2(o)-1  <--- I19b cosine double angle formula

I19a ->
cos(2o)=cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) ->  ... applying I1 we ge t
cos(2o)=[1-sin^2(o)]-sin^2(o) ->
cos(2o)=1-2sin^2(o)  <--- I19c  cosine double angle  formula

---------------------------
---------------------------

                1+cos(2o)
Prove cos^2(o)= ---------
                    2

I19b ->
cos(2o)=2cos^2(o)-1 ->

           1+cos(2o)
cos^2(o)= ---------   <--- I20 cosine squared formu la
               2

---------------------------
---------------------------
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                1-cos(2o)
Prove sin^2(o)= ---------
                    2

I19c ->
cos(2o)=1-2sin^2(o) ->

          1-cos(2o)
sin^2(o)= ---------  <--- I21 sine squared formula
              2

------------------------
------------------------

                         {1+cos(o)}
Derive cos(o/2)= +/- sqrt{--------}
                         {   2    }

I20 ->

          1+cos(2a)
cos^2(a)= --------- =  ... taking the square root o f both sides
              2

                [1+cos(2a)]
cos(a)= +/- sqrt[---------] = ... substituting o/2 into 'a'
                [    2    ]

   (o)          {1+cos(o)]
cos(-)= +/- sqrt{--------]  <--- I22 cosine half an gle formula
   (2)          {   2    ]

---------------------------
---------------------------

                         {1-cos(o)}
Derive sin(o/2)= +/- sqrt{--------}
                         {   2    }

I21 ->

          1-cos(2a)
sin^2(a)= --------- =  ... taking the square root o f both sides
              2
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                [1-cos(2a)]
sin(a)= +/- sqrt[---------] = ... substituting o/2 into 'a'
                [    2    ]

   (o)          {1-cos(o)]
sin(-)= +/- sqrt{--------]  <--- I23 sine half angl e formula
   (2)          {   2    ]

---------------------------
---------------------------

          (o)          {1-cos(o)}
Derive tan(-)= +/- sqrt{--------}
          (2)          {1+cos(o)}

definition of tangent ->

        sin(a)
tan(a)= ------  ->  substituting o/2 into a we get
        cos(a)

            (o)
         sin(-)
   (o)      (2)
tan(-)= --------  -> applying I22 and I23 we get
   (2)      (o)
         cos(-)
            (2)

                  {1-cos(o)}
          +/- sqrt{--------}
   (o)            {   2    }
tan(-) = ---------------------  ->
   (2)            {1+cos(o)}
          +/- sqrt{--------}
                  {   2    }

   (o)           {1-cos(o)}
tan(-) = +/- sqrt{--------}    <--- I24 tangent hal f angle formula
   (2)           {1+cos(o)}
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Double, Squared and Half Angle Formulas Problem Set

Before doing this problem set, you should have revi ewed the
derivations of the cosine, sine and tangent half an gle formulas
beginning with I19, the cosine double angle formula . You should not
memorize these formulas but you should know how to derive them. In
the following problem set when you need any double angle formulas,
squared formulas or half angle formulas, derive the m for yourself.

1) cos(o) is 1/5, what are possible value(s) of cos (2o)?

2) cos(o) is 1/5, what are possible value(s) of cos ^2(o)?

3) cos(o) is 1/5, what are possible value(s) of cos (o/2)?

4 & 5 preparation) cos(x)= 0.5 : a) |sin(x)|=?; |ta n(x)|=?

4 & 5 preparation) tan(x)=3 : |cos(x)| =?; |sin(x)|  =?

4) A ray with an orientation of o (0°<o<90°) lies i n the 1st
  quadrant and has a slope of 2. Make use of the ta ngent half angle
  formula help you calculate what slope a ray with an orientation of
  o/2 has?

5) A ray with an orientation of o (180°<o<270°) lie s in the 3rd
  quadrant and has a slope of 2. Make use of the ta ngent half angle
  formula help you calculate what slope a ray with an orientation of
  o/2 has?

6) Derive a sine half angle formula that makes use of sine
  function(s) not a cosine function.

As has been mentioned before, each time you come to  an identity and
its proof you should try to prove the identity on y our own without
looking at the proof. If you are unable to prove th is identity, you
should look at the proof just long enough to get th e needed hints,
and then you should prove the identity on your own without looking.
By the time you get to this place in the book, it i s expected you
have proved all identities up to this point. If not  you should go
back to the beginning of this chapter and do it now . Otherwise you
are unprepared to continue.
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Deriving Identities Analytically Problem Set

1) a) Give the triangle definition for sin(o) and c os(o); b) Give
  the circle definition for sin(o) and cos(o); c) D raw a picture
  illustrating each definition, and from these pict ures, explain
  the connection between the triangle and circle de finitions.

2) The following identities are important, they sho uld be learned
  or memorized. Look them over and then without loo king a) Write
  the list of these identities from memory. b) Verb ally state each
  of these identities from memory.
  a) Pythagorean Identity
     cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)= 1; 1-cos^2(o)=sin^2(o); 1-s in^2(o)=cos^2(o)
  b) cos(-o)= cos(o) cosine is an even function
  c) sin(-o)= -sin(o) sine is an odd function
  d) cos(o +/- 180°)= -cos(o) : sin(o +/- 180°)= -s in(o)
  e) cos(90°-o)=sin(o); sin(90°-o)=cos(o)
  f) cos(a+b)= cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b) cosine add ition formula
  g) cos(a-b)= cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b) cosine sub traction formula
  h) sin(a+b)= sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)sin(b) sine addit ion formula
  i) sin(a-b)= sin(a)cos(b)-cos(a)sin(b) sine subtr action formula
  j) tan(a+b)= {tan(a)+tan(b)}/{1-tan(a)tan(b)} tan  addition formula
  k) tan(a-b)= {tan(a)-tan(b)}/{1+tan(a)tan(b)} tan  subtract formula

Fork in the Road
Do one of the following options.
I) Regular Option: do 3 Regular Option)
II) Honors Option: do 3 Honors Option)

If you feel you are up to it, the Honors Option is the recommended
option. Each of these options have students derivin g identities they
should have already derived. (Students should be pr oving all
theorems in the book at the time they are presented ). Proving these
identities once again will help cement each of thes e fundamental
identities and their proofs and the development tha t leads up to
each of these proofs into the students consciousnes s.

3 Regular Option)

You may consider the following identities as postul ates.
cos(0°)=1; sin(90°)=1; cos(180°)=-1. Do not make us e of any
trigonometry identity that you haven't proved previ ously in this
development, or haven't been told you may assume as  a postulate.

a) a) Give the triangle proof of the Pythagorean id entity
  cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)=1; b) Give the circle proof of the Pythagorean
  identity.

b) Make use of the postulates I2) cos(0°)=1, I3) si n(90°)=1,
  I4) cos(180°)=-1, to prove each of the following identities.
  I5) sin(0°)=0; I6) cos(90°)=0; I7) sin(180°)=0.
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c) Make use of Analytic Geometry to derive the cosi ne subtraction
  formula ... cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b).

d) Make use of the cosine subtraction formula to pr ove that cos is
  an even function, i.e. prove cos(-o)= -cos(o).

e) Prove cos(90°-o)=sin(o) and cos(o-180°)= -cos(o) , then make use of
  these identities to prove that sin is an odd func tion, i.e. prove
  sin(-o)= -sin(o).

f) Make use of the cosine subtraction formula to de rive the cosine
  addition formula, i.e. derive cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos( b)-sin(a)sin(b)

g) Make use of the cosine addition formula to deriv e the sine
  addition formula i.e. derive sin(a+b)= cos(a)sin( b)+sin(a)cos(b).

h) Make use of the sine addition formula to derive the sine
  subtraction formula i.e.
  derive sin(a-b)= cos(a)sin(b)-sin(a)cos(b)

i) Make use of the cosine and sine addition formula s to derive
  the tangent addition formula i.e. derive
  tan(a+b)= {tan(a)+tan(b)}/{1-tan(a)tan(b)}

j) Prove tangent is an odd function, i.e. prove tan (-o)= -tan(o).

k) Make use of the tangent addition formula to deri ve the tangent
  subtraction formula i.e. derive
  tan(a-b)= {tan(a)-tan(b)}/{1+tan(a)tan(b)}

l) Make use of the cosine addition formula to deriv e the first
  cosine double angle formulas, then make use of fi rst cosine double
  angle formula to derive the 2nd and 3rd double an gle formulas.
  I)   cos(2o)= cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)
  II)  cos(2o)= 2cos^2(o)-1
  III) cos(2o)= 1-sin^2(o)

m) Make use of the cosine double angle formula(s) t o derive the
  cosine and sine squared formulas.
  I)  cos^2(o)= {1+cos(2o)}/2
  II) sin^2(o)= {1-cos(2o)}/2

n) Make use of the cosine and sine squared angle fo rmulas to derive
  the cosine, sine and tangent half angle formulas.
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        (o)          {1+cos(o)}
  I) cos(-)= +/- sqrt{--------}
        (2)          {   2    }

         (o)          {1-cos(o)}
  II) sin(-)= +/- sqrt{--------}
         (2)          {   2    }

          (o)          {1-cos(o)}
  III) tan(-)= +/- sqrt{--------}
          (2)          {1+cos(o)}

------- End of Optional Problem Set (Regular Option ) --------

You may want to prepare for doing the (honors) opti on by studying
or doing all or part of the regular option.

3 Honors Option)

  Prove the Pythagorean identity. Make use of coord inate geometry to
  prove the cosine subtraction formula. Now assume the following
  as postulates, I2) cos(0°)=1 : I3) sin(90°)=1 : I 4) cos(180°)=-1.
  From there go on to derive the tangent addition a nd subtraction
  formulas, and then the tangent half angle formula . Do not refer to
  a list of identities that gives you the order in which identities
  are to be derived. You are to figure this out for  yourself. Do not
  make use of any trigonometry identity that you ha ven't yet proved,
  or that you haven't been told you may assume as a  postulate.

A Mistake to Avoid When Doing Proofs

When asked to prove an identity

a(o)=b(o)

a common (but in general not valid) way to do this is to manipulate
both sides of the identity one or more times until it takes a form
that is known to be true. This technique is illustr ated below.

(Remember -> means implies)

a(o)=b(o) ->     <- identity you are trying to prov e
c(o)=d(o) ->
e(o)=f(o) ->
y(o)=z(o)        <- this identity is known to be tr ue
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In general, a proof of this form does not prove a(o )=b(o). What a
proof of this form does do is show that if a(o)=b(o ) is true, then
y(o)=z(o) is true. In other words this proof shows that a(o)=b(o) ->
y(o)=z(o), i.e. a(o)=b(o) implies y(o)=z(o).

If A implies B, B does not necessarily imply A. For  example,

R is an even number -> R is an integer .. true
R is an integer -> R is an even number .. not true

It is for this reason that this proof does not (in general) prove
that a(o)=b(o) is true.

A proof of this form is valid (in general) if each of the steps
are reversible.

if

a(o)=b(o) ->
c(o)=d(o)

and

c(o)=d(o) ->
a(o)=b(o)

Then

a(o)=b(o) ->
c(o)=d(o)

is a reversible step.

If each of the steps in the preceding proof are rev ersible, then
this proof can be reversed and re-written as

y(o)=z(o) ->     <- this identity is known to be tr ue
e(o)=f(o) ->
c(o)=d(o) ->
a(o)=b(o)        <-  This identity is now proven

This is a valid proof of a(o)=b(o).

For a concrete example of this type of proof, see p roof of problem
4.5.4, in the 'Law of Cosines, Law of Sines' sectio n.
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4) The following identities come in handy, learn to  recognize them.
  Prove: a) cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)=cos(2o); b) sin(o)cos (o)=sin(2o)/2

5) These two identities are important and should be  learned. a) Make
  use of the cosine subtraction formula to prove co s(90°-o)=sin(o);
  b) Make use of the sine subtraction formula to pr ove
  sin(90°-o)=cos(o)

6) The following identities come in handy, learn th em.
  a) Prove: cos(o+180°)= -cos(o); cos(o-180°)= -cos (o)
  b) Prove: sin(o+180°)= -sin(o); sin(o-180°)= -sin (o)
  c) Prove: tan(o+180°)=  tan(o); tan(o-180°)=  tan (o)
  d) Prove these identities geometrically.

7.7) a) Make use of sin(90°-o)=cos(o) to prove cos( 90°-o)=sin(o)
  b) Make use of cos(90°-o)=sin(o) to prove sin(90° -o)=cos(o)

8) a) Prove: tan(90°-a)=cot(a); b) cot(90°-a)=tan(a )

9) a) Make use of cos(o-90°)=sin(o) to prove sin(o+ 90°)=cos(o)
  b) Make use of sin(o-90°)=-cos(o) to prove sin(o+ 90°)=cos(o)

10) a) Prove: tan(a)+tan(b)={1-tan(a)tan(b)}tan(a+b );
  b) Make use of the previous identity (part a) to derive a similar
  expression equal to tan(a)-tan(b).

11.7) a) Prove: a) 1+tan^2(o)=sec(o); b) 1+cot^2(o) =csc^2(o)

12) a) Assuming tan(o)=sqrt(3), what is tan(o/2)? b ) Make use of a
  30°-60°-90° triangle to verify your answer is cor rect. c) Assuming
  tan(o)=a, (0°<o<90°), what is tan(a/2)?

13) Derive the cotangent addition and subtraction f ormulas, in terms
  of cotangent, using the following two methods. a)  Use a method
  similar to the method this book used to derive th e tangent
  addition formula. b) Make use of the tangent addi tion and
  subtraction formulas. In doing this, do not make use of cos or
  sin functions.

14) a) Derive 'the' cos(a+b+c)= ... formula.
  b) Derive 'the' sin(a+b+c)= ... formula.
  c) Derive 'the' tan(a+b+c)= ... formula.

15) Derive the following secant and cosecant additi on formulas.
  a) sec(a+b)= sec(a)csc(a)sec(b)csc(b)/{csc(a)csc( b)+sec(a)sec(b)}
  b) csc(a+b)= sec(a)csc(a)sec(b)csc(b)/{sec(a)csc( b)+csc(a)sec(b)}

           sin^2(o)
16) Prove ---------- = tan^2(o)
          1-sin^2(o)
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                      1+tan(o)
17) Prove tan(o+45°)= --------
                      1-tan(o)

            sin(a-b)   cot(b)-cot(a)
18.7) Prove -------- = -------------
            sin(a+b)   cot(b)+cot(a)

                           sin(a+b)
19) Prove cot(a)+cot(b)= ------------
                         sin(a)sin(b)

            1-tan(o)   cot(o)-1
20.7) Prove -------- = --------
            1+tan(o)   cot(o)+1

21) Prove cos^4(o)-sin^4(o) = cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)
  (Hint if needed, see proof of next problem)

22.7) Prove cos^4(o)-sin^4(o) = 1-2sin^2(o)

           1-tan^2(o)
23) Prove  ---------- = 1-sec^2(o)
           1-cot^2(o)

            tan(a)+tan(b)
24.7) Prove ------------- = cot(a)+cot(b)
             tan(a)tan(b)

25.7) Doing this problem will help to prepare you f or the problems
  that follow. .. tan(x)=a: a) cos(x)=?; b) sin(x)= ?

26) A ray with an orientation of 'a' has a slope of  'm'. A ray with
  an orientation of 'b' has a slope of 'n'. What is  the slope
  of a ray with an orientation of a+b?

27) A ray (in the 1st quadrant) with an orientation  of o has a slope
  of 2. What is the slope of a ray with an orientat ion of o/2?

In the following four problems, do not make use of inverse
trigonometry functions unless you are asked to do s o.
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28) Two rays have their end point on the lower left  corner of a
  square. One of these rays passes through the midp oint of the top
  side of the square, the other ray passes through the midpoint of
  the right side of the square. a) Determine the si ne of the acute
  angle defined by these rays. b) Make use of the i nverse sine
  function on your calculator to find this angle in  degrees.

29) Ray 1 has a slope of 1, ray 2 has a slope of 2.  Both rays have
  their end point at the origin and are in the firs t quadrant. In an
  alternate (rotated) coordinate system where both ray's end point
  are still at the origin, and ray 1 lies along the  positive x axis,
  what is the slope of ray 2?

30) Prove Angles Are Equal
  The following rays have their end point at the or igin and exist in
  the 1st quadrant. Ray A has a slope of 3, ray B h as a slope of 1,
  ray C has a slope of 2 and ray D has a slope of 3 /4. Prove that
  the angles formed by the ray A and ray B equals t he angle formed
  by ray C and ray D.

31) Find the slope of the angle bisector of the ang le that is formed
  by the following two rays. Both rays have a commo n end point at
  the origin (0,0) and exist in the in the 1st quad rant. One ray has
  a slope of 3, the other ray has a slope of 5.

32) Where a+b+c+d=180°,
  prove sin(a)sin(b)+sin(c)sin(d)=sin(a+c)sin(b+c)

33) Where a+b+c=90° and a,b,c are all positive angl es, prove
  tan(a)tan(b)+tan(b)tan(c)+tan(c)tan(a)=1
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^^^^^^^^^

8 Periodic Events and Functions
  Distance Rate & Time
  Trigonometry Graphing Introduction

^^^^^^^^^

D=R*T is the governing equation of DRT (Distance Ra te Time) problems.
In several DRT problems below, the word problem giv es two of these
parameters (variables). Once you determine these tw o, solve for the
remaining unknown parameter.

Example

A hose can fill a pool in 7 hours. If the hose fill s the pool at
this rate for two hours, how full will the pool be?   D

A hose can fill a pool in 7 hours -> R = 1 pool / 7  hours
If the hose fills the pool at this rate for 2 hours  -> T = 2 hours

We have R=rate and T=time, So we need to solve for D=distance

       1 Pool              2
D=R*T= ------- * 2 hours = - Pool, so the pool is 2 /7 full.
       7 hours             7

Distance Rate Time Problem Set

1) A train travels 78 miles per hour for 3 hours. H ow far does the
  travel? D

2) If a bug goes around a light 3 times every 2 sec onds. At what
  rate does the fly rotate around the light?  R

3) An airplane averages 520 miles per hour on a tri p of 1320 miles.
  How long does the trip take? T

4) If a hose is able to fill a pool to 4/5 capacity  in 3 hours, at
  what rate does the hose fill the pool?  R

5) A car is to make a trip to Salt Lake City. If it  goes 5/8 of the
  way in 2 1/3 hours. What is the rate at which thi s car travels
  towards Salt Lake City? R

6) If a hose can fill a pool in 13 hours. How long does it take to
  fill the pool to 2/3 capacity?  T

7) If a hiker can climb 2/7 of the way up a mountai n in 3 hours. How
  long will it take to hiker to climb 4/5 of the wa y? T
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8) Children can walk to school in 5/13 of an hour. If they walk
  towards school at this rate for 2/7 of an hour, w hat proportion of
  the way will they walk towards school?  D

9) A satellite orbits the earth in 3/2 of an hour. In 5 3/8 hours
  how many times does it go around the earth?  D

10) A hose fills a pool in 15 hours. A leak flowing  at a constant
  rate in the bottom of the pool can empty the pool  in 8 days. a) At
  what rate does the hose fill the pool? b) At what  rate does the
  leak empty the pool? c) At what rate do the hose and the leak
  acting together fill the pool? d) Assuming the po ol is empty, how
  long will it take to fill the pool?  T

11.8) One hose can fill a swimming pool in 4 hours.  Another hose can
  fill a pool in 3 hours. How long will it take for  both of these
  hoses working together to fill the pool?  T

12) An escalator can move a person from the bottom to the top or from
  the top to the bottom in 1 minute. If the escalat or isn't moving,
  a person can climb up the stairs in 25 seconds. a ) If the escalator
  is moving upward, how long would it take the pers on to climb to the
  top?  b) If the escalator is moving downward, how  long would it
  take for the person to climb to the top? c) The s peed of the
  escalator is changed. At this new speed it takes the man 20
  seconds to climb to the top. How fast is the esca lator moving?

13) Thieves robbed a bank and made their getaway do wn the highway
  at a speed of 80 miles per hour. 20 minutes later  the police
  started chasing the robbers traveling at a speed of 105 miles
  per hour. a) How long will it take for the police  to catch the
  robbers? b) How far will the police have to trave l to catch the
  robbers?  D

Periodic Events

1) A satellite orbits a planet in its equatorial pl ane once every
  11 hours. The planet rotates about its axis (in t he same
  direction) once every 5 hours. a) At what rate do es the satellite
  orbit the planet? b) At what rate does the planet  revolve about
  its axis? c) From the perspective of a person on the planets
  equator, at what rate (how often) does the satell ite pass
  overhead? d) Do again assuming the orbit of the s atellite and the
  revolution of the planet are in opposite directio ns.

2) One of Jupiter's moon's revolves around the plan et in its
  equatorial plane once every 42 hr 30 min. Jupiter  rotates about
  its axis (in the same direction) once every 9 hou rs 55 minutes.
  a) What is the length of time between consecutive  passages of the
  moon over the same point on Jupiter's equator? b)  Do again
  assume Jupiter and its moon revolve/orbit in oppo site directions.
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Period and Frequency of Periodic Events

If an event happens on a recurring basis, such that  the timing
between events is constant, such an event is called  a periodic
event. Examples of a periodic events are a persons birthday, and
the ticking of a clock.

Speaking loosely, the period of a periodic event is the time between
event completions (or starts) and the frequency is of a periodic
event is how often the events are happening. Consid er a rotating
top where one rotation of the top is considered to be the event. If
the top is spinning 25 times every second, the peri od of this event
is 1/25 second. The frequency of this event is 25/s econd. (Often
referred to as 25 rotations/second). Period and fre quency are
reciprocals of each other, i.e. frequency = 1/perio d and
period = 1/frequency.

Exercise: Electricity delivered to homes and busine sses does not
flow in one direction but flows back and forth in a  wire. In the
United States this flowing back and forth occurs 60  times each
second. Taking one cycle back and forth as one even t, a) What is the
period?; b) What is the frequency? c) What is the r elationship
between period and frequency?

-----

Useful Conversions
1 inch = 2.54 centimeters
1 mile = 5280 feet
1 hour = 3600 seconds

3) The diameter of a motorcycle's front wheel is 79  centimeters.
  The diameter a motorcycle's rear wheel is 80 cent imeters. If the
  motorcycle is traveling at 65 miles per hour. a) What is the
  period of rotation of each of the tires? b) What is the frequency
  of rotation of each of the tires? c) How often ar e the valve
  stems (air intakes) of both tires in the same ang ular position?
  d) What would the diameter the front wheel need t o be in order
  that both valve stems be at the same angular posi tion every 10
  seconds? e) Is there more than one correct answer  for question in
  'd'? If so, give another answer.
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Periodic Functions (cosine and sine)

R is a ray with its end point at the origin. Its or ientation is x,
meaning that it intersects a unit circle C centered  at the origin at
{cos(x), sin(x)}. If R has an initial orientation o f x=Xo
(a constant), and x increases from there, R will be  spinning in a
counter clockwise direction. (Take a few moments to  verify this for
yourself). Not until x = Xo + 1 revolution, or o = Xo + 360 degrees,
or x= Xo + 2Pi radians will the ray return to its o riginal
orientation. It seems reasonable to guess therefore  that the graph
of the functions y=cos(x) and y=sin(x) would repeat  once every
revolution or 360 degrees or 2 Pi radians as x incr eases (and not
more often than that). If we graph y=cos(x) or y=si n(x) using a
graphing calculator or computer we can see this is true.

Exercise: Using a graphing calculator or a computer ,
  a) Graph y=cos(x) from -360° to 720° (720°=2*360° )
  b) Graph y=sin(x) from -360° to 720°

How many times does your graph of y=cos(x) and y=si n(x) repeat? If
you said 3 times you are correct. Speaking loosely:  1. A function
that repeats over its entire domain is a periodic function and 2.
If a periodic function repeats once on the domain f rom x=a to x=a+b,
then b is the wavelength of that function. cos(x) and sin(x) each
have a wavelength of 2Pi radians. More formally, a function is a
periodic function with a wavelength  of L, if f(x)=f(x+L) (L>0)
(-inf < x < inf), and L is the least positive numbe r for which this
is true. Take a few moments to assure yourself this  formal
definition of a periodic function and wavelength ma kes sense and is
true, i.e. is it in agreement with the less formal definitions?

Wavelength

In the following discussion cos is used, but the di scussion also
applies to sin. Also radians are used, but the disc ussion could be
adapted to apply to degrees or revolutions.

cos has a wavelength of 2Pi rads. The graph of y=co s(x) from x = Xo
to Xo + 2Pi rads is one wavelength of the graph y=c os(x). To figure
out the wavelength of y=cos(x), y=cos(ax), y=cos(x/ a) calculate how
much the x needs to change, in order for what is in side the
parenthesis to change by 2Pi rads. This amount is t he wavelength of
the function. Take a few moments to understand for yourself why this
method of determining the wavelength of a cosine fu nction is valid.

Example: Calculate the wavelength of y=cos(ax) ...
For ax to change from 0 to 2Pi, x must change from 0 to 2Pi/a.

therefore the wavelength of y=cos(ax) is x=2Pi/a
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Exercise: Calculate the wavelength of y=cos(x/u).

Exercise: What is the wavelength of y=sin(3x) in de grees?

Exercise: What is the wavelength of y=cos(x/2) in d egrees?

If you haven't already noticed, the distance from c rest to crest
(or from trough to trough) of a cosine function (or  sine function)
is the wavelength of the function. Also the distanc e from a zero
crossing where the function is increasing (or decre asing), to the
next zero crossing where the function is increasing  (or decreasing)
is the wavelength of the function.

Period

In the discussion of periodic functions and wavelen gth until now,
the domain variable has been x. By convention, a do main variable x
implies distance. Two points on the x axis are thou ght of as being
separated by some distance. An other common domain type for cosine
or sine functions is time. By convention, if time is the domain type
of a function, the domain variable is t. Two points  on the t axis
are though of as being separated in time. y=cos(t) is an example of
a cosine function where the domain type is time.

Where time, not distance is the domain of a periodi c function, the
word wavelength isn't used, instead the word period is used. If the
formal definition of wavelength of a function is sl ightly modified,
it applies to period of a function. period P (P>0) of a time domain
periodic function f is the least amount of time t c an change so that
(in general) f(t)=f(t+P). The situation is quite si milar to where
the domain is distance. The period of y=cos(t) or of y=sin(t) is
2Pi. If seconds is the unit of time used, then the period of
y=sin(t) is 2Pi seconds. When time is the domain, r adian measure
needs to be used.

Example: What is the period of y=sin(x/3)?

  (1/3)x=2Pi -> x=2Pi/(1/3) -> x=6Pi -> period=6Pi or approximately
  18.85.

Frequency

Frequency (or F) is how often something happens. Th e frequency of
the sun rising is once a day or (1 rise)/day or jus t 1/day. The
electricity that comes into our homes cycles back a nd forth 60 times
a second, its frequency is 60 cycles per second or 60 cycles/second
or just 60/sec. Frequency (or F) and period (or P), are reciprocals
of each other, i.e. F=1/P  and P=1/F . Given that the frequency of the
electricity that comes into our homes is 60/sec, th e period of this
electricity is 1/(60/sec) or 1/60 second.
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Example: What is the frequency of y=cos(ax)?

  ax=2Pi -> x=2Pi/a -> period = 2Pi/a -> frequency = 1/(2Pi/a) ->
  frequency = a/2Pi

Periodic Functions Problem Set

1) R is a ray with end point at the origin. The ori entation of R is
  t (time). C is the unit circle centered at the or igin. P is the
  point of intersection of R and C. The position of  P is represented
  by the parametric point {cos(t),sin(t)}. a) As t increases from 0
  to 2Pi, how far does P move? b) How much time pas ses as t
  increases from 0 to 2Pi?. c) How fast (on average ) does the point
  {cos(t),sin(t)} move going once around the circle ? d) What is the
  period of the point {cos(t),sin(t)} moving around  the circle C?
  {compare this with the periods of cos(t) and sin( t)}.

2) Calculate and then give the wavelength or period  of the following
  functions. Where appropriate, also calculate the frequencies of
  these functions. Give all numerical answers using  at least four
  digits of precision.
  a) y=sin(x); b) y=cos(x); c) y=sin(t)
  d) y=cos(8t); e) y=cos(t/2); f) y=sin(12x)
  g) y=cos(a*x); h) y=sin(t/a); i) y=sin(x/a)

3) I) Give a cosine function whose wavelength is ea ch of the
  following. II) Give a sine function whose period is each of the
  following.  a) 2Pi; b) 1/3; c) Pi/5; d) 1; e) 7;  f) U

4 Calculate the frequency of the following. a) cos( t);
  b) sin(10Pi*t); c) cos(t/3); d) sin(t/Pi); e) cos (at).

5) Calculate and then give a function (choose cos o r sin) whose
  whose frequency is each of the following. a) Pi; b) 2/Pi;
  d) 1; e) 60; f) V

If sound exists at a given location in air, then the a ir pressure at
this location is changing. This rapid change of air  pressure is the
sound. A sound source sets up pressure waves in the  air that travel
away from the source at the speed of sound, which i s about 343
meters per second. If for example the frequency of a sound is 500
Hz, then the wavelength of the sound wave traveling  through the air
due to this source would be
(343 meters/second)/(500/second) = 343/500 meters
Take a few moments to assure yourself this is true.  The following
equation relates wavelength, speed and frequency; o f sound.

speed (of traveling wave) = wavelength * frequency

Take a few moments to assure yourself this equation  is true.
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6) Middle C on the piano has a frequency of 440 Hz.  Assuming the
  speed of sound is 343 meters per second, what is the wavelength
  of a middle C sound wave that travels through the  air?

Bonus Problems ... The Doppler Effect

1a) i) A car approaches a stationary fire truck at 65 mph. The fire
  truck siren emits a sound of 1000 Hz. Assume soun d travels at a
  speed of 1125 ft/sec. What is the frequency of th e sound that the
  driver of the car hears from the siren? ii) In pr oblem i, if the
  car is moving away from the siren at 65 mph, what  is the frequency
  of the sound that the driver hears from the siren ?

1b) Derive a Doppler equation that gives the freque ncy of sound heard
  by an observer when the observer is moving toward s (or away from)
  the sound source.

1c) Make use of the equation you derived in problem  1b to solve the
  problems given in 1a. Did you get the same answer s?

2) a) Derive a Doppler equation that gives the freq uency of sound
  heard by an observer when the sound source is mov ing towards (or
  away from) the observer. ... Make use of this equ ation to solve the
  following problems. b) A fire truck siren emits a  1000 Hz sound. The
  fire truck is moving towards a stationary car at a speed of 75
  mph. Assuming sound travels at 1125 ft/sec, what is the frequency
  that the occupants of the car hear from the siren ? c) Assume in
  part 'b' that the fire truck is moving away from (not towards) the
  car. What frequency do the occupants of the car h ear from the
  siren?

3) a) Derive a Doppler equation that gives the freq uency of sound
  heard from a sound source when the sound source i s moving towards
  (or away from) an observer AND the observer is mo ving towards (or
  away from) the sound source. Make use of this equ ation to solve
  the following problems. ... A car and a fire truc k are traveling
  in opposite directions on a straight road. The si ren of the fire
  truck emits a sound of 1000 Hz. The fire truck tr avels at 75 mph,
  the car at 65 mph. Assuming sound travels at 1125  ft/sec, what is
  the frequency of the sound heard by the driver as  b) the fire
  truck and the car are approaching each other? c) after the car and
  the fire truck have passed each other?

4) The speed of sound in the air is a function of t he temperature of
  the air. You wish to determine the speed of sound  by measuring the
  difference of the frequency of a sound source, an d the perceived
  frequency of this sound source when you are movin g towards or away
  from it, at a known speed. Derive an equation whi ch will allow you
  to do this.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

9 Inverse Trigonometry Functions

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Functions, Inverse Functions
An Important Theorem Relating the Two

Before discussing inverse trigonometry functions sp ecifically, we
will discuss functions and inverse functions in gen eral. To begin
with, an inverse function is a function. There is more th an one
way to describe what a function is, we take the app roach here that
is most suited to our needs. A function provides on e output in
response to an input or combination of inputs. Here  we deal only
with functions that accept only one input at a time . This is known
as a single variable function. The set of allowable  inputs of a
function is called the domain of the function. The set of possible
outputs of a function is called the range of the function. Whenever
one domain element (which in our case is a single n umber, angle or
variable) is inputted into a function, the function  in accordance
with a given rule will provide one output. For a gi ven input, the
output of a particular function will always be the same. If an input
is provided to a function that is not a domain elem ent, the function
will not provide an output.

Consider the function F where x -> F -> 3x. What this is saying is
that if x is inputted into the function F, F will p rovide 3x as an
output. In more standard notation this function is expressed as
y=3x. Here is another way to view the situation. Co nsider the
function x -> F -> y. Here we see a variable x passing through F and
becoming the variable y. Consider x -> F -> xf, her e the variable x
passes through the function F, which "changes it" t o xf, some other
variable. Our placing the small f, after the x indi cates that this
variable is equal to the x, after it has passed thr ough the function
(big letter) F. We will use this variable naming te chnique again.

The defining characteristic of an inverse function or inverse, is
that it undoes what a function does. For example, i f the function F,
upon accepting x as its input, outputs the value xf , then an inverse
function of F, (which we refer to as F') upon accep ting xf as its
input will output the value of xff' or x. In our al ternate functional
notation this process is illustrated by the followi ng expression.

x -> F -> xf -> F' -> xff' = x

In standard notation this is expressed as
F'{F(x)}=x   <--- This implies F' is the inverse fu nction of F
Loosely speaking, F converts a value x into a value  xf, but F'
which is the inverse function of F, converts xf bac k into x. F'
undoes what F does. Not all functions have inverses.
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Q1: What is an inverse function? What does an inver se function do?

Theorem 1.9  If F' is an inverse of F, then F is also an inverse  of
F'.. only if, the only inputs F' will accept, are o utputs of F.

Proof:

F' being an inverse function of F implies the follo wing expression.

i) x -> F -> xf -> F' -> xff' = x

This expression can be re-written as

ii) xf -> F' -> xff' = x -> F -> xf

Refer to i) x is a variable representing any or all  of the domain
elements (allowable inputs) of F, therefore xf is
representative of all range elements (possible outp uts) of F.
xf passes through F', an inverse of F, and in doing  this xf becomes
xff'=x.

Refer to ii) xf passes through F', becoming x, x th en passes
through F becoming xf. We see that if the variable xf passes
through F' and then through F, it remains unchanged . Therefore
F acts as the inverse function of F' for any variab le of the form
xf, which is all possible outputs (range elements) of F. Therefore
so long as inputs to F' are outputs of F, F acts as  the inverse of
F'.

(Refer to the next line in the paragraph below)

y (which is not an output of F)   -> F' -> yf' -> F -> yf'f != y

What happens if F' can accept an input y which is n ot a possible
output of F? If yf' can not pass through F, F can n ot be an inverse
of F'. If yf' can pass through F, yf' becomes yf'f.  Since y is not
a possible output of F, yf'f != y, therefore in thi s instance F is
not acting as an inverse of F' either. Therefore if F' accepts
input(s) which are not outputs of F, F is not an in verse of F'.

Proof Complete

Theorem: 2.9 If F and G are functions and G is an inverse of F. Then
F and G are inverses of each other if and only if, the domain of
each function is equal to the range of the other fu nction.

The proof of this theorem is left to the student.

There are two important take aways from the precedi ng theorems.
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I) If F is a function and F' is an inverse of F, th ere is a (good)
  possibility that F and F' are inverses of each ot her. Whether or
  not this is true can be easily determined by look ing and the
  domain and range (possible inputs and outputs of each function).

II) If F is a function, and F' is an inverse of F, but F is not an
  inverse of F'. F' can be modified so that F will be its inverse.
  This is done by restricting the domain of F' so t hat it accepts
  only outputs of F. o=arccos(x) for example, is defined as a
  particular angle such that cos(o)=x. Therefore cos is an inverse
  of arccos. However because cos does accept inputs  which are not
  outputs of arccos, arccos is not an inverse of co s. (see theorem
  1.9). A domain restricted form of cos, i.e. Cos h as been defined
  such that the only inputs Cos will accept are out puts of arccos,
  therefore invcos is an inverse of Cos. arccos and  Cos are inverses
  of each other. arccos and cos are not inverses of  each other.

The trigonometry functions cos, sin and tan do not have inverses.
We will see later in this section if their domains are restricted,
they become different but similar functions that do  have inverses.

Inverse Functions of the 6 Trigonometry Functions

In the following discussion, cos and arccos and inv cos are used as
example trigonometry and inverse trigonometry funct ions. However the
discussion also applies to all of the trigonometry and inverse
trigonometry functions, i.e. sine, cosine, tangent,  cosecant, secant
and cotangent, and their 'inverses'.

If we know the value of an angle o, and desire to k now what cos(o)
is, we can use the cosine function of a calculator to find the
answer. However if we are told that cosine of an an gle is 1/2, can a
calculator be used to determine what THE angle is? If cos(o)=1/2
can we determine o? The answer is no because there is more than one
angle whose cosine is 1/2. Cosine of 60 degrees equ als 1/2, however
cosine is an even function so cosine of -60 degrees  is also equal to
1/2. Keeping this and the circle definition of cosi ne in mind, it
should be evident that
cos(60° + 360°*n) and cos(-60° + 360°*n) n=(..-3,-2 ,-1,0,1,2,3..)
are also equal to 1/2. There are infinitely many angles whose cosine
is any particular (allowed) value, such as 1/2. Usi ng the arccos
(or invcos) function of a calculator we can find on e of these
angles. For example if you ensure a calculator is i n degrees mode
and then enter 0.5 into the calculator, then press the arccos key,
the calculator will return an angle whose cosine is  1/2, i.e. the
calculator will return 60 (degrees) = arccos(1/2). We see
cos{arccos(1/2)}=1/2. In general cos{arccos(x)}=x. {By definition
arccos(x) is an angle (returned by the calculator) whose cosine is
x}. Therefore cos is an inverse function of arccos. We desire to
find an inverse of cosine, but this is seemingly im possible.
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For example ... the following is true
+60° -> cos -> 1/2 -> arccos -> +60°, the following is also true.
-60° -> cos -> 1/2 -> arccos -> +60°. Therefore any function that
would act as an inverse of cosine if the argument ( the independent
variable of a function) is 60°, will not act as an inverse cosine
function for cosine when the argument is -60 degree s.

Q2: Explain why cos does not have an inverse and wh y a domain
restriction of cos could (possibly) 'fix' this situ ation.

The preceding reasoning illustrates the fact that c osine does not
have an inverse function. Yet many calculators have  what they refer
to as inverse trigonometry functions. These are lab eled as arccos or
invcos. How is this justified? The function the cal culator refers to
as arccos is an inverse of a domain restricted cosi ne function. This
domain restricted cosine function does not for exam ple accept both
both 60 degrees and -60 degrees as inputs. (If so, arccos could not
be its inverse).

We desire that arccos and a domain restricted cosin e function be
inverses of each other if possible. Any domain rest riction on a
trigonometry function needs to be done in such a wa y that the range
of the trigonometry function is not diminished. (Fo r cosine a domain
must be chosen so that the range continues to inclu de all numbers
from -1 to 1]. We choose the following set of domai n restrictions
because they match the ranges of the corresponding inverse
trigonometry functions used on calculators. Given t hat cos is an
inverse of arccos, this matching is important if th ere is to be any
hope of arccos and the domain restricted cosine fun ction being
inverses of each other, (see theorem 2.9)

cosine and secant .. domain restricted from 0 to 18 0 degrees.
sine and cosecant .. domain restricted from -90 to 90 degrees.
tangent and cotangent .. domain restricted from -90  to 90 degrees.

We need to differentiate trigonometry functions tha t are domain
restricted and the ones which are not. The following are the
domain restricted trigonometry functions. Cos, Sin,  Tan, Sec, Csc,
Cot. (Notice the capitalized first letters). Invers es of these
domain restricted trig functions are arccos, arcsin , arctan, arcsec,
arccsc and arccot respectively. Other names commonl y used for these
inverse trig functions are invcos, invsin, invtan, invsec, invcsc
and invcot respectively.

As stated previously, cos is an inverse of invcos. Since [by
design] Cos can accept anything as an input that is  outputted by
arccos, Cos is also an inverse of arccos. Cos{arcco s(x)}=x
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The domain and range of Cos and arccos are illustra ted below.

(0° to 180°) -> Cos -> (1 to -1)
(1 to -1) -> arccos -> (0° to 180°)

Given that Cos is an inverse of arccos, since the o nly inputs Cos
will accept are outputs of arccos, arccos is also a n inverse of Cos.
(see theorem 1.9)

Given that Cos is an inverse of arccos, since the d omain of each of
these functions is equal to the range the other, Co s and arccos are
inverses of each other. (see theorem 2.9) (Theorem 2.9 is a
replacement for theorem 1.9, but is easier to use a nd to remember).

Q3: a) Give an inverse for the following functions (if any).
  cos(o), sin(o), tan(o), sec(o), csc(o), cot(o)
  Cos(o), Sin(o), Tan(o), Sec(o), Csc(o), Cot(o)
  arccos(x), arcsin(x), arctan(x), arcsec(x), arccs c(x), arccot(x)

Q4: What are the domain and range of a) Each of the  trig functions?
  b) Domain restricted trig functions? c) Each of t he inverse trig
  functions?

Each of the following statements are true.

Cos{arccos(x)}=x; Sin{arcsin(x)}=x; Tan{arctan(x)}= x
Sec{arcsec(x)}=x; Csc{arccsc(x)}=x; Cot{arccot(x)}= x

arccos{Cos(o)}=o, arcsin{Sin(o)}=o, arctan{Tan(o)}= o
arcsec{Sec(o)}=o, arccsc{Csc(o)}=o, arccot{Cot(o)}= o

cos{arccos(x)}=x; sin{arcsin(x)}=x; tan{arctan(x)}= x
sec{arcsec(x)}=x; csc{arccsc(x)}=x; cot{arccot(x)}= x

The following trigonometry statements are not unive rsally true.
(the domain unrestricted trigonometry functions do not have inverses)

arccos{cos(o)}=o, arcsin{sin(o)}=o, arctan{tan(o)}= o
arcsec{sec(o)}=o, arccsc{csc(o)}=o, arccot{cot(o)}= o

Whenever you see the function invcos(x), or arccos( x) it is useful
to mentally replace this function with the words .. . "An angle
(returned by the calculator) whose cosine is x". Li kewise for any of
the other inverse trig functions. Experience has sh own that if these
words are kept in mind when solving problems involv ing invcos(x) or
arccos(x), solving the problems will be easier.
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Inverse Functions Problem Set

1) If F{G(x)} equals x, then ____ is the inverse of  ____.

2) Find the value of the following (in degrees).
  a) arccos(0.5); b) invsin(0.32); c) invtan(1), d)  arctan(-1);
  e) invsec(4); f) arccsc(-6); g) invcot(11); h) ar ccot(0.1)

3) Determine the value of each of the following exp ressions. Use
  a calculator to check your answers. a) cos{invcos (0.7)};
  b) sin{invsin(-0.21)}; c) tan{invtan(3)}

4) Determine the value of each of the following exp ressions. Use
  a calculator to check your answers. a) invcos{cos (32°)};
  b) arccos{cos(400°)}; c) arctan{tan(-10°)};
  d) invtan{tan(350°)}

5.9) Determine all angles 'o' such that
  a) cos(o)=0.21; b) sin(o)=-0.77; c) tan(o)=-1
  Determine all angles from -360° to 720° such that
  a') cos(o)=0.21; b') sin(o)=-0.77; c') tan(o)=-1

6) Which of the following is true?
  a) cos{invcos(x)}=x; b) invcos{cos(o)}=o; c) Cos{ invcos(x)}=x
  d) sin{invcos(x)}=x; e) invsin{sin(o)}=o; f) Sin{ invcos(x)}=x
  g) tan{invcos(x)}=x; h) invtan{tan(o)}=o; i) Tan{ invcos(x)}=x

7.9) Simplify the following expressions, the simpli fied forms will not
  contain any trigonometry functions. Hint: Upon se eing an inverse
  function, invcos(t) for example, remember to thin k the words. The
  angle (returned by the calculator) whose cosine i s t. Its best to
  leave the words (returned by the calculator) out.

   a) cos{arccos(x)};  b) cos{arcsin(x)};  c) cos{a rctan(x)};
   d) cos{arcsec(x)};  e) cos{arccsc(x)};  f) cos{a rccot(x)};

   g) sin{invcos(x)};  h) sin{invsin(x)};  i) sin{i nvtan(x)};
   j) sin{invsec(x)};  k) sin(invcsc(x)};  l) sin(i nvcot(x)};

   m) tan{arccos(x)};  n) tan{arcsin(x)};  o) tan{a rctan(x)};
   p) tan{arcsec(x)};  q) tan{arccsc(x)};  r) tan{a rccot(x)};

   s) sec{invsin(x)};  t) sec{invcos(x)};  u) sec{i nvtan(x)};
   v) sec{invsec(x)};  w) sec{invcsc(x)};  x) sec{i nvcot(x)};

   y)  csc{arcsin(x)}; z) csc{arccos(x)};  aa) csc{ arctan(x)};
   ab) csc{arcsec(x)}; ac) csc{arccsc(x)}; ad) csc( arccot(x)};

  ae) cot{invsin(x)}; af) cot{invcos(x)}; ag) cot{i nvtan(x)};
  ah) cot{invcsc(x)}; ai) cot{invsec(x)}; aj) cot{i nvcot(x)}
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8) Prove: tan{invtan(a)+invtan(b)} = (a+b)/(1-a*b)

9) Prove: sin{arccos(a)+arccos(b)} =  a*sqrt(1-b^2) +b*sqrt(1-a^2)

10) Prove: cos{arccos(a)+arcsin(b)} = a*sqrt(1-b^2) -b*sqrt(1-a^2)

11) sec{arctan(a)+arccsc(b)}= ? .. express '?' alge braically

12.9) Assuming y=f(x) is a function that has an inverse, prove that
  the function obtained by exchanging the x and the y  {i.e. x=f(y)}
  is the inverse of y=f(x).

13) I) Make use of the fact that an inverse of y=f( x) (if one
  exists) can be obtained by switching the x and y,  to determine an
  inverse of each of the following functions. II) T hen check your
  answers by substituting each function into its in verse function
  and simplifying. a) y=3-2x; b) y=3+x; c) y=1-x.

14.9) Make use of the fact that f{g(x)}=x, implies f is an inverse
  function of g to calculate an inverse function of e ach of the
  following functions. I) These are the same proble ms as were given
  in the previous problem. If you did both sets of problems
  correctly you should get the same answers both ti mes.
  a) y=3-2x; b) y=3+x; c) y=1-x.

15) a) Prove: If F' is an inverse of F, then F is a lso an inverse of
  F' .. only if, the only inputs F' will accept, ar e outputs of F.

16) a) Prove: If F and G are functions and G is an inverse of F.
  Then F and G are inverses of each other if and on ly if, the domain
  of each function is equal to the range of the oth er function.
  b) Go through steps to calculate an inverse of y= mx+b. Verify that
  the (potential) inverse you calculated is an inve rse. c) Make use
  of this theorem to see if y=mx+b and its inverse are inverses of
  each other.

17) Make a table of the domain and range of each th e following. Cos,
  Sin, Tan, arccos, arcsin, arctan, Make use of thi s information to
  help prove that Cos, Sin, Tan and their inverses are inverses of
  each other.

Determining the Inverse of Composite Functions (Met hod 1)

Assuming y=Cos(3x+7) has an inverse. Determine 'it'  by making use of
the fact that the inverse of y=f(x), is x=f(y). Onc e you do this,
verify the result you got is an inverse of y=Cos(3x +7)

Try to do this problem on your own before looking a t the solution
that follows. STOP
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An inverse of y=Cos(3x+7) is

x=Cos(3y+7)  <-- this equation establishes y as inv erse of Cos(3y+7)

from here we solve for y

x=Cos(3y+7) ->  ... taking arccos of both sides
arccos(x)=arccos{Cos(3y+7)} ->
arccos(x)=3y+7
arccos(x)-7=3y ->
[arccos(x)-7]/3=y

   arccos(x)-7
y= -----------  <--  This is an inverse of Cos(3x+7 )
       3

Determining the Inverse of Composite Functions (Met hod 2)

Determine an inverse of y=Cos(3x+7). Make use of th e fact that
f{g(x)}=x, implies f is an inverse of g, to accompl ish this.

Try to do this problem on your own before looking a t the solution
that follows. STOP

Cos(3x+7) substituted into the inverse function f i s x. Therefore
if we build a function around Cos(3x+7) that conver ts it to x. The
function we build will be the inverse function of C os(3x+7)

arccos {Cos(3x+7)} -7
--------------------- = x
        3

therefore
                                    arccos(x)-7
an inverse function of Cos(3x+7) is -----------
                                         3
-----

Determining Inverses of Composite Functions (Method  3)

f{g(x)} is a composite function composed of two fun ctions, g(x)
inside of f(x)

Theorem

An inverse of the composite function f{g(x)} is g'{ f'(x)} where
f'(x) is the inverse of f(x) and g'(x) is the inver se of g(x).

Try to prove this theorem before looking at the pro of below.
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Proof

We make use of the fact that h{k(x)}=x implies h is  an inverse of k.

g'{f'(  f{g(x)}  ) } =
g'{g(x)} =
x

Proof Complete

Example problem

Make use of the fact that an inverse of f{g(x)} is g'{f'(x)},
(where g' the inverse of g and f' is the inverse of  f) to calculate
'the' inverse of Cos(3x-7). Try to do this yourself  before looking
at the example below.

Cos(3x-7) is a composite function composed of 3x-7 inside of Cos. We
begin by 'calculating' the inverse of 3x-7 and Cos.  First we
calculate an inverse of 3x-7 or y=3x-7

an inverse of 3x-7 = inverse of y=3x-7 which is x=3 y-7 which is
y=(x+7)/3.

Inverse of Cos is arccos.

Therefore an inverse of Cos(3x-7) is invcos(x) subs tituted into
(x+7)/3 which is

   arccos(x)+7
y= -----------    <---- inverse of Cos(3x-7)
        3

Inverse Trigonometry Functions Problem Set - part 2

1) Determine the inverse of each of the following f unctions. Make
  use of the fact that the inverse of y=f(x) is x=f (y) to do this.
  a) y=Cos(3x+7); b) y=Sin(1-x); c) y=Tan(2-5x)

2) Determine the inverse of each of the following f unctions. Make
  use of the fact that f{g(x)}=x implies that f is the inverse of g
  to do this. a) y=Cos(3x+7); b) y=Sin(1-x); c) y=T an(2-5x)

3) [In this problem; assume; the inverse of f is f' , the inverse of
  g is g'. Determine the inverse of each of the fol lowing
  functions. Make use of the fact that the inverse of f{g(x)} is
  g'{f'(x)} to do this. a) y=Cos(3x+7); b) y=Sin(1- x);
  c) y=Tan(2-5x).
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4) Where p',q',r' are the inverses of p,q,r respect ively, prove the
  inverse of the composite function p[q{r(x)}] is r '[q'{p'(x)}].

Note for problems 5 and 6 below: Some of these func tions, unless
they are suitably domain restricted do not have inv erses. Let
determining the required suitable domain restrictio n be an optional
last step.

5.9.2) Determine an inverse of a suitably domain re stricted (if
  required) form of each of the following functions .
  a) cos{arcsin(x)};d b) arccos{Sin(x)}; c) sin{arc cos(5x-2)};
  d) arctan{Sin(ax-b)}

6) Determine an inverse of a suitably domain restri cted (if
  required) form of each of the following functions .
  a) arccos(wx-o); b) cos{1/(wt-a)}; c) 3*arctan(2x +8)-7°

Definition - Reflection of Point: Point A' is a ref lection of point
A, with respect to the a line, if segment AA' is pe rpendicular to
the line and if the midpoint of AA' lies on the lin e.

Definition - Reflection of Function: (In this defin ition,
reflections are with respect to a line). The functi ons f and f' are
reflections of each other if ... 1) Every point of f' is a
reflection of a point of f. 2) Every point of f is a reflection of a
point of f'.

7) In this problem, the reflection is with respect to the line y=x.
  a) Use classical geometry to prove the point (b,a ) is the
  reflection of the point (a,b); b) Prove: The inverse function of
  any function (that has an inverse) is its reflect ion across the
  line y=x.

8) Determine the inverse of y=2x-3, then graph this  function along
  with its inverse on the same graph. Does it appea r as if the
  inverse of y=2x-3 is the mirror of y=2x-3 across the line y=x?

9) Extra Credit: a) Why does the following method w ork? To find the
  inverse of y=2x-5, substitute f(x) into 2x-5, and  set this equal
  to x. Then solve for f(x), f(x) will equal the in verse of 2x-5. We
  do this here. 2f(x)-5=x -> 2f(x)=x+5 -> f(x)={x+5 }/2,
  therefore the inverse of y=2x-5 is y={x+5}/2. b) Use this method
  to determine the inverse of the following functio ns
  b) y=Cos(3x+7); c) y=1-2x; d) 4x+6y=5.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

10 Graphing Trigonometry Functions

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Graphing cos(t) and sin(t)

Make use of a compass to draw a circle on a piece o f graph paper
centered where two grids cross, (consider this the origin). Let this
circle have a radius of 10 divisions, (each divisio n represents a
distance of 0.1). Put a small mark on the circle at  0, 15, 30, 45,
60, 75, and 90 degrees. Make use of this marked cir cle and the
circle definition of cos(o) and sin(o) to estimate cos(o) and sin(o)
of each of these angles to the nearest 1/100th. Rec ord the values of
cos(t) and sin(t) in a table. Make use of your know ledge of cos(o)
and sin(o) to extend this table so that it includes  the values of
cos(o) and sin(o) for the angles, o= 0,15,30,45 ...  345 degrees. Use
a calculator to verify the table you made is correc t. Make use of
this table, and graph paper to graph cos(o) and sin (o) over the
domain 0° <= o < 360°. On the x axis let 1 division  of the
graph paper represent 15 degrees. On the y axis let  each division
represent of distance of 0.2. Make use of a graphin g calculator or
computer to verify your graphs are correct.

Note: Save the table and the graphs of cos(t) and s in(t). They will
be used later in this chapter.

You have now graphed cos(x) and sin(x) over a domai n of 360 degrees
or one wavelength. cos(x) and sin(x) are periodic f unctions. Loosely
speaking a periodic function is any function that repeats over  its
entire domain and the wavelength of a periodic function is the
longest domain over which the function can be graph ed before the
graph begins a repeat. A function is a periodic function with a
wavelength of L, if f(x)=f(x+L) (L>0), and L is the  least positive
number for which this is true. The wavelength of co s(o) and sin(o)
is 2Pi radians or 360 degrees. Therefore if the dom ain of the graphs
of cos(x) or sin(x) are extended beyond 360 degrees , their graphs
begin to repeat.

-) Make use of a graphing calculator or computer to  graph cos(x)
  from -2Pi to 4Pi so you can see the repetitive na ture of cos(x).

When you graphed y=cos(o) and y=sin(o) over a domai n of 1
wavelength, the domain of this graph going from 0 t o 360
degrees corresponded to one revolution around the c ircle in a
counter clockwise direction. Since one can travel a round a circle an
indefinite number of times in either direction, the domain of cos(t)
and sin(t) is the entire x axis or from -infinity t o +infinity.
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If x is used as the domain variable of cosine or si ne, the domain is
considered to be distance. If t is used as the doma in variable of
cosine or sine, the domain is considered to be time . The domain of
cos(x) is distance, the domain of cos(t) is time.

If the domain of a periodic function is time, not d istance, it does
not have a wavelength, but a period, which is loosely speaking the
largest amount of time the function can go, before it begins a
repeat. A function is a periodic function with a pe riod of P, if
f(t)=f(t+P) (P>0), and P is the least positive numb er for which this
is true. As we have already seen, the definition fo r wavelength is
similar.

If time is in seconds, the period of y=cos(t) and y =sin(t) is 2Pi
seconds or approximately 6.283 seconds. Every 2Pi s econds the
functions y=cos(t) and y=sin(t) start over and begi n to repeat. The
frequency of a time domain periodic function is the  reciprocal of
its period. Loosely speaking, frequency is how many  times a periodic
function repeats in a certain amount of time (typic ally a second).
If (a,b) is a point of a periodic function f(x) suc h that no point
of f(x) is farther away from the x axis than (a,b),  then the
distance of (a,b) to the x axis (or t axis) is the amplitude of
f(x). The amplitude of y=cos(x) and y=sin(x) is 1. This is evident
from the circle definition of each of these functio ns.

Note: When you graphed cos(x) and sin(x) by hand ea ch division of
the graph paper along the x axis represented 15 deg rees, each
division of the graph paper along the y axis repres ented a distance
of 0.2. From here on, unless directed otherwise, th e decision of how
to scale graphs of trigonometry functions is up to you. You decide
what each division of the graph paper represents. ( Assuming you
choose to use graph paper).

From here on, when plotting trigonometry functions,  unless directed
otherwise graph paper is optional. Don't plot numer ous points as you
did in the last graph, rather learn to plot trigono metry functions
by drawing the waveform without the aid of numerous  points. You will
need to ensure the shapes of the functions are clos e to correct.
Cosine and sine functions may be referred to as sinusoidals. When
graphing a sinusoidal, all key points over a period  of at least 1
period should be marked and labeled. Key points of a sinusoidal
graph are function maximums, function minimums, the  zeros of the
function, i.e. where the function crosses the x axi s, and where the
function crosses the y axis. The preferred way to m ark and label all
key points is to draw a horizontal line that inters ects all
maximums, then label the y coordinate of this line;  then do the same
for all minimums. Then mark and label the x coordin ates of; the
zero's, the maximums and minimums; then mark and la bel the
coordinate of the point where the sinusoidal crosse s the y axis.
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Graphing Problem Set 1

1) a) Study the graphs of y=cos(x) and y=sin(x) tha t you did
  previously, then put them away and do the followi ng.
  a) Graph y=cos(x) and y=sin(x) freehand from -2pi  to 4pi. b) Mark
  and label all key points as instructed previously . c) Use a
  graphing calculator or computer to check your wor k.

2) What is the amplitude of a) cos(x)? b) 2*sin(x)?  c) -6*cos(x)?
  d) A*sin(x)? e) -A*sin(x)? f) A*cos(t)? g) -A*cos (t)?

3) Graph each of the following on the same coordina te system from
  -180 degrees to 180 degrees). Use a different col ored pencil for
  each graph. Mark and label all key points. Check your work using a
  graphing calculator or computer. a) y=cos(x); b) y=2cos(x);
  c) y=1/2 cos(x); d) y=-cos(x)

Compression and Expansion

Q: a) If the graph of y=cos(x) is stretched like an  accordion along
  the x axis by a factor of 2, has it been compress ed or stretched?
  b) If the graph y=cos(x) is stretched like an acc ordion along the
  x axis by a factor of 1/2, has it been compressed  or stretched?

Compression Theorem

If any function y=f(x) is compressed horizontally t owards the y
axis by a factor of k, such that every point of the  function
becomes k times closer to the y axis, then the func tion becomes
y=f(k*x).

For example, the period of the function y=cos(x) is  360 degrees or
2Pi radians. The function y=cos(k*x) has a period o f 360/k degrees
or 2Pi/k radians.

Proof

The function y=f(x) and the general point {a,f(a)} each represent
(are) the set of points such that the y coordinate of any such point
= f(the x coordinate of the point). Therefore y=f(x) and {a,f(a)}
represent (are) the same set of points. The functio n y=f(k*x) and
the general point {a/k,f(a)} each are the set of po ints such that
the y coordinate of any such point = f(the x coordi nate of the point
* k). Therefore {a/k,f(a)} and y=f(k*x) are the same set of points.
If the set of points {a,f(a)} is compressed horizon tally towards the
y axis such that each point becomes k times closer to the y axis,
this set of points becomes {a/k,f(a)}. Therefore if  the set of
points y=f(x) is compressed horizontally towards th e y axis such
that each point becomes k times closer to the y axi s, this set of
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points becomes y=f(k*x). Therefore any function y=f (x) compressed
horizontally towards the y axis such that each of i ts points becomes
k times closer to the y axis, becomes the function y=f(kx).

Proof Complete

Take the time to understand this theorem and its pr oof, then prove
the compression theorem for yourself.

Note: From here on in this section, f(a*x) will be expressed as
f(ax). The same goes for all the trigonometry funct ions.

Graphing Problem Set 2

1) Give a formal and informal definition for each o f the following.
  a) Periodic Function b) wavelength; c) period; d)  frequency

2) a) What is the wavelength of cos(x)? b) What is the period of
  sin(t)? c) What is the wavelength of sin(kx)? d) What is the
  period of cos(wt)? e) For what value of k does si n(kt) have a
  wave length of 20? f) For what value of w does co s(wt) have a
  frequency of 60?

3) Graph each of the following functions over a dom ain of two
  wavelengths (or periods) of your choosing. Give t he wavelength,
  period, frequency and amplitude of each function.  Mark and label
  all key points. Where applicable check your graph s using a
  graphing calculator or a computer. a) y=sin(2x); b) y=cos(t/3);
  c) y=sin(wt)

4) Give an equation for sinusoidals with each of th e following sets
  characteristics and then graph these functions. M ark and label all
  key points.
  a) cosine function; amplitude = 1; wavelength = 2 Pi
  b) sine function; amplitude = 2; wavelength = 1
  c) sine function; amplitude = 120; frequency = 60
  d) cosine function; amplitude = A; period = T
  e) sine function; amplitude = A; frequency = F

5) Prove: If a function y=f(x) is compressed toward s the y axis by a
  factor of 'a', this function becomes y=f(ax).

6) Make use of what you learned by proving the theo rem "If any
  function y=f(x) is compressed horizontally, about  the y axis by a
  factor of k, such that every point of the functio n becomes k times
  closer to the y axis, then the function becomes y =f(kx)", to
  solve the following problems. a) If the function y=f(x) is shifted
  to the right by an amount of b, what does its equ ation become?
  b) If the function f(x+o) is compressed about the  y axis such that
  each point becomes 'k' times closer to the y axis , what is the
  equation of this new function?
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Shifting

Q: a) If the function f(x) is shifted to the right by 2, in what
  direction and by how much is it shifted?  b) If t he function f(x)
  is shifted to the right by -2, in what direction and by how much
  is it actually shifted?

Shifting Theorem

If any function f(x) is shifted to the right a dist ance of o, it
becomes the function y=f(x-o).

For example if 'o' is 30 degrees, then the function  cos(x-o) is the
function cos(x) after it has been shifted 30 degree s to the right.

Proof

The function y=f(x) and the general point {a,f(a)} are each the set
of points such that the y coordinate of any such po int = f(the x
coordinate of the point). Therefore y=f(x) and {a,f(a)} represent
(are) the same set of points. The function y=f(x-o)  and the general
point {a+o,f(a)} each represent the set of points s uch that the y
coordinate of the point = f(the x coordinate of the  point - o).
Therefore {a+o,f(a)} and y=f(x-o) are the same set of points. If the
set of points {a,f(a)} is shifted to the right a di stance of o, it
becomes the set of points {a+o,f(a)}. Therefore if the set of points
y=f(x) is shifted to the right a distance of o, it becomes y=f(x-o).
Therefore any function y=f(x) shifted to the right a distance of o,
becomes the function y=f(x-o).

Proof Complete

Take the time to understand this theorem and its pr oof, then prove
the shifting theorem for yourself.

Graphing Problem Set 3

1) Graph each of the following functions over a dom ain of two
  wavelengths of your choosing. Mark and label all key points.
  Use a graphing calculator or a computer to verify  your work.
  a) y=cos(x-30°); b) y=2sin(t+60°); c) y=-2sin(x-P i/2 rads);
  e) y=cos(t-120°); f) y=sin(t+240°); g) y=cos(x+66 0°);
  h) y=Acos(x-o)
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2) Give an equation for the sinusoidals with the fo llowing
  characteristics and then graph these functions. M ark and label all
  key points. These sinusoidals have either a wavel ength of 2Pi
  or a period of 2Pi.
  a) cosine function; amplitude = 1; shifted to lef t by Pi/3
  b) sine function; amplitude = 2; shifted to left by Pi/2
  c) sine function; amplitude = 5; shifted to right  by Pi/3
  d) cosine function; amplitude = 3; shifted to rig ht by 4Pi/3

3) Judging from the graphs of cos(x) and sin(x) it seems as if
  cos(x) shifted by some appropriate amount might b e sin(x) and visa
  versa. a) Prove that cos(x) shifted by an appropr iate amount is
  sin(x). b) Prove that sin(x) shifted by an approp riate amount is
  cos(x).

4) Prove: If a function y=f(x) is shifted to the ri ght by 'b',
  the function becomes y=f(x-b).

Compression/Expansion and Shifting

We have learned that the k in y=cos(kx) changes the  wavelength (or
period if the domain is time). We have also learned  that the 'o' in
the function y=cos(x-o) shifts this function to the  right or the
left (depending if o is positive or negative). How do we graph a
sinusoidal that has both of these changes? i.e. how  do we graph the
function y=cos(kx-o)? The following determination a nd discussion will
answer this question.

Determination of how the -o in f(kx-o) affects this  function

y=f(kx) and {a,f(ka)} are each the set of points su ch that the y
coordinate of any such point = f(the x coordinate o f the point * k).
Therefore y=f(kx) and {a,f(ka)} are the same set of points.
y=f(kx-o) and {a+o/k,f(ka)} are each the set of poi nts such that
the y coordinate of any such point = f(the x coordi nate of the point
* k - o). Therefore y=f(kx-o) and {a+o/k,f(ka)} are the same set of
points. If the point {a,f(ka)} is shifted to the ri ght a distance of
o/k, it becomes the point {a+o/k,f(ka)}. Therefore if the function
y=f(kx) is shifted to the right a distance of o/k, it becomes the
function y=f(kx-o).  Determination Complete

Take the time to understand this theorem and its pr oof, then prove
this theorem for yourself.

We know that the -o in y=f(x-o) shifts this function 'o' to the
right. We also know that the -o in y=f(kx-o) shifts this function
o/k to the right. Therefore the function y=f(x) is shifted k times
farther than the function f(kx) by the addition of the -o. However
if these functions are periodic, adding -o to each of these
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functions shifts both of them by the same number of  wavelengths. The
k shortens the amount of shift by a factor of k, bu t it also
shortens the wavelength by a factor of k.

Graphing Problem Set 4

1) Graph the following functions over a domain of 2  wavelengths of
  your choosing. Mark and label all key points. The n make use
  of a graphing calculator or computer to check you r answers.
  a) y=3cos(2t-60°); b) y=2sin(3x+45°)
  c) y=-cos(4t+5Pi/6 rads); d) y=A*sin(bx+o) (A,b,o  are positive).

2) Give an equation for each of the following sinus oidals. (Assume
  amplitudes are 1). Graph these functions. Make us e of a graphing
  calculator or a computer to check your work. a) c osine function;
  stretched by a factor of 3 about y axis; then shi fted to right by
  30 degrees. b) sine function; compressed by a fac tor of 2 about y
  axis; then shifted left by 60 degrees. c) cosine function; shifted
  to the right by 30 degrees and then stretched by a factor of 3
  about y axis. b') sine function; shifted to left by 60 degrees;
  then compressed by a factor of 4 about y axis.

3) Prove that the f(kx) shifted o/k to the right, i s f(kx-o).

4) If the function y=f(kx) is shifted o/k to the ri ght it becomes
  y=f(kx-o). a) Make use of 'this theorem' to deriv e the equation of
  the function f(x-o) after it has been compressed about the y axis
  by a factor of k. b) Derive the equation of the f unction y=f(x-o)
  after it has been compressed about the y axis by a factor of k.
  Do this using a method similar to how 'this theor em' was derived.

Graphing trigonometry functions with a negative dom ain variable

5.10.4) Graph the following functions over a domain  of 2 wavelengths
  of your choosing. Mark and label all key points. Then make use
  of a graphing calculator or computer to check you r answers.
  a) cos(Pi/6 rads-t); b) sin(Pi/6 rads-2t); c) 3co s(60°-2t);
  d) y=A*cos(o-bx) (A,b,o are positive).

Sinusoidals

A sinusoidal is a cosine function or a sine function,  that is
potentially: stretched or compressed horizontally, stretched or
compressed vertically, shifted left or shifted righ t, or any
combination of the aforementioned. Illustrating thi s: y=cos(x),
y=sin(t), y=cos(t-a), y=sin(x-a), y=cos(wt), y=sin( wt), y=cos(wt-a)
y=sin(wt-a) are all examples of sinusoidals. Any si nusoidal that is
stretched or compressed horizontally, and/or stretc hed or compressed
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vertically and/or shifted to the left or to the rig ht is (still) a
sinusoidal.

Exercise) a) Give a definition of sinusoidal. b) Ma ke use of this
  definition to give an equation of a general sinus oidal.

Relative Maximums and Relative Minimums of Function s

If a point 'p' of a function 'f' lies in the interi or of a
horizontal segment (meaning 'p' is a point of the s egment but 'p' is
not an end point of the segment), and if the y coor dinate of this
segment is greater than or equal to all y coordinat es of the points
of 'f' that have the same domain as this segment, t hen the y
coordinate of point 'p' is a relative maximum of the function 'f'.

The definition of relative minimum is similar to the definition of
relative maximum. It is left to the student make us e of the
definition relative maximum to construct a valid de finition of
relative minimum.

Hint: Before doing the problems below, graph y=cos( x)/|x|
(-4Pi <= x <= 6Pi) using a graphing calculator or a  computer.

1) In the explanation of what a relative maximum is , why is it
  necessary to state that 'p' lies in the interior of the segment?
2) How many maximums and minimums does y=cos(x) hav e?
3) How many relative maximums and relative minimums  does y=cos(x)
  have?
4) How many maximums and minimums does y=cos(x)/|x|  have?
5) How many relative maximums and relative minimums  does
  y=cos(x)/|x| have?

Graphing Secant and Cosecant Functions

Next we will learn how to graph the secant and cose cant functions.
Remember sec(o)=1/cos(o) and csc(o)=1/sin(o). In th e discussion
below a simple pattern how to graph these functions  will be given.
All possible situations will not be illustrated. To  make the leap
from the examples given and more general situations , will not be a
big leap, but the student will be expected to use t heir reasoning
to make this leap in problems that follow.

To graph y=sec(x), first graph y=cos(x) over the re quired domain.
The function y=sec(x) will be graphed on the same c oordinate system
as y=cos(x). Where y=cos(x) is 1, y=sec(x) is also 1. Where y=cos(x)
is positive and approaching 0, y=sec(x) is positive  and is
approaching +infinity. (This means as y=cos(x) gets  closer and
closer to 0, that y=sec(x) becomes higher and highe r, there is no
limit how high it gets). Where y=cos(x) is negative  and approaches
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0, y=sec(x) approaches negative infinity. Keep in m ind that
sec(x)=1/cos(x). Whenever you wish to graph any function approaching
+infinity or -infinity, it is a good idea to draw a n asymptote.
An asymptote in this case this would be a vertical line at the
places where cos(x) is 0. Once the asymptotes are d rawn you can
(more easily) graph y=sec(x), where it approaches p ositive infinity
and where it approaches negative infinity.

When graphing a cosecant or secant function, all ke y points over a
period of at least 1 period should be marked and la beled. Key points
are, the points where the asymptotes cross the x ax is, the
relative maximums and relative minimums of the func tion, and the
point where the function crosses the y axis (assumi ng x=0 is a part
of the domain that is to be graphed). The preferred  way to mark and
label the key points is as follows. Draw a horizont al line that
intersects all relative maximums, then label the y coordinate of
this line; then do the same for all relative minimu ms. Then mark and
label the x coordinates of; the points where the as ymptotes cross
the x axis. Mark and give the coordinate of the poi nt where the
secant (or cosecant) function crosses the y axis.

Graphing Problem Set 5

1) Graph the following functions over the domain fr om -2Pi radians
  to 2 Pi radians. Mark and label all key points. M ake use of a
  graphing calculator to check your work. a) y=sec( x); b) y=csc(x);
  c) y=-sec(x); d) y=-csc(x)

2) Graph the following functions over a domain of 2  wavelengths of
  your choosing. Mark and label all key points of t hese functions.
  Then make use of a graphing calculator or compute r to check your
  work. a) y=csc(x/2+60°); b) y=2sec[3(x-40°)];
  c) y=sec(2x-2Pi/5 rad); d) y=csc(kx+o)

Graphing Tangent and Cotangent Functions

Graphing the tangent and cotangent functions is sim ilar but somewhat
more complex than graphing the secant and cosecant functions. To
graph y=tan(x), first graph y=cos(x) and y=sin(x) ( using different
colors) on the same coordinate system over the requ ired domain.
tan(x) will be graphed on this same coordinate syst em (using a third
color). Since tan(x)=sin(x)/cos(x), where cos(x)=si n(x),
tan(x) equals 1. Also where sin(x) is 0, tan(x) is 0. Where y=cos(x)
is approaching 0 and y=cos(x) and y=sin(x) are both  positive or both
negative, y=tan(x) approaches positive infinity. (D on't forget to
draw the asymptotes). Where y=cos(x) is approaching  0 and the sign
of sin(x) is the opposite of cos(x), y=tan(x) appro aches negative
infinity. Other values of tan(x) can be estimated k eeping in mind
that tan(x)=sin(x)/cos(x). Key points of the tangen t and cotangent
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functions are; where the functional values are 1, t he zeros of the
function, where the asymptotes cross the x axis, an d where the
function intersects the y axis.

Graphing Problem Set 6

1) Graph the following functions over the domain fr om -2Pi radians
  to 2 Pi radians. Mark and label all key points. M ake use of a
  graphing calculator to check your work. a) y=tan( x); b) y=cot(x);
  c) y=-tan(x); d) y=-cot(x)

2) What is the wavelength of a) y=tan(x); b) y=cot( x); c) y=tan(kx)

3) Graph the following functions over a domain of 2  wavelengths of
  your choosing. Mark and label all key points of t hese functions.
  Then make use of a graphing calculator or compute r to check your
  work. a) y=tan(2x+pi/3 rad); b) y=cot[3(x-30°)];
  c) y=-cot(b*x+o) (b and o are positive)

4) Graph the following over a domain of at least 2 wavelengths.
  a) tan(90°-2x); b) cot(a-kx) (assume a and k are positive)

Graphing Inverse Trigonometry Functions

If y=f(x) is a function that has an inverse. The in verse of y=f(x)
can be obtained by exchanging the x and the y, i.e.  x=f(y) is the
inverse of y=f(x). The student proved this in the I nverse
Trigonometry functions section and the proof is als o provided in the
answers section. Also if (a,b) is a point of a func tion y=f(x),
then (b,a) is a point of the inverse function x=f(y ). This too was
previously proven.

We learned in the Inverse Trigonometry Functions se ction that the
domain restricted trig functions,

y=Cos(o), y=Sin(o), y=Tan(o), y=Sec(o), y=Csc(o), y =Cot(o)

and the functions

y=arccos(x), y=arcsin(x), y=arctan(x), y=arcsec(x),  y=arccsc(x)
y=arccot(x)

are inverses of each other respectively. Therefore,  if (a,b) is a
point of y=Cos(x), then (b,a) is a point of y=arcco s(x) and visa
versa. This applies to all (domain restricted trig)  functions and
their inverses. We can make use of this fact to gra ph inverse (trig)
functions.
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To graph an inverse (trigonometry) function, first graph the function
f(x). Then identify a set of points of the function  necessary to
recreate a good picture of this function, assuming you are going to
recreate the function by connecting these points wi th a smooth
curve. this set of points should include the key po ints of the
function. Next on another piece of graph paper, plo t the set of
points (flipped about the y axis). Connect these po ints with a
smooth curve. This graph is the graph of the invers e (trigonometry)
function.

When graphing an inverse trigonometry function, key  points should be
marked and labeled. To identify key points of an in verse
trigonometry function, first identify key points of  the
corresponding trigonometry function. These points, after their x and
y coordinates have been transposed are the key poin ts of the inverse
trigonometry function. For example, if (a,b) is a k ey point of a
trigonometry function, then (b,a) is a key point of  the
corresponding inverse trigonometry function.

Note: Remember the domains of Cos(o), Sin(o) and Ta n(o) are
restricted as follows:  Cos(o) (0°<= o <=180°);
Sin(o) (-90°<= o <=90°); Tan(o) (-90° <= o <= 90°).  The
domains of Sec(o), Csc(o) and Cot(o) are the same a s domain
restricted trig functions that they correspond to.

Graphing Problem Set 7

1) Graph y=arccos(o) using the following method. Ma ke a list of
  points of y=Cos(o) for o=(0°,15°,30° ... 180°). M ake use of
  this list of points to make a list of points of t he function
  y=arccos(o). This second list of points is the sa me as the first
  list of points where the x and y coordinates are exchanged with
  each other. Then make use of these points to grap h y=arccos(o).
  Make use of a graphing calculator or computer to check your work.

2) Using the following method, graph each of the fo llowing inverse
  trig functions. Then make use of a graphing calcu lator or computer
  to check your work. ... Graph the corresponding d omain restricted
  trig function, mark and label all key points. If applicable draw
  the asymptotes. Now (if applicable) draw the asym ptotes of the
  inverse trig function, {If the point (a,b) is a p oint of an
  asymptote of a trig function, then (b,a) is a poi nt of an
  asymptote of the corresponding inverse trig funct ion}. Make use of
  the key points of the trig function to make a lis t of the key
  points of the corresponding inverse trig function . Make use of
  these key points and the asymptotes of the invers e trig function
  (if they exist) to graph the inverse trig functio n.
  a) y=arccos(x); b) y=arcsin(x); c) y=arctan(x); d ) y=arcsec(x);
  e) y=arccsc(x); f) y=arccot(x); g) y=-arccos(x); h) y=-arccot(x)
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3) In the inverse trig functions section, you learn ed how to
  simplify the following functions. You can make us e of this in
  graphing these functions (or not). Graph the inve rse of
  a) Cos(2x-60°); b) Sin(x-30°)

4) Graph the inverse of the following functions, ma rk and label all
  key points. a) sec(x+30°); b) csc(x-30°); c) cot( x+45°)

5) Analytically determine the inverse of y=Cos(2x+1 ). Make use this
  result to graph the inverse of y=Cos(2x+1) on gra ph paper. Graph
  y=Cos(2x+1) on the same graph. Graph the line y=x  on the same
  graph. If you did this correctly you should notic e that y=Cos(2x)
  and its inverse are reflections of each other acr oss the line y=x.
  If not, evaluate what went wrong and do correctly .
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

11 Sinusoidal Multiplication and Addition

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The topics of this section are perhaps the most int eresting and
useful in Trigonometry. This is saying a lot, there  is stiff
competition for interesting and useful from other t opics of
Trigonometry.

If any two sinusoidals of different frequency are m ultiplied by each
other the result will be a function which can also be expressed as
two other sinusoidals which are added together. [Th is is a rather
amazing geometric fact]. If a sinusoidal with a fre quency of A is
multiplied by a sinusoidal of frequency B, the resu lt will be a
function that can also be expressed as the sum of t wo other
sinusoidals, one with a frequency of A+B and the ot her with a
frequency A-B. Electrical engineers make use of thi s property in
the design of AM radios and transmitters.

Another interesting property of sinusoidals is that  if any two
sinusoidals of the same wavelength (or frequency) a re added together
the result is a sinusoidal of this same wavelength (or frequency).
For example 4sin(3x)+cos(3x+17°) is a sinusoidal, o f the same
frequency as 4sin(3x) and cos(3x+17°).

Another interesting property of sinusoidals is if any two
sinusoidals of the same wavelength or frequency are  multiplied
together, the resultant function is a vertically di splaced
sinusoidal. For example cos(2t)*cos(2t-17°) is a ve rtically
displaced sinusoidal.

All these interesting properties and more will be p roven and
discussed in this section.

Preliminary Exercises

At this point it is important for students to have an intuitive
grasp of what it means to add two functions togethe r, and what it
means to multiply two functions together. To ensure  this is so, the
following two preliminary problems are given.

I) Graph y=cos(2t)+sin(3t), do this by graphing y=c os(2t) and
  y=sin(3t) from 0 to 2Pi on the same graph space u sing different
  colored pencils. Graphically add these two functi ons together at
  x=0, Pi/6, 2Pi/6 ... 12Pi/6 = 2Pi. Estimate point  locations.
  Connect these points with a smooth curve using a third colored
  pencil. Check your graph using a graphing calcula tor or computer.
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II) Do not plot points in this exercise: Graph y=co s(8t)cos(t). Do
  this by graphing y=cos(t), then y=cos(8t) from 18 0° to
  180° in the same graph space using different colo red pencils.
  Graphically multiply these two functions together  by estimating
  and then plotting the graph of y=cos(8t)cos(t). U se a third
  colored pencil. Check your graph using a graphing  calculator or
  computer. (Don't spend a lot of time making your graph highly
  accurate, approximation is good enough, its the u nderstanding
  that counts).

-----

Modulation: A sinusoidal is said to be modulated  when it is
multiplied by another function. The basic sinusoida l multiplication
(modulation) identities and their proofs follow.

Basic Sinusoidal Multiplication Identities

cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)]
sin(a)sin(b)=1/2[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)]
sin(a)cos(b)=1/2[sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)]

cosine-cosine modulation identity

              1
cos(a)cos(b)= - {cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)}
              2

Proof

cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)
cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b)

adding these two equations together we get

cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)=2cos(a)cos(b)

rearranging this equation we get

              1
cos(a)cos(b)= - {cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)}
              2

Proof complete
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Exercise

a) Make use of the cosine cosine modulation identit y to give an
alternate form of the function cos(2t)cos(3t). b) M ake use of a
graphing calculator or computer to graph y=cos(2t)c os(3t) and the
function you calculated in part 'a'. c) Compare bot h graphs, are
they the same?

In this section we are presenting and then proving the three basic
modulation identities. However only one modulation identity is
necessary in practice. This is because any sinusoid al can be
represented as a cosine function (or a sine functio n) function that
is appropriately shifted to the left or right. The reason all three
basic modulation identities are presented here is f or completeness
sake and also so that students have more opportunit y to see and to
practice proving modulation identities. In electric al engineering,
a variant of the cos(a)cos(b) modulation identity t hat we just
proven is the only one that is used, this is becaus e it is the
simplest.

sine-sine modulation identity

              1
sin(a)sin(b)= -[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)]
              2

Proof

cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b)
cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)

subtracting the second equation from the first we g et

cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)=2sin(a)sin(b)

rearranging this equation we get

              1
sin(a)sin(b)= -[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)]
              2

proof complete
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cosine-sine modulation identity

              1
sin(a)cos(b)= -[sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)]
              2

Proof

sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+sin(b)cos(a)
sin(a-b)=sin(a)cos(b)-sin(b)cos(a)

adding these two equations together we get

sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)=2sin(a)cos(b)

rearranging this equation we get

sin(a)cos(b)= 1/2[sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)]

proof complete

Example

Lets make use of the cosine-cosine modulation ident ity
cos(a)cos(b)=1/2{cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)} to determine wh at happens if the
function cos(7t) is modulated by the function cos(2 t). In this
equation we substitute 7t into 'a' and 2t into 'b'.  This gives the
equation cos(7t)cos(2t) = 1/2{cos(7t+2t)+cos(7t-2t)  =
1/2{cos(9t)+cos(5t)} = 1/2*cos(9t) + 1/2*cos(5t).

so cos(7t)cos(2t) = 1/2*cos(9t) + 1/2*cos(5t)

Beats

Make use of a graphing calculator or computer to gr aph the function
y=cos(12t)cos(t) from t=0 to t=2Pi. Refer to this g raph in the
discussion below.

The graph of y=cos(12t)*cos(t) looks like the graph  of y=cos(12t)
except that the amplitude of y=cos(12t)*cos(t) vari es, and the
amplitude of y=cos(12t) is constant. [keep in mind the amplitude of
cos(12t) is 1]. We define the amplitude of y=cos(12 t)cos(t) as
|cos(t)|. Keep in mind that cos(t) has a much longe r wave length than
cos(12t), (12 times as long). Since cos(t) crosses the x axis
(becomes 0) every Pi radians or 180 degrees, every 180 degrees the
amplitude of cos(12t)*cos(t) is 0.

The function of y=cos(12t)*cos(t) between any two c onsecutive zeros
of cos(t) is one beat of the function y=cos(12t)*cos(t). From t=0 to
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t=Pi is one beat of y=cos(12t)*cos(t). From t=Pi to  t=2Pi is another
beat of y=cos(12t)*cos(t). Please refer to  the graph of
y=cos(12t)cos(t) that you did so that the concept o f what a beat is
becomes clear in your mind.

It should be noted that consecutive beats of y=cos( 12t)*cos(t) are
not identical, they are 'opposite functions' of eac h other. Why is
this? However any beat of y=cos(12t)*cos(t) is iden tical to a beat
that is two beats away from it. Inspite of this, al l the beats look
pretty much alike.

The function that was created by multiplying cos(12 t) and cos(t)
could also have been created by adding the function s 1/2*cos(16t)
and 1/2*cos(14t). This according to the identity
cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)]. One method of tuning musical
instruments relies on the fact that beats are creat ed when sounds
which are close in frequency, but not exactly the s ame frequency are
added together. A tuning fork is a device which emi ts sinusoidal
sound waves at a particular frequency. Suppose a no te of a
particular instrument is supposed to emit a sound a t 440 Hz. (This
is middle C). If we wish to determine if the note i s tuned correctly
(emitting the correct frequency), we play the note and a tuning fork
that emits sinusoidal sound waves at 440 Hz. In the  air these two
sounds are added together. If the instrument is clo se to 440 Hz but
not exactly 440 Hz, the instrument note together wi th the sound of
the tuning fork together will create beats which ca n be heard. These
beats sound like a note very close to middle C wher e the sound will
get louder then softer then louder then softer etc.  These are the
beats. If beats are heard, the instrument is adjust ed and the
process is repeated until no beats are heard. At th is point the
instrument is properly tuned.

A "beated sinusoid" can be thought of as two sinuso ids added
together, or as two sinusoids multiplied together. Each description
though seemingly very different refers to the same reality. This is
not unprecedented in mathematics. The induction axi om can be stated,
"for every integer these is a next higher integer".  It can also be
stated, "every set of positive integers, contains a  least integer".
This last form of the induction axiom is referred t o as the 'Well
Ordered Principal'. These seemingly very different statements
describe the same reality. It can be proven that th ese two different
forms of the induction axiom are mathematically equ ivalent.

Preliminary Problems

1-) A sinusoidal is a cosine function, a sine function, ( or any
  other sinusoidal) that is potentially; stretched or compressed
  horizontally, stretched or compressed vertically,  shifted left or
  shifted right. Make use of this definition to wri te the equation
  of a general sinusoidal in a) cosine form; b) sin e form.
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2-) Assuming time is in seconds, what is the freque ncy of a) cos(t)?
  b) cos(wt)? c) If cos(wt) has a frequency of 843H z, what is w?

Sinusoidal Multiplication Problem Set

1) Prove cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)]
2) Prove sin(a)sin(b)=1/2[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)]
3) Prove sin(a)cos(b)=1/2[sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)]

4) The following functions are expressed as two sin usoidals which
  are multiplied together. Express them as two sinu soidals which are
  added together. a) y=sin(4t)*sin(7t); b) y=cos(t) *cos(2t)

5.11.1) Make use of cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a -b)] to derive
  sin(a)sin(b)=1/2[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)].

6) Make use of cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)] to derive
  sin(a)cos(b)=1/2[sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)].

7) Using a graphing calculator or computer, graph y =cos(t)cos(8t)
  from -180 to 360 degrees. Can you see the beats?

8.11.1) The following functions are expressed as tw o sinusoidals
  which are added together. Express them as two sin usoidals which
  are multiplied together. a) y=cos(3t)+cos(8t);
  b) y=cos(2t)-cos(3t); c) y=cos(at)+cos(bt); d) y= sin(at)+sin(bt)

9.11.1) Prove that any sinusoidal multiplied by any  other sinusoidal
  of a different wavelength or frequency can be expre ssed as two
  other sinusoidals which are added together.

10) Prove that the following sinusoidal products fo rm a single
  vertically displaced sinusoidal and not two sinus oidals which
  are added together. a) cos(t)cos(t); b) cos(wt)si n(wt);
  c) sin(wt)sin(wt). d) Can you explain what happen ed to the other
  'missing sinusoidal' in each of these problems? H int: What is the
  wave length of y=cos(z*t)?

11.11.1) Prove: Any sinusoidal multiplied by any  other sinusoidal of
  the same wavelength or frequency is a vertically di splaced
  sinusoidal.
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12.11.1) a) Make use of the cosine-cosine modulatio n identity

  cos(a)cos(b)= 1/2 cos(a+b) + 1/2 cos(a-b)

  to derive

  cos(ax-m)cos(bx-n)= 1/2 cos{(a+b)x-(m+n)} + 1/2 c os{(a-b)x-(m-n)}

  b) Make use of the equation derived in 'a', to pr ove

  (Any sinusoidal of frequency U)*(Any sinusoidal of frequency V)=

  {A sinusoidal of frequency (U+V)}+
  {A sinusoidal of frequency (U-V)}

Radio Theory, A Trigonometry Perspective

Almost any function can be decomposed into sinusoid als of various
wavelengths or frequencies which are added to one a nother. [This
is another amazing geometrical fact having to do wi th sinusoidals].
How to do this is beyond the scope of this book, fo r more
information see Fourier transform and Fourier integral . Many common
functions consist of an infinite number of sinusoid als added
together. Such functions can be closely approximate d by adding
together a finite subset of this infinite set of th ese sinusoidals.
The more sinusoidals used, the closer the approxima tion will be.

All sounds, including a human voice speaking words are examples
of functions that can be decomposed into sinusoidal s which are added
together. Human voices can be decomposed into a summation of
sinusoidals ranging in frequency from about 85Hz to  about 3400Hz].

A sinusoidal is said to be modulated when it is multiplied by
another function. When a person speaks into a micro phone at an AM
radio station, a microphone converts the voice of t he person speaking
into an electrical signal. Electronic circuitry the n multiplies this
signal with a sinusoidal whose frequency is about 1  MHz (1 million
cycles per second). This approximately 1MHz sinusoi dal is referred
to the carrier wave of the radio station. It is the carrie r wave
modulated by the signal of the persons voice that g ets sent to the
radio station antenna so it can be transmitted 'ove r the air'.

The modulation equations we derived in this section  deal with
modulation of a sinusoidal by another sinusoidal. T hey do not deal
with modulation of a sinusoidal by a general functi on. However the
fact that most functions are composed of sinusoidal s added together
means we can deal with modulation of a sinusoidal b y a general
function also.
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Example  For simplicity sake, suppose the signal (t he function) of a
person's voice is composed of the following sinusoi dals added
together. y=cos(3,000t), y=cos(6,000t) and y=cos(12 ,000t). Suppose
also this voice signal modulates the carrier wave c os(100,000t).
This modulated carrier can be expressed as sinusoid als added
together. What are these sinusoidals?

We have cos(100,000t) being modulated by [cos(3,000 t)+cos(6,000t)+
cos(12,000t)] which is

cos(100,000t)[cos(3,000t) + cos(6,000t)+cos(12,000t )] =

cos(100,000t)*cos(3,000t) + cos(100,000t)*cos(6,000 t) +
                            cos(100,000t)*cos(12,00 0t) =

[ Making use of the identity cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a +b)+cos(a-b) ]

1/2*cos(97,000t) + 1/2*cos(103,000t) +
1/2*cos(94,000t) + 1/2*cos(106,000t) +
1/2*cos(88,000t) + 1/2*cos(112,000t)

If a signal can be decomposed into sinusoidals, the  bandwidth of the
signal is the frequency of the sinusoidal with the highest frequency
minus the frequency of the signal with the lowest f requency.(use Hz)

If a signal can be decomposed into sinusoidals, the  spectrum of the
signal is the set of frequencies of all the sinusoi dals that make up
the signal. {Use hertz (Hz), which means cycles per  second}.

[A one dimensional graph, consists of a line where the  parts of the
line that are of interest are darkened and and the numerical values
of the endpoints of the darkened portions are given ].

Exercise: Referring to the previous example, a) Wha t is the bandwidth
of a person's voice? b) What is the bandwidth of th e signal that
gets sent to the antenna to be transmitted 'over th e air'? c) What
is the spectrum of a persons voice? d) What is the spectrum of the
signal that gets sent to the antenna to be transmit ted 'over the
air'? e) On a one dimensional graph, graph the spec trum of the persons
voice. f) On this same 1 dimensional graph, graph t he spectrum of
signal that gets transmitted (the modulated carrier ). (This graph
needn't be to scale).

In the previous exercise notice that half of the si nusoidals that
comprise the modulated carrier, (which gets sent to  the antenna to
be transmitted), have a frequency less than the fre quency of the
carrier. The other half of these sinusoidals have a  frequency
greater than the frequency of the carrier. That hal f of the
sinusoidals which have a frequency less than the ca rrier frequency
is referred to as the lower side band (LSB). That half of the
sinusoidals which have a frequency greater than the  carrier
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frequency is referred to as the upper side band (USB).
In a regular AM radio broadcast, the entire modulated carrier wa ve
or both side bands are transmitted by the radio sta tion and then
received by the radio. Ham radio [learn more about ham radio on the
internet or at a library] makes use of regular AM t ransmission and
reception, but also makes use of (AM) single side band (SSB)
transmission and reception. In single side band tra nsmission,
electronic circuits filter out either the lower or the upper side
band and then transmit the side band that does not get filtered out.
The radio receiver makes use of the side band that is received,
along with knowledge of the carrier frequency to re construct the
missing side band and add it back in, this recreate s the modulated
carrier. The radio is given 'knowledge' of the carr ier frequency as
the radio operator tunes the radio .. by turning th e tuning dial.

One advantage of single side band or SSB is that it  uses less
spectrum. Given that there is only a certain amount  of spectrum
available, this is a pretty good advantage.  Anothe r advantage of
SSB compared to AM is that a signal transmitted wit h a given amount
of power can be picked up further away than if the signal were a
regular AM signal. The disadvantage of SSB radio tr ansmission is
that transmitters and radios that make use of it co st more to make.

Radio Theory Problem Set

0) Ensure you do the exercise on the previous page.

1) Explain how it is that a carrier wave of a radio  station, when
  modulated by a persons voice creates a signal wit h two side bands,
  a lower side band which consists of sinusoidals a dded together
  whose frequencies are lower than the carrier wave , and an upper
  side band consisting of sinusoidals added togethe r whose
  frequencies are higher than the carrier wave.

2) In reality a human voice consists of an infinite set of
  sinusoidals ranging in frequency from about 85Hz to  about 3400Hz.
  [To understand this, read about the Fourier integral]. The
  spectrum of a human voice is continuous, every freq uency greater
  than the lowest frequency and less than the highest  frequency is
  present within the voice. a) Using a one dimensiona l graph, graph
  the spectrum of a human voice. b) How much bandwi dth does a human
  voice have? Assume a human voice is to be transmi tted on an AM
  radio station whose carrier wave has a frequency of 1MHz. c) Graph
  and label the spectrum of this transmitted signal . (The graph
  needn't be to scale). d) What is the bandwidth of  this transmitted
  signal? e) Assuming LSB (Lower Sideband) Transmis sion is used
  instead of AM transmission, repeat problems 'c' a nd 'd' above.

One of the useful things modulation accomplishes is  to shift the
spectrum of the persons voice that is to be transmi tted over
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'the air' to a new location. For example the spectr um of a human
voice is located from about 85Hz to about 3400Hz. I t would be
possible for a radio station to broadcast the actua l signal of a
persons voice without modulating it. [Although for efficient
broadcast and reception, doing this would require u se of a very
long antenna]. If radio stations broadcast the actu al signal, such
as a persons voice without modulating it, there cou ld be only one
radio station in a given area, because if there wer e more than one,
a receiver would pick up all the radio stations in that area because
they are all broadcasting over the same spectrum or  set of
frequencies. This would sound like many people in a  room talking at
the same time. To avoid this situation, each radio station in a
given area moves the voice they transmit to a diffe rent spectrum
location by modulating it with a carrier of a diffe rent frequency.
910kHz, 960kHz, 1010kHz, and 1010kHz are examples o f frequencies
assigned for use by commercial AM radio stations in  Salt Lake City,
Utah area. Another city far such as Denver Colorado  may use these
same carrier frequencies, because with enough dista nce between radio
stations, they will not interfere with each other.

A radio tunes into to any particular station by ele ctronically
filtering out all frequencies or spectrum except th at which it wants
to listen to. Electronic circuits in the radio filt er out all
unwanted frequencies. Electronic circuitry in the r adio then
demodulate the modulated signal which was broadcast  by the radio
station leaving only the electrical signal of the h uman voice before
it was modulated at the radio station. This signal is then sent to
the speaker of the radio where it is converted to s ound.

Q: Give two reasons why signals are modulated befor e they are
  transmitted 'over the air' by a radio station.

To learn more about filter and radio theory and des ign, study
Electrical Engineering at a University. You can hel p lay the
foundation for doing this by taking an AP Physics c lass in High
School.
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Basic Sinusoidal Addition Identities

The basic sinusoidal addition identities are

cos(a)+cos(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}
sin(a)+sin(b)=2sin{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}
cos(a)+sin(b)=[cos{(a-b)/2}-sin{(a-b)/2}][cos{(a+b) /2}+sin{(a+b)/2}]

----

Note: The right side of cos(a)+sin(b)= .. can also be expressed as 2
  sinusoidal multiplied by each other, i.e.
  [cos{(a-b)/2}-sin{(a-b)/2}] and [cos{(a+b)/2}+sin {(a+b)/2}] can
  each be expressed as sinusoidals. In a future pro blem students
  will be asked to prove this, a solution will also  be provided.

----

Their proofs follow

Theorem

                   (a+b)   (a-b)
cos(a)+cos(b)= 2cos(---)cos(---)
                   ( 2 )   ( 2 )

Proof

cos(a)+cos(b) =

------

we make the following substitutions

                                  1             1
a=u+v and b=u-v; implying that u= -(a+b) and v= -(a -b) (verify this)
                                  2             2
------

cos(u+v)+cos(u-v) =
cos(u)cos(v)-sin(u)sin(v) + cos(u)cos(v)+sin(u)sin( v) =

2cos(u)cos(v) =

    (a+b)   (a-b)
2cos(---)cos(---)
    ( 2 )   ( 2 )

Proof Complete
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Theorem

                   (a+b)   (a-b)
sin(a)+sin(b)= 2sin(---)cos(---)
                   ( 2 )   ( 2 )

Proof

sin(a)+sin(b)=

------

we make the following substitutions

                                  1             1
a=u+v and b=u-v; implying that u= -(a+b) and v= -(a -b)
                                  2             2
------

sin(u+v)+sin(u-v)=
sin(u)cos(v)+sin(v)cos(u) + sin(u)cos(v)-sin(v)cos( u) =

2sin(u)cos(v) =

    (a+b)   (a-b)
2sin(---)cos(---)
    ( 2 )   ( 2 )

Proof Complete

The following theorem like the two previous ones, c an be used to
show that two particular sinusoidals added together  that can be
expressed as two other sinusoidals which are multip lied together.
Each of the two terms on the right side of the foll owing identity
are a single sinusoidal, even though each is expres sed as the sum
of two sinusoidals. The reason each of these two te rms are a single
sinusoidal, is ...

If any two sinusoidals having the same amplitude an d, wavelength or
frequency, are added together the resultant functio n is a single
sinusoidal.

A problem will be given in the next section asking students to prove
this. The solution to this problem will also be giv en.
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Theorem

               {   (a-b)    (a-b)} {   (a+b)    (a+ b)}
cos(a)+sin(b)= {cos(---)-sin(---)} {cos(---)+sin(-- -)}
               {   ( 2 )    ( 2 )} {   ( 2 )    ( 2  )}

Proof

cos(a)+sin(b)=

------

we make the following substitutions

                                  1             1
a=u+v and b=u-v; implying that u= -(a+b) and v= -(a -b)
                                  2             2
------

cos(u+v)+sin(u-v)=

cos(u)cos(v)-sin(u)sin(v) + sin(u)cos(v)-sin(v)cos( u)=
{cos(v)-sin(v)}{cos(u)+sin(u)}=

{   (a-b)    (a-b)} {   (a+b)    (a+b)}
{cos(---)-sin(---)} {cos(---)+sin(---)}
{   ( 2 )    ( 2 )} {   ( 2 )    ( 2 )}

Proof Complete

In the next problem set (problem 11), a problem (an d its solution)
is given asking the student to prove that

{   (a-b)    (a-b)} {   (a+b)    (a+b)}
{cos(---)-sin(---)} {cos(---)+sin(---)} =
{   ( 2 )    ( 2 )} {   ( 2 )    ( 2 )}

    (a+b      )   (a-b      )
2cos(--- - 45°)cos(--- + 45°)
    ( 2       )   ( 2       )

which completes the process of showing that the two  sinusoidals
cos(a) and sin(b) added together are also two other  sinusoidals
multiplied together, just as is the case with cos(a ) + cos(b) and
sin(a) + sin(b).
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Sinusoidal Addition Problem Set

Do Problems 1,2,3 using the same proofs given previ ously.

1) Prove cos(a)+cos(b)= 2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}
2) Prove sin(a)+sin(b)= 2sin{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}
3) Prove cos(a)+sin(b)=
  [cos{(a+b)/2}+sin{(a+b)/2}] * [cos{(a-b)/2}-sin{( a-b)/2}]

4.11.2) Express each of the following as a product of sinusoidals.
  a) cos(10t)+cos(8t); b) sin(5t)+sin(3t); c) cos(2 t)+sin(3t);
  d) 1+sin(t).

5.11.2) Make use of cos(a)+cos(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{ (a-b)/2} to
derive sin(a)+sin(b)=2sin{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}
the equation you derived in problem #2 using anothe r method.

6) a) Make use of
  cos(a)+cos(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2} to derive
  cos(a)+sin(b)= 2cos{(a+b)/2 - 45°}cos{(a-b)/2 + 4 5°}
  b) Make use of the equation derived in part 'a' t o derive
  cos(a)+sin(b)=
  [cos{(a+b)/2}+sin{(a+b)/2}] * [cos{(a-b)/2}-sin{( a-b)/2}],
  the equation you derived in problem #3 using anot her method.

7) Using a method of your choice derive
  cos(a)-cos(b)= -2sin{(a+b)/2}sin{(a-b)/2}

8.11.2) Derive sin(a)-sin(b) = 2cos{(a+b)/2}sin{(a- b)/2}

9) a) Derive cos(a)-sin(b) = [cos{(a+b)/2}-sin{(a+b )/2}] *
                             [cos{(a-b)/2}+sin{(a-b )/2}]
  b*) Derive the equation for sin(a)-cos(b)= ...

10.11.2) Prove: Any sinusoidal added to any other sinusoidal of the
  same amplitude, and wavelength (or frequency) is a single
  sinusoidal of that same wavelength or frequency.

11.11.2) Make use of cos(a)+sin(b)=
  [cos{(a+b)/2}+sin{(a+b)/2}][cos{(a-b)/2}-sin{(a-b )/2}]
  to derive cos(a)+sin(b)= 2cos{(a+b)/2 - 45°}cos{( a-b)/2 + 45°}
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12) a) Prove: If any sinusoidal with a frequency of  U is added to
  any other sinusoidal of the same amplitude, and a  frequency of V,
  the result is a sinusoidal of frequency (U+V)/2 m ultiplied by a
  sinusoidal of frequency of (U-V)/2.

  b) Make use of the work you did in part 'a' to so lve the following
  problem. Two tuning forks of the same loudness (a mplitude) are
  struck. One emits a sinusoidal note of 318Hz, the  other emits a
  sinusoidal note of 322Hz. a) What is the frequenc y of the note
  that these tuning forks together emit? b) What is  the period of
  the beats?

Note: The two tuning forks together emit is a singl e sinusoidal that
is constantly changing phases (by 180°)(and is modu lated). However
psychological research has shown that humans are no t able to
distinguish between sounds where the only differenc e between the
sounds is are phase differences.

A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)=C*cos(wt-o)

Previously we proved that the sum of any two sinuso idals having the
same amplitude, and wavelength or frequency is a si nusoidal of that
same wavelength or frequency. We will now show that  the sum of any
non shifted cosine function, and any non shifted si ne function of
the same wavelength or frequency, regardless of amp litude, is a
sinusoidal of that same wavelength or frequency.
To do this we must make use of any of the following  identities.

cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)sin(b)
sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)sin(b)

cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)
sin(a-b)=sin(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)

We will demonstrate by showing that 3cos(t)+4sin(t)  is a sinusoidal.
To do this we choose to make use of

sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+sin(b)cos(a)  ... (Why?)

we multiply both sides of this equation by A (A>0) and substitute t
into b which is,

A*sin(a+t)=A*sin(a)cos(t)+A*sin(t)cos(a)

rearranging and setting this equation equal to 3cos (t)+4sin(t) gives

eq 1:
3cos(t)+ 4sin(t)= [ A*sin(a)]cos(t)+[ A*cos(a)]sin(t)= A*sin(a+t)

Therefore A*sin(a)=3 and A*cos(a)= 4 --->
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--We now solve for sin(a)--

A*sin(a)   3    sin(a)          sin(a)
------- = --- = ------ = -------------------- --->
A*cos(a)   4    cos(a)   +/- sqrt{1-sin^2(a)}

4sin(a) = +/- 3sqrt(1-sin^2(a)} --->

16sin^2(a) = 9{1-sin^2(a)} --->

16sin^2(a) = 9-9sin^2(a)} --->

25sin^2(a) = 9 --->

5sin(a) =  +/- 3 --->

              3
sin(a)= +/-  ---
              5

We now solve for A

Asin(a)=3 --->   [this equation was given previousl y]

      3         3
A = ------ = ------- =  +/- 5, but (A>0) so  ...  e q 3: A= 5
    sin(a)         3
              +/-  -
                   5

solving now for cos(a)

                                         {    9 }           {16}
cos(a) =  +/- sqrt{1-sin^2(a)} = +/- sqrt{1- ---} =  +/- sqrt{--} =
                                         {    25}           {25}
      4
 +/-  -   so
      5
             4
cos(a)= +/-  -
             5

so A=5; sin(a)= +/- 3/5 ; cos(a)= +/- 4/5; from

eq 1:
3cos(t)+ 4sin(t)= [ A*sin(a)]cos(t)+[ A*cos(a)]sin(t)= A*sin(a+t)

we have A*sin(a)=3; A*cos(a)=4 which implies
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        4               3
cos(a)= -   and sin(a)= - --->
        5               5

an approximate value for 'a' is 36.87.. degrees.

Therefore  (referring to equation 1)

3cos(t)+4sin(t)=5sin(t+36.87..°)

Sinusoidal Addition Problem Set (part 2)

1) Decompose each of the following into a non shift ed cosine
  function added to a non shifted sine function. a)  y=cos(wt-30°);
  b) y=cos(wt+45°); c) y=cos(wt-o); d) y=sin(wt-o)

2) Express each of the following as a shifted cosin e function.
  a) y=2cos(t)+3sin(t); b) 7sin(t)-5cos(t).

When doing problem the next problem, do not make us e of the work you
did when doing the previous problem.

3) Express each of the following as a shifted sine function.
  a) y=2cos(t)+3sin(t); b) 7sin(t)-5cos(t).

Exercise) Sanity check the answers you got in probl ems 3 and 4 by
converting the sine functions you derived in proble m #3 to a cosine
function.

4) a) sinusoidal(t)+cos(t)=sin(t), find sinusoidal( t); b) Verify
  that your answer is correct.

5.11.3) a) Prove the following identity.

  A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)=C*cos{wt-c}
  -- C=sqrt(A^2+B^2)
  -- c is the angle such that cos(c)=A/C and sin(c) =B/C

  Put an other way, c=invtan(B/A) or c=invtan(B/A)+ 180 degrees

The following identity makes it quite clear that an y two sinusoidals
of the same frequency or wavelength added together is a sinusoidal,
... (of that same wavelength or frequency).
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General Sinusoidal Addition Identity (cosine form)

A*cos(wt-a)+B*cos(wt-b)=C*cos{wt-c}
  -- C=sqrt(CC^2+SS^2)
  -- c is the angle such that cos(c)=CC/C and sin(c )=SS/C
  -- CC=A*cos(a)+B*cos(b) and SS=A*sin(a)+B*sin(b)

Put an other way, c=invtan(CC/SS) or c=invtan(CC/SS )+180 degrees

Proof

A*cos(wt-a)+B*cos(wt-b)=

A*cos(wt)cos(a)+A*sin(wt)*sin(a)+
B*cos(wt)cos(b)+B*sin(wt)*sin(b) =

{A*cos(a)+B*cos(b)}cos(wt)+{A*sin(a)+B*sin(b)}sin(w t)=

-----
Substituting A*cos(a)+B*cos(b) into CC
Substituting A*sin(a)+B*sin(b) into SS
-----

CC*cos(wt)+SS*sin(wt)=    {see problem 5
                          {Sinusoidal Addition Prob lem Set (part 2)
C*cos(wt-c)
-- C=sqrt(CC^2+SS^2)
-- c is the angle such that cos(c)=CC/C and sin(c)= SS/C
-- CC=A*cos(a)+B*cos(b) and SS=A*sin(a)+B*sin(b)

Put an other way, c=invtan(CC/SS) or c=invtan(CC/SS )+180 degrees

Proof Complete

Sinusoidal Addition Problem Set (Part 3)

1) Make use of the General Sinusoidal Addition Iden tity to prove
  that if any two sinusoidals of the same, frequency or wa velength,
  are added together, the resultant function is a s inusoidal of the
  same frequency or wavelength.

2) Express each of the following as a cosine functi on.
  a) 3cos(t-13°)+4cos(t-25°); b) 7cos(wt-7°)-5cos(w t+5°);
  c) Sanity check the work you did in parts 'a' and  'b', by graphing
  the functions given vs the functions you calculat ed. If these have
  the same graph, you (most likely) did your work c orrectly.
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3) Derive the general sinusoidal addition identity (cosine form)

  A*cos(wt-a)+B*cos(wt-b)=C*cos{wt-c}
  -- C=sqrt(CC^2+SS^2)
  -- c is the angle such that cos(c)=CC/C and sin(c )=SS/C
  -- CC=A*cos(a)+B*cos(b) and SS=A*sin(a)+B*sin(b)

4) Derive the general sinusoidal subtraction identi ty (cosine form).

Note: The equations of ..
  the general sinusoidal addition identity (sine fo rm) .. and
  the general sinusoidal subtraction identity (sine  form)
  are composed entirely of sine functions, there ar e no cosine
  functions in them.

5) Derive the general sinusoidal addition identity (sine form).

6) Derive the general sinusoidal subtraction identi ty (sine form).

7) Find a cosine function equal to cos(t)+2cos(t+17 °)

8) Find a cosine function equal to 2cos(t-45°)-cos( t+55°)

9) a) Find a sine function equal to 5sin(t-45°)+3si n(t+30°)

10) a) Find a sine function equal to 2sin(t-30°)-3c os(t+45°)
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

12 Polar: Coordinates, Functions, Graphing

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Polar Coordinates

In the study of Coordinate Geometry and Trigonometr y, we have made
great use of the Cartesian coordinate system. With a coordinate
system in place, the location of any point in a pla ne or space can
be specified by a set of coordinates, (an ordered p air or ordered
triple of numbers). Entire sets of points, i.e. lin es, circles,
parabolas etc. can be specified, by equations that give a
relationship between the coordinates. The discovery  of the Cartesian
coordinate system along with Coordinate Geometry by  the
mathematician and philosopher Descartes in the 1600 's is one of the
greatest contributions to the study of mathematics.  Coordinate
Geometry allowed the great power of Algebra to be a pplied to Geometry
problems to an extent never previously possible.

The Cartesian coordinate system is not the only Coo rdinate system
there is, but it was the first one to be discovered  and utilized as
a place where equations can be used to represent sh apes. Another
possible coordinate system is the polar coordinate system. In the 2
dimensional polar coordinate system, the first coor dinate of a point
is the points distance to the origin. The second co ordinate is the
orientation of the ray which passes through the poi nt and whose end
point is the origin. [See definition of orientation  in the Angles
section]. Example: (1,45°) The distance of this poi nt from the
origin is 1. The ray whose end point is at the orig in, that passes
through this point, has an orientation of 45 degree s.

Unlike in the Cartesian coordinate system, the coor dinates of a
point in the polar coordinate system are not unique . For example the
location of the point (1,45°) could also be specifi ed as (1,405°)
where 405°=45°+360°, or as (1,-315°) where -315°=45 °-360° or even as
(-1,225°) where 225°=45°+180°. In polar coordinates  there is an
unlimited number of ways to assign coordinates to a ny one point. A
special case is the origin. The origin is specified  by putting a
zero in the first coordinate as the distance, and t he angle or
orientation doesn't matter, it can be any angle.

If the polar coordinates of a point are (r,o), the Cartesian
coordinates of this point are (x,y) where

I)  x=r*cos(o)
II) y=r*sin(o)
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The distance from any point (x,y) to the origin is sqrt(x^2+y^2)
therefore the polar coordinate r is calculated usin g the formula

III) r= +/- sqrt(x^2+y^2)

It is left to the student to prove these 3 conversi on formulas.

From equations I through III we derive the followin g. (The student
should derive each of the following equations).

            x           x
V) cos(o)=  -  =  -------------
            r     sqrt(x^2+y^2)

            y         y
VI) sin(o)= - = -------------
            r   sqrt(x^2+y^2)

             y
VII) tan(o)= -
             x

Given the Cartesian coordinates of a point, we can make use of any
two of equations V, VI or VII to find the second po lar coordinate,
i.e. the angle o, (0° <= o < 360°). For example, le ts find the
second polar coordinate of the point (1,1). Making use of equation
VII we have tan(o) = y/x = 1/1 = 1. If 1 is entered  into a
calculator and then the invtan key is pressed, the calculator will
return 45 (degrees). The only other (geometrically distinct) angle
which has a tangent of 1 is o=45°+180°=225°.

Making use of equation V we have cos(o) = x/sqrt(x^ 2+y^2) =
1/sqrt(2). If this value is entered into a calculat or and then the
invcos key pressed, the calculator returns 45 (degr ees). The only
other (geometrically distinct) angle which has a co sine of 1/sqrt(2)
is -45 degrees or 315 degrees. Equation VII tells u s o is (45
degrees or 225 degrees). Equation V tells us o is ( 45 degrees or 315
degrees). 45 degrees is only angle common to both s ets of angles,
therefore, the second polar coordinate of (1,1) is 45 degrees.

An other way to determine the second polar coordina te of a point
expressed in Cartesian coordinates would be to make  use of any one
of equations V,VI,VII, and the signs of each of the  Cartesian
coordinates. Making use of any of the equations V,V I,VII will give
two possible angles o. One of these angles can be e liminated by
by making use of the following table
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(+,+)  1st Quadrant           (+,0)    0 degrees
(-,+)  2nd Quadrant           (0,+)   90 degrees
(-,-)  3rd Quadrant           (-,0)  180 degrees
(+,-)  4th Quadrant           (0,-)  270 degrees

For example, lets once again find the second polar coordinate of the
point (1,1). Making use of equation VII we have tan (o) = y/x = 1/1
= 1. Making use of the calculator inverse tangent f unction, we find
one possible angle is o=45 degrees. The only other (geometrically
distinct) angle which has a tangent of 1 is o+180°= 225°. A ray with
an orientation of 45 degrees lies in the 1st quadra nt. An ray with
an orientation of 225 degrees lies in the 3rd quadr ant. We note that
the signs of the coordinates of the point (1,1) are  both positive or
(+,+). Therefore the angle o in question has an ori entation that
lies in the 1st quadrant. Therefore we eliminate o= 225 degrees as a
possibility and realize the answer we seek is o=45 degrees.

Polar Coordinates Exercises

1) Plot the following points on a sheet of paper. a )(2,45°);
  b)(3,310°); c)(-2,30°); d)(1,-145°); e)(1,2Pi/3 r ads);
  f)(-3,-2rads); g)(1,1000°); h)(-1,12rads); i)(1,- 10,000 rads)

2) Determine the Cartesian coordinates of each of t he following
  points. a)(1,30°); b)(7,232°); c)(0,170°); d)(3,P i/6 rad);
  e)(11,3rad); f)(-4,1600°).

3) Determine (using degrees) polar coordinates for the following
  points. a)(1,1); b)(12,-13); c)(-8,-5); d)(-9,12) ; e) (0,-3).

4) You know the Cartesian coordinates of a point an d wish to find
  its polar coordinates. You calculated the cosine of the second
  polar coordinate o, and then made use of the inve rse cosine
  function on your calculator to find that o is pos sibly the second
  polar coordinate. What is the other angle that is  possibly the
  second polar coordinate?

5) You know the Cartesian coordinates of a point an d wish to find
  its polar coordinates. You calculated the sine of  the second polar
  coordinate, and then made use of the inverse sine  function on your
  calculator to find that o is possibly the second polar coordinate.
  What is the other angle that is possibly the seco nd polar
  coordinate?

6) You know the Cartesian coordinates of a point an d wish to find
  its polar coordinates. You calculated the tangent  of the second
  polar coordinate, and then made use of the invers e tangent
  function on your calculator to find that o is pos sibly the second
  polar coordinate. What is the other angle that is  possibly the
  second polar coordinate?
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7) a) Determine the polar coordinates of the point (-7,1). In doing
  this use equations V and VI to determine the seco nd polar
  coordinate. b) Do this problem again, this time m ake use of
  equation VII and the signs of the Cartesian coord inates to find the
  second polar coordinate.

Conversion Equations  (Preparation for Polar Functi ons)

We can make use of 4 equations below to convert pol ar functions to
Cartesian functions and visa versa. We have already  mentioned and
worked with equations I,II and III.

I)  x=r*cos(o)
II) y=r*sin(o)

III) r= +/- sqrt(x^2+y^2)
     for example: (1,1) = {sqrt(2),45°} = {-sqrt(2) ,135°}

IV) o= any angle 'a' where tan(a)=y/x

Exercise: Use equations I and II to prove equations  III and IV.

If we take the inverse tangent of both sides of equ ation IV we have
a=invtan(y/x). Since the range of the function invt an is from -90°
to 90°, a=invtan(y/x) is the angle (-90°<a<90°) who se tangent is
y/x. There is only one such angle. Since (-90°<a<90 °), any point
(x,y) on the right half of the plane (quadrants 1 a nd 2) can be
represented in polar form as (r,o) where r= sqrt(x^ 2+y^2) and
o = invtan(y/x). Any point (x,y) on the left side o f the plane can
also be represented in polar form as (r,o) where r=  -sqrt(x^2+y^2)
and o= invtan(y/x). The proof of this follows.

In the following proof, the following 4 equations h old, (are true).
r= +/- sqrt(x^2+y^2); o=arctan(y/x); (x>0); (y=any number)

(r,o) = {r*cos(o),r*sin(o)} = (x,y) .. {r=sqrt(x^2+ y^2}

is representative of any point on the right side of  the plane.

If we substitute -r into r we have

(-r,o) = {-r*cos(o),-r*sin(o)} = (-x,-y) .. {r=sqrt (x^2+y^2} ->
(r,o) = {r*cos(o),r*sin(o)} = (-x,-y) .. {r=-sqrt(x ^2+y^2}

Because (-x,-y) can represent any point on the left  side of the
of the plane, (r,o) can also represent any point on  the left side
of the plane. Therefore any point on the left side of the plane can
be represented as (r,o) where r=-sqrt(x^2+y^2) and o=invtan(y/x).

Proof complete
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y/x is not defined for x=0. However we can define i nvtan(y/x) for
x=0 if we wish. We do it as follows. If x=0 and y>0 , then
invtan(y/x)=90°. If x=0 and y<0, then invtan(y/x)=- 90°.

Therefore any point (x,y) where x=0, can be written  as (r,o) where
r= +/- sqrt(x^2+y^2) and o=invtan(y/x).

We have established that every point in the right s ide of the plane,
every point on the left side of the plane, and ever y point where
x=0 can be written as (r,o) where r= +/- sqrt(x^2+y ^2) and
o=arctan(y/x). Therefore every point on the plane can be represented
in polar coordinates as (r,o) where r= +/- sqrt(x^2 +y^2) and
o= arctan(y/x).

Exercise: Make use of equations I, II, III and IV a s needed to
express the following points in polar form, where o =invtan(y/x).
a)(1,1); b)(-1,1); c)(-1,-1); d)(1,-1);
e) (1,0); f)(0,1); g)(-1,0); h)(0,-1).

Where x is any number and y is any number, there ar e many ways we
could represent any point (x,y) in polar form. Give n that
cos(o)=-cos(o+180°) and sin(o)=-sin(o+180°) we have

(r,o)={r*cos(o),r*sin(o)}={r*(-1)cos(o+180°),r*(-1) sin(o+180°)}=
{-r*cos(o+180°),-r*sin(o+180°)}= (-r,o+180°)

Therefore if (r,o) is one to express (x,y) in polar  form, then
(-r,o+180°) is an other way. Based on this, (r,o+36 0°*n) and
(-r,o+180°+360°*n) n=( ... -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 . .. ) are also
other the ways to represent (x,y) in polar form. Th ese last 'two'
ways are all of the possible ways to represent (x,y ) in polar form.

Exercise: a) Find all polar forms of the point {1,- sqrt(3)}
          b) Find all polar forms of the point {-sq rt(3),1}

Polar Functions

Lets make use of equations

I)  x=r*cos(o)
II) y=r*sin(o)

III) r= +/- sqrt(x^2+y^2)
     for example: (1,1) = {sqrt(2),45°} = {-sqrt(2) ,135°}

IV) o= any angle 'a' where tan(a)=y/x

to convert functions expressed in Cartesian form to  polar form and
visa versa.
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Example .. Express the function y=x in polar form

 Method 1
  Given y=x
  tan(o)=y/x -> tan(o)=x/x -> tan(o)=1 -> o=invtan( 1) -> o=45°.
  Therefore, o=45° is the line y=x in polar form.

 Method 2
  y=x -> r*sin(o)=r*cos(o) -> sin(o)=cos(o) -> sin( o)/cos(o)=1 ->
  tan(o)=1 -> arctan{tan(o)}=arctan(1) -> o=45°. Th erefore
  o=45° is the line y=x in polar form.

Exercise: Does o=45° represent the entire line y=x or just half?
          Hint: The entire line, now explain why.

Example .. express o=45° in Cartesian form.

  o=45° -> tan(o)=tan(45°) -> sin(o)/cos(o)=1 ->sin (o)=cos(o) ->
  x/r = y/r -> y=x

  note: x=r*cos(o) -> cos(o)= x/r : x=r*sin(o) -> s in(o)= x/r

Polar Functions Exercises

1) a) The Cartesian coordinates of a point are (x,y ). a) Give two
  polar expressions of this point. b) Give all poss ible polar
  expressions of this point.

2) A point expressed in polar form is (r,o). Expres s this point
  in Cartesian form.

3) A ray has an orientation of o (0°<=o<360°). Assu ming the
  following, what are the possible values of o?. a)  tan(o)=2;
  b) tan(3o)=7; c) tan(o/5)=12.

4) Convert the following to Cartesian form. When yo u are finished
  take what you get and convert it back again. Did you end up with
  what you started with? a) o=30°; b) r=5; c) r=sin (o).

5.12) a) Transform r^2*tan(o)=1 into (y/x)(x^2+y^2) =1
  b) Transform y=x/y * (x^2+y^2) into r^2*tan(o)=1, (step by step).

6.12) a) Transform y=1/(2x) into r^2*sin(2o)=1.
  b) Transform r^2*sin(2o)=1 into 1/(2x) (step by s tep).

7) a) Prove r= C/{A*sin(o)+B*cos(o)} is a line.
  b) Convert the equation you derived in 'a', to po lar form.

8.12) a) Prove r=sin(o)/cos^2(o) is a parabola.
  b) Convert the equation you derived in 'a', to po lar form.
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9) a) Prove r=cos(o) is a circle.
  b) Convert the equation you derived in 'a', to po lar form.

10) a) Prove r^2*cos^2(o)+r^2*sin^2(o)-2r*cos(o)-2r *sin(o)+1=0 is
  a circle. b) Convert the equation you derived in 'a', to polar
  form.

11.12) Make use of polar<->Cartesian conversion for mulas, to derive
  the polar distance formula, i.e. derive the fact that the distance
  between the two points (r2,o2)&(r1,o1) is
  sqrt{r2^2+r1^2-2*r2*r1*cos(o2-o1)}.

12) Make use of the law of cosines to derive the po lar distance
  formula, i.e. derive the fact that the distance b etween the two
  points (r2,o2)&(r1,o1) is sqrt{r2^2+r1^2-2*r2*r1* cos(o2-o1)}.

13) a) Make use of the Cartesian distance formula t o determine the
  distance between P1(-1,7) and P2(2,-5). b) Determ ine the polar
  coordinates of P1 and P2. c) Make use of the pola r distance
  formula to determine the distance between P1 and P2. Did you get
  the same answer as in 'a'?

14.12) a) Determine where the parabola r=cos(o)/sin ^2(o) and the
  line r=1/{cos(o)-sin(o)} intersect. b) Check your  answers by
  calculating where these functions in Cartesian fo rm intersect.

Graphing Polar Functions

To graph points or functions expressed in polar for m, ideally you
should use polar graph paper. You can make it yours elf or you can
buy it. To make it, use a compass to make concentri c circles
centered at the origin of radius, 1cm, 2cm, 3cm ... , Try to make at
least 10 or more concentric circles. Draw them ligh tly so they won't
interfere with your graph.

To graph a polar function, first put the function i nto the form
r=f(o). Then calculate or estimate the range of the  function you are
about to graph so you can decide what distance scal e to use. For
example, if you are going to graph r=cos(o) you kno w the range of
of your function is from -1 to 1. Therefore if you have 10
concentric circles, of radius 1cm, 2cm, 3cm ... 10c m that you can
make use of. You should scale your distance so that  a distance of
1 equals 10 cm.

Then make a table of values of r and o. In this tab le list a series
of angles o. 0°, 10° 30° ...  To the side of each o f these listings
put, (in numeral form) the corresponding f(0°), f(1 0°), f(20°) ... .
If f(0°) is positive, on the ray with an orientatio n of 0°,
mark the point that is a distance of f(0°) from the  origin,
according to the scale you have chosen. Or if f(0°)  is negative,
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on the ray with an orientation of 0° + 180°, mark t he point that is
a distance of f(0°) from the origin according to th e scale you have
chosen. Continue this process for angles beyond 0 d egrees, i.e. 10°,
20°, 30° ... until you have completed your graph or  until you have
plotted all points you wish to plot. As you plot po ints you may
connect them with a smooth curve or wait until you have several
points marked and then connect them.

Be aware that graphing the function over a domain s pan 360 degrees
will not necessarily graph an entire function. For example graphing
the function r=cos(o) over a domain span of 180 deg rees will
completely graph the function. r=cos(2o) needs to b e graphed over a
domain span of 2Pi to graph it completely. r=cos(o/ 2)needs to be
graphed over a domain span of 4Pi to be complete. r =cos{sqrt(2)*o}
is not complete for any domain span that is finite.

Graphing Polar Functions Problem Set

1) a) Graph r=sin(o) using polar graphing technique s. b) Check your
  answer by comparing the graph of the function wit h the Cartesian
  equation of the function.

2) a) Convert y=x-1 to polar form. b) Graph the fun ction you derived
  in part 'a' using polar graphing techniques. c) C heck your answer
  by comparing the graph of the function with the C artesian equation
  of the function.

3) a) Convert y=(x^2)/6 to polar form. b) Graph the  function you
  derived in part 'a' using polar graphing techniqu es. c) Check your
  answer by comparing the graph of the function wit h the Cartesian
  equation of the function. c) Replace o with o+45°  in the function
  you derived in part 'a'. Graph this new function.

4) Graph r=cos(o), r=sin(o), r=-cos(o), and r=-sin( o) in the same
  graph space to see an interesting pattern. Or if you want to save
  time, convert each of these equations to Cartesia n form. Can you
  see the pattern the graphs of these functions wou ld make by
  looking at their Cartesian equations?

5) The following functions are known as cartoids. G raph any or all.
  a) r=1+cos(o); b) r=1+sin(o); c) r=1-cos(o); d) r =1-sin(o);
  e) Check you answers by graphing these functions using a graphing
  calculator or computer. f) Using a graphing calcu lator or computer
  graph all 4 cartiods in the same graph space to s ee an interesting
  pattern.

6) a) r=o is a double spiral. a) Graph the spiral r =o (r>0);
  b) Graph the spiral r=o (r<0).
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

13 de Moivre's Formula and Complex Numbers

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Complex Numbers

The roots of the 2nd degree polynomial (1/2)x^2+3x+ 8=0 are
-3+sqrt(-7) and -3-sqrt(-7). If either of these val ues are
substituted into this second degree polynomial, the  result will be
0. The value sqrt(-7) is an referred to as an imagi nary number. This
name probably originated, because when such numbers  were discovered,
they couldn't be found anywhere on the number line,  nor could their
value be comprehended at the time, therefore they w ere thought to be
imaginary,(i.e. not real). The square root of any n egative number is
an imaginary number. By definition, a complex number  is a real
number added to an imaginary number. By definition then, imaginary
numbers are complex numbers, because any imaginary i, is 0+i, (0 is
a real number).

Complex numbers were probably first discovered as t he roots of
certain quadratic equations. Complex numbers are ex tremely useful in
physics and electrical engineering. A certain dista nce multiplied by
1/2 is half the given distance. Likewise a certain distance
multiplied by 2 is twice the given distance. There are equations in
physics (relativity) which suggest that any distanc e multiplied by
an imaginary number is a certain amount of time, i. e.
300 million meters * sqrt(-1) = 1 second. (The spee d of light is
300 million meters per second) Electric fields and magnetic fields
have a similar relationship as time and distance. A n electric field
multiplied by an imaginary number is an electric fi eld and visa
versa. If two events are separated by distance only , their
separation can be expressed as A meters, where A is  a real number.
If two events are separated by time only but not di stance their
separation can be expressed as A meters where A is an imaginary
number. If two events are separated by time and dis tance, their
separation can be expressed as A meters where A is a complex number.
Clearly imaginary numbers have a magnitude, however  their magnitude
is not of the same type as the magnitude of real nu mbers.

Just as 1 is the basic unit of the real numbers, th e imaginary
number sqrt(-1) is the basic unit of the imaginary numbers. This
quantity is given the symbol designation of i, i=sq rt(-1).
i does not lean towards being positive or negative.  Since i has a
magnitude but it doesn't lean towards being positiv e or negative, if
we were to plot its position with respect to the nu mber 0, it would
have to be away from zero, but it would not be "clo ser to" the
positive numbers than the negative numbers or visa versa. Just as
the number line can be used to represent the set of  real numbers,
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a number plane can be used to represent the set of co mplex numbers.
The number plane includes the number line. In the n umber plane, the
positive x axis represents the positive numbers. Th e origin
represents 0. The negative x axis represents the ne gative numbers.
The point (0,1) represents the number i or sqrt(-1) . This is a good
position on the number plane for i, because it is a way from 0, one
unit away, and (0,1) is not closer to the negative numbers than the
positive numbers or visa versa. 3i is at the point (0,3), -5i is at
the point (0,-5). The complex number 2+7i is at the  point (2,7) etc.
In general, where a and b are real numbers, the com plex number a+bi
is located at the point (a,b) on the number plane, a is the real
part of this complex number and bi is the imaginary  part. The
complex number a+bi ( standard form) can also be written as (a,b)
( Cartesian form). It was previously noted that imagi nary numbers are
complex numbers. Real numbers are also complex numb ers, because any
real number a can be represented as a+bi, (a and b are real numbers)
where b is 0. Just as we have a number line, we hav e a number plane,
and all numbers on the number plane are complex num bers and can be
represented as a+bi, where a and b are real numbers .

Two complex numbers are added as follows

a+bi + c+di = (a+c)+(b+d)i  { Standard form of complex numbers

or

(a,b) + (c,d) = (a+c,b+d) { Cartesian form of complex numbers

Two complex numbers are multiplied as follows. {Kee p in mind that i=
sqrt(-1), therefore i*i= -1. Also keep in mind, com plex numbers are
commutative and the distributive property also appl ies.

(a+bi)*(c+di) = a(c+di)+bi(c+di) = ac+adi+bic+bidi =
ac+adi+bci+bdii = ac-bd +(ad+bc)i

-) Perform the following calculations. a) 5+(2-i); b)(1+i)-(-3+5i);
  c) -(-1,8)+(2,4).

-) Perform the following calculations. a) 3*(1+2i);  b)(4-6i)/2;
  c) (2-3i)(1+7i); d) (1+2i)(5+4i).

Adding complex numbers is similar to adding vectors . Multiplying
complex numbers is similar to multiplying monomials , can you see why
this is so?

-) a) Add the following complex numbers together. b ) Multiply the
  following complex numbers together. I) h+ki, m+ni ; II) a+bi, c-di

A useful concept when dealing with complex numbers is the conjugate
of a complex number, the conjugate of a complex number a+bi is a-bi.
Any complex number multiplied by its conjugate is a  real number.
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Prove this for yourself now. Where A and B are comp lex numbers,
A/B is also a complex number. Remember a complex nu mber is any
number that can be written as a+bi where a and b ar e real and i
is sqrt(-1). It isn't obvious that (A+Bi)/(C+Di) is  a complex number
or even how to perform this division. Enough inform ation has been
given in this discussion to enable you do this. Try  to determine for
yourself how to perform this division and then prov e that the
quotient of two complex numbers is a complex number . Try to do this
for yourself before looking at the proof below.

Theorem:  The quotient of two complex numbers is a complex number.

Proof

a+bi   a+bi   c-di   ac-cdi+bci+bd   (ac+bd)+(bc-cd )i
---- = ---- * ---- = ------------- = -------------- -- =
c+di   c+di   c-di   cc-cdi+cdi+dd      cc+dd

ac+bd     bc-cd
----- + i -----   <---  This is a complex number, t herefore ...
cc+dd     cc+dd

Proof Complete

If you were not able to prove that the quotient of two complex
numbers is a complex number by yourself before look ing at the above
proof. Do it now, without looking at the proof abov e. The following
rules all apply to complex numbers just as they do for real numbers.

Where A and B are complex numbers.

Closure: A+B, A-B, A*B, A/B (B!=0) ... are complex numbers

Associative A+B+C = (A+B)+C = A+(B+C)
            A*B*C = (A*B)*C = A*(B*C)

Commutative A+B=B+A
            A*B=B*A

Distributive A(B+C)=AB+AC

Identity Element A+0=A  0 is the additive identity element
                 A*1=A  1 is the multiplicative ide ntity element

There exists a complex number 0 (zero), such that w hen 0 is added to
ANY complex number A, the sum of 0 and A is A. Zero  is the additive
identity element of the complex numbers.
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There exists a complex number 1 (one), such that wh en ANY complex
number A is multiplied by 1, the product of 1 and A  is A. 1 is the
multiplicative identity element of the complex numb ers.

Inverse Element A + -A  = 0   0 is additive identit y element
                A * 1/A = 1   1 is multiplicative i dentity element

An inverse element provides a means of returning to  the identity
element.

Every complex number A has a (unique) additive inve rse element -A,
(-A is also a complex number), such that A + -A = 0 .

Every complex number A (A!=0) has a (unique) multip licative inverse
element 1/A (1/A is also a complex number) such tha t A * 1/A = 1.

Addition and multiplication are operators. So too a re subtraction
and division. The operators of subtraction and divi sion are defined
below.

Definition of Subtraction  A-B = A + -B

Definition of Division   A/B = A * 1/B    (B!=0)

1.13.2) Without looking, at anything else, do the f ollowing problems
  relating to real and complex numbers.
  a) Illustrate and explain closure for addition an d multiplication.
  b) Illustrate associativity for addition and mult iplication.
  c) Illustrate commutativity for addition and mult iplication.
  d) Illustrate the distributive property.
  e) Illustrate and explain identity element for ad dition and
     multiplication.
  f) Illustrate and explain inverse element for add ition and
     multiplication.
  g) Define subtraction and division.

2.13.2) Its given that a(b+c)=ab+ac, prove (b+c)a=a b+ac

Complex Number Problem Set

1) Simplify and plot (on the number plane) the foll owing. a) i^1 ;
  b) i^2; c) i^3; d) i^4; e) i^5; f) i^3007; g) i^5 432; h) i^11142.

2) A=3+2i, B=5+4i, C=(2,-7), D=(m,n), E=p+qi, F=2, G=(r,-s), H=i
  Perform the following calculations, and leave the  answers in
  standard complex form, i.e. as a real number adde d to an imaginary
  number. a) A+B; b) A-B; c) F*A; d) A*B; e) A/B; f ) 1/A) g) A+C;
  h) B-C; i) 1/C; j) D*E; k) D/E; l) B/C; m) B*C; n ) B/C; o) C/B;
  p) D/G; q) G/D; r) 1/D; s) 1/G; t) 1/B; u) 1/H; v ) C*H; w) C/H
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Polar Representation of Complex Numbers

The similarities between 2 dimensional polar coordi nates and polar
representation of complex numbers are strong. The s tudent should
study the section Polar Coordinates in this book be fore studying
this section.

Given that any complex number is represented by a p articular point
on the number plane, it is natural to wonder if com plex numbers
like points on a plane, can be represented using po lar coordinates.
Yes they can and are. For example, the number compl ex number 3+4i or
(3,4) is written in polar form as {sqrt(3^2+4^2),in vtan(4/3)} or
{5,53.13°).

From here on in this section, we will not distingui sh between a
complex number and the point on the complex plane t hat represents it
When either one is written or mentioned, think of b oth.

(x,y) is a complex number expressed in Cartesian fo rm. (r,o) and
r<o (rho angle theta) are complex numbers expressed  in polar form.
The first polar coordinate 'r' is the magnitude of the complex
number. The magnitude of a complex number is the distance from the
origin to the complex number. The second polar coor dinate of a
complex number 'o' is the argument of the complex n umber. The
argument of a complex number, is the orientation of  the ray whose
endpoint is the origin, that passes through the com plex number. 'o'
is an angle.

-) What is the magnitude and argument of each of th e following
  complex numbers? a) (1,2); b) (1,7°); c) (r,o)

See if you can do the following problems before bei ng shown how.
A discussion of how to do these problems follows th ese problems.

-) Convert the following complex numbers to polar f orm. a) (1,1);
  b) -3+i; c) {-1,-sqrt(3)}; d) 2-3i

-) Convert the following complex numbers to Cartesi an form.
  a)(1,45°); b) 2<120°; c)(3,240°); d)(4,300°); e) -1<45°

Where (r,o) is the polar form of a complex number w e use equations I
and II below to find the Cartesian coordinates (x,y ) of the complex
number.

I)  x=r*cos(o)
II) y=r*sin(o)

We derive the following equations III, IV, V and VI  because they help
provide a way find the polar coordinates of a compl ex number, if the
if the Cartesian form is given.
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The distance formula is used to derive equation III .

III) r=sqrt(x^2+y^2)

From equations I through III we derive equations IV , V and VI that
follow.

            x           x
IV) cos(o)= -  =  -------------
            r     sqrt(x^2+y^2)

           y         y
V) sin(o)= - = -------------
           r   sqrt(x^2+y^2)

            y
VI) tan(o)= -
            x

Following is a way to convert a complex number from  Cartesian form
to polar form.

Example: Convert (-1,1) to polar form.

To find the magnitude use equation III) r=sqrt(x^2+ y^2).

r= sqrt{(-1)^2 + (1)^2} = sqrt(2)

To find the magnitude, we can make use of any one o f equations
IV, V or VI. We choose to make use of equation IV)

            x       -1
IV) cos(o)= -  =  -------
            r     sqrt(2)

Taking the arccos of both sides of equation IV we g et

o = arccos{-1/sqrt(2)} or o = 135°

Making use of this answer and our knowledge of trig onometry we see
the possible angles 'o' can equal are 135° or -135° . To decide
which of these angles is the correct one, we note t he point (-1,1)
is in the 2nd quadrant, therefore o=135°.

Therefore (-1,1) in polar form is {sqrt(2),135°)

                                                 [s qrt(2) 1]
-) Make use of the method just shown, to convert [- ------,-]
  to polar form.                                 [  2     2]
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Forms of a Complex Number

 a+bi  3-4i  ... standard form    (a is the x coord inate)
(a,b) (7,2) ... Cartesian Form    (b is the y coord inate)

(r,o) (5,12°) ... polar form      (r is the magnitu de)
 r<o   5<12°  ... polar form      (o is argument)
                                   < means angle

Polar Representation of Complex Numbers Problem Set

1) Convert the following complex numbers to Cartesi an form.
  a)(1,45°); b)(2,30°); c) 12<210°; d)(-6,-18°);
  e)(4,12rads); f) (r,o)

2) Convert the following complex numbers to polar f orm. a) 1+2i;
  b)-3+4i; c)(-5,-6); d)(7,-8); e) a+bi

3) a) Convert the complex number cos(o)+sin(o)i to polar form.
  b) Convert the complex number A*cos(o)+A*sin(o)i to polar form.

4) The Complex number (r,o) is in polar form. Conve rt this complex
  number to Cartesian form and then to standard for m. (assume o is
  in the 1st quadrant).

5) a) Calculate each of the following and leave the  answers in polar
  form. a)(3,32°)+(8,237°); b)(2,0°)+(3,30°); c) 3* (4,32°)

6) a) Calculate each of the following and leave the  answers in polar
  form. a)(3,32°)*(8,237°); b)(2,0°)*(3,30°); c) 3* (4,32°)

Theorem Preceding de Moivre's Formula

de Moivre's Formula, and the unnamed theorem that i s its basis are
unexpected jewels of trigonometry. The unnamed theo rem proceeding
de Moivre's formula states

If A' and B' are complex numbers, where A'=A<a and B'=B<b, then
magnitude of A'*B' = (magnitude of A') * (magnitude  of B') and
argument of A'*B' = (argument of A') + (argument of  B')
i.e. A<a * B<b = (A*B)<(a+b) . . .  {where < means angle}

For example, if A=(2,13°) and B=(3,34°). Then
A*B=(2*3,13°+34°) = (6,47°). Another example, if H is
(4,-16°) and K is (-5,100°) then H*K = (4*-5,-16°+1 00°) =
(-20,84°) = (20,264°) = (20,-96°).

The proof of the theorem which is the basis of de M oivre's formula
follows.
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A' * B' =         A'and B' are complex numbers
A<a * B<b =       expressing this in Cartesian form  we have

{A*cos(a)+A*sin(a)i} * {B*cos(b)+B*sin(b)i}=
A*{cos(a)+sin(a)i} * B*{cos(b)+sin(b)i}=
A*B*{cos(a)+sin(a)i}*{cos(b)+sin(b)i}=
A*B*[cos(a)cos(b)-sin(a)sin(b)+{cos(a)sin(b)+sin(a) cos(b)}i]=

making use of the cosine and the sine addition form ulas we get

(A*B)*{cos(a+b) + sin(a+b)i} =

expressing this in polar form we have

(A*B)<(a+b) or (A*B,a+b)

Proof Complete

Theorem Preceding de Moivre's Formula Problem Set

It should be obvious at this point that adding comp lex numbers is
easier if they are in Cartesian form and multiplyin g complex numbers
can be easier if they are in polar form.

1) a) Calculate (1,45°) * (2,30°) without making us e of the theorem
  that precedes de-Moivres formula. b) Calculate (1 ,45°) * (2,30°)
  by making use of the theorem that precedes de-Moi vres formula.
  c) Verify that the answers you got in parts 'a' a nd 'b' are the
  same.

2) Prove: If two complex numbers lie in the unit ci rcle centered at
  the origin, then their product also lies on the u nit circle
  centered at the origin.

3) Prove the theorem that precedes de Moivre's Form ula.

de Moivre's Formula

We do not prove that de-Moivres formula is true. Ra ther we provide
a motivation to see why it is true.

Where (r,o) is a complex number expressed in polar form, we have in
accordance with the previous theorem

(r,o)^1=(r,o)
(r,o)^2=(r,o)*(r*o)=(r^2,2o)
(r,o)^3=(r,o)*(r*o)*(r,o)=(r^3,3o) etc.
(r,o)^n = (r^n,n*o)  <--- de Moivre's formula
This motivation allows one to see that deMoivre's f ormula is true
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for exponents that are positive integers. However d e-Moivre's
formula is also true for all real (integer, fractio nal and
irrational) exponents n (-infinity < n < infinity).

de Moivre's Formula Problem Set

2) Provide a motivation showing that de Moivre's fo rmula is true.

4) Calculate and then plot the following points on the number
  plane. a) {1,15°}^n for n= 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7;
  b) {sqrt(2),15°}^n for n= 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7.

Using de Moivres formula, it can be demonstrated (p roved) that
every number has; 2 square roots, 3 cube roots, 4 4 th roots etc,
i.e. every number has n nth roots for n = {2,3,4 .. . .

For example suppose we wish to find all cube roots of 1. We already
know that 1*1*1=1, therefore 1 is a cube root of 1.  According to
de Moivres formula, (1,120°)*(1,120°)*(1,120°)=(1,3 60°)=
1. Therefore (1,120°) is also a cube root of 1.

The other cube root of 1 is (1,2*120°) or (1,240°),  can you see
why this is also a cube root of 1?. Making use of d e Moivres formula
we have (1,240°)^3=(1,2*120°)^3 = (1,2*360°) = 1.

Therefore the 3 cube roots of 1 are 1, (1,120°) and  (1,240°).

1) In the previous example, we determined that (1,1 20°) is a cube
  root of 1. a) Convert (1,120°) to standard form; b) Multiply the
  number you calculated in part 'a' by itself 3 tim es to verify it
  is a cube root of 1.

2) a) Calculate the 4 4th roots of 1; b) Convert ea ch of these 4th
  roots to standard form; c) Verify that the number s you calculated
  in part 'b' are indeed 4th roots of 1.

3) a) Determine the 3 cube roots of 27
  b) Determine the 5 5th roots of -32
  c) Determine the 2 square roots of 1+i

4) All complex numbers, zero excepted, have (exactl y) n, nth roots
  where n = {1,2,3 ...). Give an explanation why (p rove if possible)
  that all positive numbers have (exactly) n, nth r oots. b) Give an
  explanation why or prove if possible that all com plex numbers
  have (exactly) n, nth roots. Note: Zero is the on e exception.
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

14 Trigonometry Expression Manipulation
   Trigonometry Equation Solving

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Throughout this book, one of the skills the student  has been
learning, is to manipulate trigonometric expression s. For example,
the student by now should be able to express tan(x)  in terms of
cos(x) and visa versa. This section focuses on lear ning how to
manipulate and also simplify trigonometry expressio ns. There are
problems the student will encounter where increasin g this skill will
be beneficial.

In this chapter several example problems are given.  The best way to
study these example problems is to try to solve the m on your own
first without looking at the solution.

If you are not able to do one of the problems after  struggling with
it, mark that problem then go on to do the problems  in the following
pages. After you have completed this section, or la ter in the
section, go back and try to do the marked problems you were unable
to do the first time through. In this chapter, some times the
studying the examples given and doing the problems given after a
certain problem will give you the skills and insigh ts needed to do
that certain problem.

Example Problem

Express sin(x) in terms of cos(x)

Solution

sin^2(t)+cos^2(t)=1 -> sin^2(t)=1-cos^2(t) ->
sin(t)= +/- sqrt{1-cos^2(t)} <-- The answer.
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1) Make a table similar to the one below. Replace e ach number in the
  table with function(s) that you calculate. All th e functions of a
  given row are to be equal, but they are to be exp ressed
  differently. Express each function in terms of th e function that
  is at the top of its column. For example, replace  the number 2
  with a function equal to sin(x), since sin(x) is on this row, but
  express this function in terms of cos(x), since c os(x) is at the
  top of this column. .. Replace the number 2 with
  +/- sqrt{1-cos^2(t)}. Compare your answers with t hose below.

          sin(t)  cos(t)  tan(t)  csc(t)  sec(t)  c ot(t)

sin(t)      1      2       3       4        5       6

cos(t)      7    8       9      10       11      12

tan(t)     13      14      15     16       17      18

csc(t)     19      20      21     22       23      24

sec(t)     25      26      27     28       29      30

cot(t)     31      32      33     34       35      36

 1)     sin(t)                       19)     1/sin( t)
 2) +/- sqrt{1-cos^2(t)}             20) +/- 1/sqrt {1-cos^2(t)}
 3)     tan(t)/sqrt{1+tan^2(t)}      21) +/- sqrt{1 +tan^2(t)}/tan(t)
 4)     1/csc(t)                     22)     csc(t)
 5) +/- sqrt{sec^2(t)-1}/sec(t)      23) +/- sec(t) /sqrt{sec^2(t)-1}
 6) +/- 1/sqrt{1+cot^2(t)}           24) +/- sqrt{1 +cot^2(t)}
 7) +/- sqrt{1-sin^2(t)}             25) +/- 1/sqrt {1-sin^2(t)}
 8)     cos(t)                       26)     1/cos( t)
 9) +/- 1/sqrt{1+tan^2(t)}           27) +/- sqrt{1 +tan^2(t)}
10) +/- sqrt{csc^2(t)-1}/csc(t)      28) +/- csc(t) /sqrt{csc^2(t)-1}
11)     1/sec(t)                     29)     sec(t)
12) +/- 1/sqrt{1+cot^2(t)}           30) +/- sqrt{1 +cot^2(t)}/cot(t)
13) +/- sin(t)/sqrt{1-sin^2(t)}      31) +/- sqrt{1 -sin^2(t)}/sin(t)
14) +/- sqrt{1-cos^2(t)}/cos(t)      32) +/- cos(t) /sqrt{1-cos^2(t)}
15)     tan(t)                       33)     1/tan( t)
16) +/- 1/sqrt{csc^2(t)-1}           34) +/- sqrt{c sc^2(t)-1}
17) +/- sqrt{sec^2(t)-1}             35) +/- 1/sqrt {sec^2(t)-1}
18)     1/cot(t)                     36)     cot(t)

Do the following problem without referring to the p revious problem
or its answers. Doing this problem independently wi ll help to
provide the extra practice needed to make this mate rial second
nature.
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2) Do this problem without referring to the previou s problem.
  Assume that 'a' equals sin(x) of the first column , then go on to
  calculate what each of the functions in the secon d column are in
  terms of 'a'. Once you have done this, do the sam e for each of the
  other functions in the first column. Two examples : if a=sin(x),
  then sin(x)=a. If a=sin(x). cos(x) would be calcu lated as follows.
  sin^2(x)+cos^2(x)=1 -> a^2+cos^2(x)=1 ->
  cos^2(x)=1-a^2 -> cos(x)= +/- sqrt(1-a^2).

  given that a =   sin(x)  find  sin(x)  in terms o f a.
                   cos(x)        cos(x)
                   tan(x)        tan(x)
                   sec(x)        sec(x)
                   csc(x)        csc(x)
                   cot(x)        cot(x)

Example Problem

Simplify the term cos{invsin(c)}, such that the sim plified form does
not contain any trigonometry functions. Solution, t he term invsin(c)
is verbalized as the angle whose sine is c. The pro blem is asking
what the cosine of this angle is. Let a=invsin(c). Therefore we have
sin^(a)+cos^(a)=1 -> c^2+cos^2(a)=1 -> cos(a)= +/- sqrt(1-c^2).
Therefore cos{invsin(c)}= +/- sqrt(1-c^2).

The following problem was given in the "Inverse Tri gonometry
Functions" section. If you didn't these problems be fore or didn't do
them well, do them now. In doing the problems in pr oblem 3, do not
refer to the previous two problems or other problem s in problem 3.
Doing these independently will help to provide the practice needed
to make this material second nature.
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3) Simplify the following expressions, the simplifi ed forms will not
  contain any trigonometry functions. Hint: Upon se eing an inverse
  function, invcos(t) for example, remember to thin k the words.
  "The" angle whose cosine is t. (This problem was given in the
  Inverse Trigonometry Functions section. If you di dn't do it then,
  do it now).

  a) cos{invcos(c)}; b) cos{invsin(c)}; c) cos{invt an(c)};
  d) cos{invsec(c)}; e) cos{invcsc(c)}; f) cos{invt an(c)};

  g) sin{invcos(c)}; h) sin{invsin(c)}; i) sin{invt an(c)};
  j) sin{invsec(c)}; k) sin(invcsc(c)}; l) sin(invt an(c)};

  m) tan{invcos(c)}; n) tan{invsin(c)}; o) tan{invt an(c)};
  p) tan{invsec(c)}; q) tan{invcsc(c)}; r) tan{invc ot(c)};

  s) sec{invsin(c)}; t) sec{invcos(c)}; u) sec{invt an(c)};
  v) sec{invsec(c)}; w) sec{invcsc(c)}; x) sec{invc ot(c)};

  y)  csc{invsin(c)};  z) csc{invcos(t)}; aa) csc{i nvtan(c)};
  ab) csc{invsec(c)}; ac) csc{invcsc(t)}; ad) csc(i nvcot(c)};

  ae) cot{invsin(c)};  af) cot{invcos(c)}; ag) cot{ invtan(c)};
  ah) cot{invcsc(c)};  ai) cot{invsec(c)}; aj) cot{ invcot(c)}.

4) Write these trigonometric expressions as algebra ic expressions.
  a) sin{invsin(x)+invcos(x)}; b) cos{invtan(1)+arc cos(x)}

5) Assuming sec(u)= -3/2 and tan(u)> 0, find all 6 trigonometry
  functions. Answers are below. Calculate answers b efore looking at
  them.  STOP

  sin(u)= -sqrt(5)/3 csc(u)= 3*sqrt(5)/5
  cos(u)= -2/3 sec(u)= -3/2
  tan(u)= sqrt(5)/2 cot(u)= 2*sqrt(5)/5

(For the rest of this section, assume angles are gi ven in radians)

If you need to know if an identity is true and you are unable to
prove it analytically, (using techniques of algebra ) it is possible
to prove it with a high degree of confidence within  an interval
using graphing. For example to "prove" sin(2x)=2cos (x)sin(x), graph
the function y=sin(2x)-2cos(x)sin(x) over the inter val 2Pi. If the
graph is 0 over this entire interval, you have "pro ved" the
identity. In this case the interval [0,2pi] was cho sen as the
interval to graph the function because the cos(x) a nd sin(x) have
the longest periods and these periods are 2pi. It i s up to the
student to chose an appropriate interval to graph t he test function.
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Not every example problems in the rest of this chap ter teaches
students everything necessary to do the problems th at are associated
with them. In addition to what is learned in the ex ample problems,
students will have to make use of their own creativ ity, information
previously learned in this book or even example pro blems further
ahead in the chapter.

If you can't do a particular problem, mark that pro blem as one that
couldn't be done. Then continue on with the other p roblems in the
section. When you reach the end of the section, go back and attempt
to do the problems you couldn't do the first time t hrough. By this
time you will have gained more problem solving expe rience and may
learned what is necessary to do the problems you co uldn't do the
first time through.

Example 1

Prove sin(x)-cos^2(x)sin(x) =sin^3(x)

Proof

sin(x)-cos^2(t)sin(t)=
sin(t){1-cos^2(t)}=
sin(t)sin^2(t)=
sin^3(t)

Proof Complete

Example Problem 1.1

Prove   1+tan^2(t)=sec^2(t)  [This is one of the ma in identities]

Proof

1+tan^2(t)=
1+sin^2(t)/cos^2(t)=
cos^2(t)/cos^2(t) + sin^2(t)/cos^2(t)=
{cos^2(t)+sin^2(t)}/cos^2(t)=
1/cos^2(t)=
sec^2(t)

Proof Complete

a) Prove 1+cot^2(t)=csc^2(t) [This is one of the ma in identities]
b) Prove sin(t){csc(t)-sin(t)}=cos^2(t)
c) Prove sin(pi/2-t)csc(t)=cot(t)
d) Prove cot(pi/2-t)cos(t)=sin(t)
e) Prove cos^2(t)/{1-sin(t)}=1+sin(t)
f) Prove 1/{tan^2(t)+1}=cos^2(t)
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Example 2

        sin(t)    cos(t)
Prove  -------- + ------ = csc(t)
       1+cos(t)   sin(t)

Proof

 sin(t)    cos(t)   sin(t)sin(t) + cos(t){1+cos(t)}
-------- + ------ = -------------------------------  =
1+cos(t)   sin(t)         {1+cos(t)}sin(t)

sin^2(t)+cos^2(t)+ cos(t)       1+cos(t)         1
------------------------- = ---------------- = ---- -- = csc(t)
     {1+cos(t)}sin(t)       {1+cos(t)}sin(t)   sin( t)

Proof Complete

a) Prove csc(o)tan(o)=sec(o)
b) Prove cos(o)sec(o)-cos^2(o)=sin^2(o)
c) Prove 1-sin^2(o)/{1-cos(o)}=-cos(o)
d) Prove tan(o)/{1+sec(o)}+{1+sec(o)}/tan(o)=2csc(o )
e) Prove csc(pi/2-o)/tan(-o)=-csc(o)
f) Do Example 2 without looking at the provided sol ution

Example 3

factor csc^2(t)-cot(t)-3

Solution

Use the identity csc^2(t)=1+cot^2(t) to rewrite the  expression in
terms of cotangent.

csc^2(t)-cot(t)-3=
{1+cot^2(t)}-cot(t)-3=
cot^2(t)-cot(t)-2=
{cot(t)-2}{cot(t)+1}

Factor and then where possible simplify the followi ng expressions.

a) cot^2(t)-cot^2(t)cos^2(t)
b) {cos^2(t)-4}/{cos(t)-2}
c) tan^4(t)+2tan^2(t)+1
d) sec^4(t)-tan^4(t)
e) csc^3(t)-csc^2(t)-csc(t)+1
f) Do Example 3 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 4

Factor this trigonometric expression

csc^2(x)-cot(x)-3

solution

csc^2(x)-cot(x)-3=
{1+cot^2(x)}-cot(x)-3=
cot^2(x)-cot(x)-2=
{cot(x)-2}{cot(x)+1}

Factor and then simplify the following.

a) sin^4(x)-cos^4(x)
b) Do Example 4 without looking at the provided sol ution

Example 5

simplify sin(t)+cot(t)cos(t)

Solution

First, rewrite cot(t) in terms of sine and cosine

sin(t)+cot(t)cos(t)=

        cos(t)
sin(t)+ ------ cos(t)=
        sin(t)

sin^2(t)+cos^2(t)
-----------------=
     sin(t)

  1
------ =
sin(t)

csc(t)

Simplify each of the following

a) tan(x)-sec^2(x)/tan(x)
b) 1/{1+cos(x)} + 1/{1-cos(x)}
c) 1/{sec(x)+1} - 1/{sec(x)-1}
d) cos(x)/{1+sin(x)} + {1+sin(x)}/cos(x)
e) Do Example 5 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 6

Rewrite 1/{1+sin(x)} so it is not in fractional for m.

Solution

   1
-------- =
1+sin(x)

   1     1-sin(x)
-------- -------- =
1+sin(x) 1-sin(x)

 1-sin(x)
---------- =
1-sin^2(x)

1-sin(x)
-------- =
cos^2(x)

   1        sin(x)
-------- - ---------
cos^2(x)    cos^2(x)

sec^2(x)-sec^2(x)sin(x)=

this is an optional step

sec^2(x){1-sin(x)}

Put the following into non fractional form

a) sin^2(t)/{1-cos(t)}
b) 5/{tan(x)+sec(x)}
c) 3/{sec(x)-tan(x)}
d) tan^2(x)/{1+csc(x)}
e) Do Example 6 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 7

Prove  {sec^2(o)-1}/sec^2(o)=sin^2(o)

Proof

sec^2(t)-1
---------- =
 sec^2(o)

{tan^2(o)+1}-1
-------------- =
   sec^2(o)

tan^2(o)
-------- =
sec^2(o)

tan^2(o)cos^2(o) =

sin^2(o)
-------- cos^2(o) =
cos^2(o)

sin^2(o)

Proof Complete

Another method of solving the same problem

sec^2(o)-1   sec^2(o)      1
---------- = -------- - -------- = 1-cos^2(o)= sin^ 2(o)
 sec^2(o)    sec^2(o)   sec^2(o)

prove the following

a) cos^2(B)-sin^2(B)=1-2sin^2(B)
b) tan^2(o)+5=sec^2(o)+4
c) {1+sin(x)}{1-sin(x)}=cos^2(x)
d) cot^2(y){sec^2(y)-1}=1
e) Do Example 7 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 8

Prove

1/{1-sin(o)} + 1/{1+sin(o)} = 2sec^2(o)

Proof

   1          1
-------- + -------- =
1-sin(o)   1+sin(o)

1+sin(o) + 1-sin(o)
-------------------- =
{1-sin(o)}{1+sin(o)}

    2
---------- =
1-sin^2(o)

   2
-------- =
cos^2(o)

2sec^2(o)

Proof Complete

Prove the following

a) {cos(x)-cos(y)}/{sin(x)+sin(y)}+{sin(x)-sin(y)}/ {cos(x)+cos(y)}=0
b) {tan^2(x)+1}(cos^2-1) = tan^2(x)
c) 2sec^2(x)-2sec^2(x)sin^2(x)-sin^2(x)-cos^2(x)=1
d) csc(x){csc(x)-sin(x)}+{sin(x)-cos(x)}/sin(x)+cot (x)=csc^2(x)
e) Do Example 8 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 9

Prove  tan(x)+cot(x) = sec(x)csc(x)

This is a difficult problem, unless functions are d ecomposed into
sine and cosine.

Proof

tan(x)+cot(x) =

sin(x)   cos(x)
------ + ------ =
cos(x)   sin(x)

      1
------------ =
cos(x)sin(x)

  1        1
------ * ------ =
cos(x)   sin(x)

sec(x)csc(x)

Proof Complete

Prove the following

a) tan(x)cot(x)/cos(x)=sec(x)
b) {1+csc(o)}/sec(o)-cot(o)=cos(o);
c) sin(x)[1-2cos^2(x)+cos^4(x)]=sin^5(x)
d) csc^4(o)- cot^4(o)=2csc^2(o)-1
e) Do Example 9 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 10

Prove sec(x)+tan(x)=cos(x)/{1-sin(x)}

Proof

 cos(x)
-------- =
1-sin(x)

cos(x)    1+sin(x)
-------- --------- =
1-sin(x)  1+sin(x)

cos(x)+cos(x)sin(x)
------------------- =
    1-sin^2(x)

cos(x)+cos(x)sin(x)
------------------- =
     cos^2(x)

 cos(x)    cos(x)sin(x)
-------- + ------------ =
cos^2(x)     cos^2(x)

  1     sin(x)
----- + ------ =
cos(x)  cos(x)

sec(x)+tan(x)

Proof Complete

Prove the following

a) sin(b)/{1-cos(b)}={1+cos(b)}/sin(b)
b) cot(a)/{csc(a)-1}={csc(a)+1}/cot(a)
c) Do Example 10 without looking at the provided so lution
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Example 11

Prove  cot^2(o)/{1+csc(o)} = {1-sin(o)}/sin(o)

We will simplify both sides and see if we can arriv e at a common
place.

Proof

cot^2(o)   csc^2(o)-1   {csc(o)-1}{csc(o)+1}
-------- = ---------- = -------------------- = csc( o)-1
1+csc(o)    1+csc(o)         1+csc(o)

1-sin(o)      1      sin(o)
-------- = ------ - ------- = csc(o)-1
 sin(o)    sin(o)    sin(o)

Proof Complete

Prove the following

a) {tan^3(a)-1}/{tan(a)-1}=tan^2(a)+tan(a)+1
b) {sin^3(b)+cos^3(b)}/{sin(b)+cos(b)}=1-sin(b)cos( b)
c) Do Example 11 without looking at the provided so lution
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Example 12

Prove  tan^4(x)=tan^2(x)sec^2(x)-tan^2(x)

Proof

tan^4(x)=
tan^2(x)tan^2(x)=
tan^2(x){sec^2(x)-1}=
tan^2(x)sec^2(x)-tan^2(x)

Proof Complete

-----

Prove   sin^3(x)cos^4(x)={cos^4(x)-cos^6(x)}sin(x)

Proof

sin^3(x)cos^4(x)=
sin^2(x)cos^4(x)sin(x)=
{1-cos^2(x)}cos^4(x)sin(x)=
{cos^4(x)-cos^6(x)}

Proof Complete

Prove each of the following

a) tan^5(x)=tan^3(x)sec^2(x)-tan^3(x);
b) sec^4(x)tan^2(x)={tan^2(x)+tan^4(x)}sec^2(x)
c) cos^3(x)sin^2(x)={sin^2(x)-sin^4(x)}cos(x)
d) sin^4(x)+cos^4(x)=1-2cos^2(x)+2cos^4(x)
e) Do Example 12 without looking at the provided so lutions
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Trigonometry Equation Solving

When a trigonometry equation is solved analytically , (using Algebra
techniques), it can be sanity checked (partially ve rified) by making
use of graphing. For example if you are assigned to  find the
solutions of the equation cos(3x)+sin(2x)=0 in the interval [0,2pi],
once you have found these 0's, you could check your  work by graphing
the function y=cos(3x)+sin(2x) over the interval [0 ,2pi]. Where this
graph crosses the x axis are the solutions to the e quation
cos(3x)+sin(2x)=0. This is not an absolute verifica tion, since
graphing does not give exact points where zero cros sings occur.

Of course another way to check to see if you got th e correct answers
is to substitute the answers back into the original  equation and
see if the result is 0. Due to round off errors, a correct answer
substituted into an equation may not be exactly 0, but it will be
VERY close. This method is not a certain verificati on either.

Example 1                   [Note: This example has  more details of
                            [how to solve this type  of problem than
Solve 2sin(x)-1=0           [other examples in sect ion. It is
                            [important that this ex ample be studied.
Solution

2sin(x)-1= 0 ->
2sin(x)= 1 ->
sin(x)= 1/2 ->
x=invsin(1/2)=pi/6 is one solution.

Over the domain of [0,2pi] i.e. from 0 to 2pi, grap h y= sin(x) and
then graph y= 1/2 on the same graph. Where the two graphs intersect,
are the solutions of this equation. We note that x=  pi/6 and
x= 5pi/6 are two solutions within 1 period. Since s ine is periodic
(with a period of 2Pi) there are infinitely many so lutions, and
these solutions are pi/6 +  n*pi and 5pi/6 + n*pi, where
n = 0, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 3 ...

Solve the following equations
Make use of graphing to check answers.

a) 2cos(x)+1=0
b) sqrt(2)sin(x)+1=0
c) sqrt(3)sec(x)-2=0
d) cot(x)+1=0
e) Do Example 1 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 2

Solve 3tan^2(x)=1

3tan^2(x)=1 ->
tan^2(x)= 1/3 ->
tan(x)= +/- sqrt(1/3) ->
x=invtan{sqrt(1/3)}=pi/6 and x=invtan{-sqrt(1/3)}=- pi/6 or 5pi/6

Graph 3tan(x). It is seen that 3tan(x) has a period  of pi. In the
interval [0,pi], the solutions to this equation are  x=pi/6 and
x=5pi/6. Therefore all solutions to this equation a re x=pi/6 + n*pi
and x=5pi/6 + n*pi for n = 0, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 3 . ..

Solve the following equations
Substitute all answers into equation to check your answer.

a) tan(x)+sqrt(3)=0
b) 2sin(x)+1=0
c) cos(x){cos(x)-1}
d) sin^2(x)=3cos(x)
e) Do Example 2 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 3

Solve cot(x)cos^2(x)=2cot(x)

cot(x)cos^2(x)=2cot(x) ->
cot(x)cos^2(x)-2cot(x)=0
cot(x){cos^2(x)-2}=0

setting each of these factors to 0, we have

cot(x)=0 and cos^2(x)-2=0  ->
cot(x)=0 and cos(x)= +/- sqrt(2)

cot(x)=0 has a solution at x=pi/2, and no solution exists for
cos(x)= +/- sqrt(2) because +/- sqrt(2) are both ou t of the range of
the cosine function.

Graphing cot(x) shows it has a period of pi. Given this the
solutions for cot(x)=0 are x=pi/2 + pi*n where
n = 0, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 3 ...

Therefore the solutions for cot(x)cos^2(x)=2cot(x) are
x=pi/2 + pi*n where n = 0, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 3 ...

Solve the following equations  (check answers)

a) 3tan^3(x)=tan(x)
b) 2cos^2(x)+cos(x)-1=0
c) 2sin^2(x)=2+cos(x)
d) cos(x)+sin(x)tan(x)=2
e) Do Example 3 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 4

Find all solutions of 2sin^2(x)-sin(x)-1=0 on the i nterval [0,2Pi]

2sin^2(x)-sin(x)-1=0 ->
{2sin(x)+1}{sin(x)-1} ->

setting each factor to 0 we have

2sin(x)+1=0 and sin(x)-1=0 ->
sin(x)= -1/2 and sin(x)=1

solutions are 7pi/6, 11pi/6 and pi/2

Solve the following equations over the interval [0, 2pi]

a) 2sin^2(x)+3sin(x)+1=0
b) 4sin^2(x)=2cos(x)+1
c) 2sec^2(x)+tan^2(x)-3=0
d) Do Example 4 without looking at the provided sol ution

Example 5

Solve 2sin^2(x)+3cos(x)-3=0

Solution

2sin^2(x)+3cos(x)-3=0 ->
2[1-cos^2(x)]+3cos(x)-3=0 ->
2cos^2(x)-3cos(x)+1=0
{2cos(x)-1}{cos(x)-1}=0

setting each factor to 0, solutions in the interval  [0,2pi] are
found to be x=0, x=pi/3, and x=5pi/3.

since cos(x) has a period of 2pi, all solutions to this equation are
x=2n*pi; pi/3 + 2n*Pi; 5pi/3 + 2n*pi;  n = 0, +/- 1 , +/- 2, +/- 3 ..

a) If you were unable to do some problems in Exampl e 4, do them now.
b) Do Example 5 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 6

Solve cos(x)+1=sin(x) in the interval [0,2pi]

cos(x)+1=sin(x) ->
{cos(x)+1}^2=sin^2(x) ->
{cos(x)+1}^2=1-cos^2(x) ->
cos^2(x)+2cos(x)+1=1-cos^2(x) ->
2cos^2(x)+2cos(x)=0 ->
2cos(x){cos(x)+1}=0

setting each factor to shows

2cos(x)=0 and cos(x)+1=0 ->
cos(x)=0 and cos(x)=-1   therefore

x=pi/2,3pi/2  and x=pi

Because the original equation was squared, some of these solutions
may be extraneous. Therefore each of these solution s need to be
checked one at a time to see if they are valid in t he original
equation cos(x)+1=sin(x). Doing this, we see the co rrect answers
are. x=pi/2 and x=pi, The graph of y=cos(x)+1-sin(x ) confirms these
answers are correct because this graph has 2 x inte rcepts, one at
x=pi/2 and one at pi.

Find all solutions to the following equations in th e interval
[0,2pi]

a) csc(x)+cot(x)=1
b) 4sin(x)=cos(x)-2
c) {1+sin(x})/cos(x) + cos(x)/{1+sin(x)}=4
d) Check solutions of problems 1,2,3 using graphing .
e) Do Example 6 without looking at the provided sol ution
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Example 7

Solve 2cos(3t)-1=0

2cos(3t)-1=0 ->
2cos(3t)=1 ->
cos(3t)=1/2

In the interval [0,2pi], we know 3t=pi/3 and 3t=5pi /3 are the only
solutions. So in general, solutions to this equatio n are
3t=pi/3 + 2n*pi and 3t=5pi/3 + 2n*pi, dividing thro ugh by 3 we get

t=pi/9 + 2n*pi/3 and t=5pi/9 + 2n*pi/3
where n=0, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 3, ...

Solve the equations below  (check answers)

a) 3tan(x/2)+3=0
b) tan^2(3x)=3
c) tan(3x){tan(x)-1}=0
d) cos(x/2){2cos(x)+1}=0
e) Check solutions of problems 1,3 using graphing.
f) Do Example 7 without looking at the provided sol ution

Example 8

Solve sec^2(x)-2tan(x)=4

sec^2(x)-2tan(x)=4 ->
{1+tan^2(x)}-2tan(x)=4 ->
tan^2(x)-2tan(x)-3=0 ->
{tan(x)-3}{tan(x)+1}=0 ->

x=arctan(3) and x=arctan(-1)=-pi/4

since tan(x) has a period of pi we have,

x=arctan(3)+n*pi and x=-pi/4+n*pi

n= 0, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 3, ...

Solve the following equations (check answers)

a) sec^2(x)+tan(x)=3
b) 2cos^2(x)+cos(x)-1=0
c) sin^2(x)+cos(x)+1=0
d) Check solutions of problems 1,2,3 using graphing
e) Do Example 8 without looking at the provided sol ution
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9) Use graphing to approximate solutions for the fo llowing.
  a) 2cos(x)-sin(x)=0; b) x*tan(x)-1=0; c) Does cos (1/x)=0 have a
  greatest solution? If so find it.

10) Write the following trigonometric expressions a s algebraic
  expressions. a) cos{invcos(x)-invsin(x)}; b) sin{ 2invtan(x)}
  c) cos(invsin(x)-invtan(2x)}

11) Find all solutions of the following equations i n the interval
  [0,2pi]. Utilize Graphing to sanity check your re sults.
  a) sin(x+pi/3)+sin(x-pi/3)=1; b) cos(x+pi/4)-cos( x-pi/4)=1;
  c) tan(x+pi)+2sin(x+pi)=0.

12) If possible find algebraic solutions. Utilize g raphing to
  approximate all solutions. a) 2cos(x)+sin(2x)=0;  Hint: Use the
  sine addition formula. b) sin(2x)-sin(x)=0; c) 4s in(x)cos(x)=1.

13) Make use of appropriate sinusoidal addition ide ntities to find
  all zeros of these functions in the interval [0,2 pi].
  a) y=sin(5x)+sin(3x); b) y=cos(2x)-sin(6x);
  c) cos(2x)/{sin(3x)-sin(x)}, make use of graphing  to verify these
  answers.

14) Make use of appropriate sinusoidal addition ide ntities to prove
  that {cos(x)-cos(3x)}/{sin(3x)-sin(x)}=tan(2x)

15) a) Make use of factoring and then the sin^2(x)= {1-cos(2x)}/2
  identity to prove that sin^2(x)= 1/8{3-4cos(2x)+c os(4x)}.
  b) Prove cos^4(x)-sin^4(x)=cos(2x)

16) Prove sec(2o)=sec^2(o)/{2-sec^2(o)}

17) Prove 1+cos(10y)=cos^2(5y)

18) sin(o)+cos(o)cot(o)=csc(o)

19) cos(o)/{1-sin(o)}=sec(o)+tan(o)

20) {1+cos(o)}/sin{o} + sin/{1+cos(o)} = 2csc(o)
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

15 General Problem Set 2 (Advanced)

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

1) Harmonic Motion Problem Set

1-1) A mass suspended on a spring is moving in a ve rtical sinusoidal
  motion. The vertical position of the mass as a fu nction of time is
  according to the equation z= 4.8cos(2.1t) feet. a ) What is the
  vertical span of the mass's movement? b) What is the period?;
  c) frequency? d) the amplitude? e) At times(s=sec onds) =  94.57s,
  50.33s, -206.0s, -129.8s, what are the mass's ver tical positions
  and direction of movement? (f) List times the mas s will be at the
  positions <0ft,3ft,4ft,-2ft,-4.5 ft>  and moving upward. g) List
  the times the mass will be at these positions and  moving downward.

1-2) An ocean bouy bobs up and down every 3.4 secon ds in a vertical
  sinusoidal motion. The vertical span of the ocean  bouys movement
  is 1.4 meters. At time = 0 the bouy is at its hig hest position.
  a) What is the frequency? b) the period? c) the a mplitude?
  d) Using a cosine function, write an equation for  the bouys
  vertical position as a function of time. e) Using  a sine function,
  write an equation for the bouys position as a fun ction of time.

1-3) An ocean bouy bobs up and down every 4.2 secon ds in a vertical
  sinusoidal motion. The vertical span of the ocean  bouys movement
  is 3 meters. At time = 0, the ocean bouy is 80cm above the
  midpoint of its vertical span and is moving downw ard. Derive an
  equation for the bouys vertical position using a cosine function.

1-4) An ocean bouy bobs up and down every 5 seconds  in a vertical
  sinusoidal motion. The vertical span of the ocean  bouys movement
  is 8 feet. At time = 1.2 seconds, the bouy is 3.4  feet below the
  midpoint of its vertical span and moving upward, derive an
  equation for the bouys vertical position using a sine function.

2) A polarizing filter for a camera contains two pa rallel plates
  of polarizing glass, one fixed and the other able  to rotate. If o
  is the angle of rotation from the position of max imum light
  transmission, then the intensity of light leaving  the filter is
  cos^2(o) times the intensity entering the filter.  Find all angles
  o, 0°<=o<=360° (in degrees-minutes) so that the i ntensity of
  light leaving the filter is 70% of that entering.

3) Assume a flat earth. An airplane flies 650 miles  from city A to
  city B at a bearing (orientation) of 48 degrees, From city B to
  city C, the plane flies 810 miles at a bearing of  115 degrees.
  Find the distance and the bearing from A to C.
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4) Assume a flat earth. An airplane flies to a dest ination 360 miles
  away. If at first the airplane flies 40 minutes a t a constant
  speed of 300 mph, at a heading that is 3 degrees off course,
  through what angle should pilot turn the airplane  to correct the
  error?

5-1) Keeping in mind a problem previously done, .. Wanting to
  determine the height of a flag pole, you position  yourself 176
  feet from the base of the flag pole. Using an opt ical instrument
  you then determine the angle (from the horizontal ) from the
  optical instrument to the top of the flag pole is  21°. The
  optical instrument is 5 feet above the ground. Ho w high is the
  flagpole? Devise a practical method, (using abili ty to measure
  both distance and angles) to determine the height  of a mountain.
  The following problem 5-2 provides the solution t o this problem.
  Try to do this yourself before looking at the sol ution below.

5-2) A tourist measures the angle of elevation to a  mountain top as
  'a'. The tourist then travels a distance of 'd' a long level ground
  towards the mountain and measures the angle of el evation to the
  mountain top to be 'b'. a) Prove the height of th e mountain top is
  h= d/{cot(a)-cot(b)}. b) How far was the tourist from the mountain
  top when each of these measurements were made? .. . Note: We are
  neglecting the height of the tourist, is this jus tified?

5-3) The angle (from the horizontal) from a tourist  to a mountain
  top is 'a', the tourist then travels a distance ' d' along a
  straight level course towards the mountain throug h a tunnel and
  out the other side, at which time the angle from the tourist to
  the mountain top is 'b'. Prove the height of the mountain is
  h= d/{cot(a)+cot(b)}.

6) Do not make use of any inverse trigonometry func tions when doing
  this problem. The following rays have a common en d point and exist
  in the 1st quadrant. Ray A has a slope of 3, ray B has a slope of
  1, ray C has a slope of 5. What slope does ray D need to have so
  that the angle formed by rays A and B equals the angle formed by
  rays C and D?

7) The diagonal of a cube and the diagonal one of t he cubes faces
  meet at a common point. Find the angle made by th ese two
  diagonals.

8) The diagonal of cube and a segment where two of the cubes faces
  meet share a common point. What is the angle betw een these two
  segments?

9) An equilateral triangle has vertexes a,b and c. d is a point on
  ac and is twice as close to a as to c. e is a poi nt on bc, and is
  twice as close to c as to b. f is the point where  the segments bd
  and ae intersect. Prove that angle bfe is 60 degr ees.
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10) Taipei the capital of Taiwan is located at a la titude of 25°
  05min North (of the equator), and at a longitude of 121° 32'
  East (of Greenwich England). Salt Lake City the c apital of Utah is
  located at a latitude of 40° 47' North and at a l ongitude of
  111° 57' West. The circumference of the earth is 24,900 miles.
  a) Determine a set of Cartesian coordinates for T aipei and also for
  Salt Lake City. b) What is the measure of angle T aipei - center of
  the earth - Salt Lake City? c) What is the shorte st possible
  distance an airplane can fly in going from Salt L ake City to
  Taipei?

11) An astronaut tall enough to have eyes 6 feet ab ove the ground is
  exploring a spherical asteroid 5 miles in circumf erence and gets
  lost from his space ship. The spaceship's beacon is 21 feet above
  the ground. When the astronaut is first able to s ee the
  spaceship's beacon over the horizon of the astero id, how far will
  he have to walk to get to the spaceship?

12.15) The distance from an observer to the closest  point p0 on a
  sphere is 17 feet. p1 is an other point on the sp here 17 feet 4
  inches away from the observer and angle p1-observ er-p0 is 8
  degrees. What is the radius of the sphere? Note: The path from the
  observer to the point P1 does not cross through a ny portion of the
  sphere.

13.15) a) Prove that the radius of the largest circ le that will fit
  inside a triangle with sides of length A,B and C is
  r= (2*Area of Triangle)/(A+B+C); b) A triangle ha s sides of length
  A,B and C, calculate its area; c) Derive a formul a for the radius
  of the largest circle that will fit inside this t riangle in terms
  of A,B and C.

14) A manufacturer needs to place 9 identical ball bearings a inside
  a circular ring such that each ball bearing touch es the circular
  ring and two other ball bearings. The inner diame ter of the
  circular ring is 11cm. What diameter do the ball bearings need
  to be?  Hint: See the previous problem.

15.15) An isosceles triangle has two sides of lengt h 5. The angle
  opposite the third side is 40 degrees. Without ma king use of the
  area of this triangle, determine the radius of th e largest circle
  that will fit inside this triangle.

16) The two non parallel sides of a trapezoid have the same length
  as the shorter parallel side. Prove that an angle  of this
  trapezoid formed by the longer parallel side and a non parallel
  side, is bisected by a diagonal of the trapezoid.  (Do not make use
  of inverse trig functions to solve this problem).

17.15) Prove: Every point of the circle, {2*cos(o), 2*sin(o)} is
  twice as close to the point (1,0) as to the point  (4,0).
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18.15) a) Determine a parametric expression (see pr evious problem)
  of a circle such that each of its points are c ti mes as close to
  the point (a,0) as to the origin. b) Verify that the points of
  this circle are c times closer to (a,0) than to t he origin.

19) C is the center of a circle. A and B are points  on this circle
  such that angle ACB <= 180° and ACB' >= 180°. (an gle ACB + angle
  ACB' = 360°). D is a point that lies on this circ le. If D is in
  the interior of angle ACB!, prove: angle ADB is 1 /2 of angle ACB.

20-1) A ray is oriented at an angle of o, (0°<o<90° ). The slope
  of this ray is 6. What is the slope of a ray with  orientation of
  o/2?

20-2.15) Make use of the tangent addition formula t o derive a
  tangent half angle formula which makes use of onl y tangent
  function(s) and not cosine functions.

20-3) Make use of the tangent half angle formula de rived in the
  previous problem to do the following. An angle o (0°<o<90°) has a
  slope of 6. What slope does the angle o/2 have? D oes your answer
  match the answer of problem 20-1?

20-4) Prove that the tangent half angle formula you  derived in
  problem 20-2.15 {which makes use of tangent funct ion(s) not cosine
  functions} is equal to the standard tangent half angle formula,
  (which makes use of cosine functions). [Let this proof be a
  verification of your derivation in problem 20-2.1 5].

21) Make use of Classical Geometry to prove the cos ine subtraction
  formula, i.e. prove cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+sin(a)s in(b) where
  (0°<a<180°), (0°<b<90°) and (0°<a+b<90°).

22) Make use of Classical Geometry to prove the sin e addition
  formula, i.e. prove sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)s in(b) where
  (0°<a<90°), (0°<b<90°) and (0°<a+b<90°).

23) a) Find all cube roots of -1 + sqrt(3/2)i. b) U sing the
  standard form of each of the numbers calculated i n part 'a',
  verify your answers are correct.

24) a) A physics teacher desires to demonstrate the  concept of beats
  to his students. He decides he would like to prod uce the note
  middle C (440Hz) such that it goes from loud to s oft to loud
  again, once every second. Write up a set of requi rements for a set
  of tuning forks which will fulfill these requirem ents. b) Prove
  all trigonometry identities you make use of to do  this problem.

25.15) Determine an inverse function of a suitably domain restricted
  form of 3cos(x)+4sin(x).
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26) a) What sinusoidal needs to be added to y=cos(t ) so that the
  resultant function will be y=cos(t) shifted 13 de grees to the
  right? b) What sinusoidal needs to be added to y= sin(3t) so the
  resultant function will be y=sin(3t) with a decre ase in amplitude
  of 20% and a delay of 1/12th of a second? (time i s in seconds).
  c) Make use of graphing to sanity check your answ ers.

27.15) An arched doorway is in the shape of circula r arc centered on
  top of a rectangle four feet wide and eight feet high. The
  curricular arc is 5 feet long. What is the area o f the doorway?

28.15)  Leaning Ladder Problem
  a) Two buildings, A and B stand next to each othe r forming an
  alleyway between them. Two ladders, one 3m (meter s) long and the
  other 4m long are in the alleyway. The bottom of the 3m ladder
  touches the base of building A and leans over aga inst building B.
  The bottom of the 4m ladder touches the base of b uilding B and
  leans over onto building A. The point where the l adders cross, is
  1m above the ground. What is the width (w) of the  alleyway?
  b) Express the equation that defines the width of  the alley in
  algebraic form.

29) If f(-x)=f(x), then f is an even function. If f (-x)=-f(x) then
  f is an odd function. Every Function (defined on the entire x
  axis) can be decomposed into an even function added  to an odd
  function. Virtually any periodic function can be de composed into a
  summation of sinusoidal functions, [see Fourier transform].
  Virtually any non periodic function can also be d ecomposed into
  a summation of sinusoidal functions, [see Fourier integral]. In
  Engineering, it is often useful break down functi ons into their
  sinusoidal components so that systems which are d riven by forces
  or electrical currents or voltages can be analyze d.

  Even functions can be decomposed into a summation  of cosine
  functions. Odd functions can be decomposed into a  summation of
  sine functions. If a function is neither even or odd, the function
  can be decomposed into a summation of cosine func tions and sine
  functions.

  I) Every Function (defined on the entire x axis) can be decomposed
    into an even function + an odd function. a) Pro ve {f(x)+f(-x)}/2
    is an even function; b) Prove that {f(x)-f(-x)} /2 is an odd
    function; c) Make use of what is proved in 'a' and 'b' to prove
    that any function defined on the entire x axis is the sum of
    an even function and an odd function.

  II) A function y=f(x) has the value of: 1 between  x=-2 and x=4,
    3 between 4 to 5 and is zero every where else. Decompose this
    function into its even and odd components and t hen describe
    these even and odd functions in words and graph  each of them.
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Make use of the theorem (see Law of Cosines Law of Sines section)

The radius r of the circle passing through (circums cribing) all the
vertices of any triangle is the length of any one o f the sides of
the triangle divided by, twice the sin of the angle  opposite this
side.

and the theorem

The area of a triangle is 1/2 of the product of the  length of any
two sides times the sine of the included angle.

to prove

30.15) Prove: The radius of a circle circumscribing  a triangle with
  sides A,B,C is (A*B*C)/(4*Area of Triangle).

Preliminary to 31.15)  Prove ..

A*cos(wt)+B*cos(wt)+C*sin(wt)+D*sin(wt)=E*cos(wt)+F *sin(wt) implies
A+B=E and C+D=F

31.15) a) Where A<a, B<b, C<c are vectors in polar form, prove ..
  A*cos(wt-a) + B*cos(wt-b) = C*cos(wt-c) implies A <a + B<b = C<c;
  b) Prove the converse. c) Determine ? and ??,
  3cos(wt-30°) + 4cos(wt+45°) = ?cos(wt-??).

32) In maps and navigation, angle orientations are defined
  differently than in mathematics. On a map, a posi tive angle of
  orientation or rotation is clockwise, not counter  clockwise as is
  the case in mathematics. On a map; 0 degrees is s traight up or
  North, 90 degrees is to the right or East, 180 de grees is downward
  or South. 270 degrees is to the left or West.

  Neglecting curvature of the earth, solve the foll owing problem.
  An observer in a light house is 347 feet above se a level and spots
  a ship in a direction (orientation) of 58 degrees  18 minutes and
  at an angle of depression from the horizontal of 1 degree,
  12.6 minutes. The observer spots another ship at a direction of
  341 degrees, 28 minutes and at an angle of depres sion from the
  horizontal of 2 degrees, 37.3 minutes. From the p erspective of the
  first ship, what is the direction and distance of  the second ship?

  Does neglecting curvature of the earth make much of a difference?

  (Do not make use of coordinates when doing this p roblem).
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Rotating Magnetic Fields

Some magnets are shaped like a C where the ends of the C face each
other. The ends of the C are the poles of the magne t. The magnetic
flux of the magnet (by convention) exits the north pole of the
magnet and enters the south pole. An electromagnet built in this
manner has wire wound around the body of the magnet . The amount of
magnetic flux exiting the north pole and entering t he south pole is
proportional to the current in the wire that is wou nd around the
body of the magnet. If the voltage applied to the w ire is
sinusoidal, the intensity of the magnetic flux betw een the faces of
magnetic the will also be sinusoidal.

Magnetic fields add like vectors. For example if at  a point; magnet
1 creates a magnetic field in the positive x direct ion with a
strength of 1, and magnet 2 creates magnetic field in the positive
y direction with a strength of 1. Both magnets work ing together
create a magnetic field at that point with a streng th of sqrt(2) at
an angle of 45 degrees.

33) If two electromagnets are situated so the magne tic flux each
creates is at a right angle with respect to the flu x the other
creates, and the flux 'B', created by one of the el ectromagnets is
B1(t)=cos(t), and the flux created by the other ele ctromagnetic is
B2(t)=sin(t) prove that both electromagnets working  together
produce a rotating magnetic field of constant stren gth.

Electricity provided by the power company is altern ating current, or
AC current. The magnitude of the current in each of  the wires is
a sinusoidal function with respect to time. The fre quency of this
current is 60 cycles per second. The power company provides 3
different phases of current. Certain industrial cus tomers make use
of all three phases of current. If the voltage of o ne of these
phases is expressed as V1(t)=A*cos(t), the voltage of another phase
could be expressed as V2(t)=A*cos(t-120°) and the v oltage provided
by the third phase could be expressed as V3(t)=A*co s(t-240°).

One use of 3 phase current is to power a certain ty pe of electric
motor that creates and then makes use of a rotating  magnetic field.
This electric motor has 3 (coplanar) electromagnets . If one of these
electromagnets has an orientation of 0 degrees, the  second would
have an orientation of 120 degrees and the third wo uld have an
orientation of 240 degrees.

34) Three electromagnets are situated so the magnet ic flux each
creates makes a 120 degree angle with respect to th e magnetic flux
of either of the other magnets. The strength of the  magnetic field
as a function of time created by these magnets is B 1(t)=cos(t),
B2(t)=cos(t-120°), and B3=cos(t-240°). Prove such a  setup can
produce a rotating magnetic field of constant stren gth.
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35.15) A and B are sides of a triangle, a and b are  the
  corresponding (opposite) angles. Prove the Law of  Tangents, i.e.
  prove

  A-B   tan{(1/2)(a-b)}
  --- = ---------------
  A+B   tan{(1/2)(a+b)}

36) Make use of the Law of Tangents to solve the fo llowing SAS
  triangle problem for the angle(s) and side(s) not  given.
  S1=3, A3=32 °, S2=5.

37) The following are Mollweide's equations. The ca pital letters are
  sides of a triangle, the small letters are the co rresponding
  (opposite) angles. a) Prove these equations. b) U se either one of
  these equations to determine if 4,5,6,48 °,61°,71° are sides and
  angles of a triangle.
                       (a-b)               (a-b)
                    sin(---)            cos(---)
              A-B      ( 2 )      A+B      ( 2 )
              --- = --------  :   --- = --------
               C       (c)         C        (c)
                    cos(-)               sin(-)
                       (2)                  (2)

38.15) Prove: If a,b,c are angles of a triangle, th en
  tan(a)+tan(b)+tan(c) = tan(a)*tan(b)*tan(c)

39.15) Napoleon's Theorem 1
  If the sides of an arbitrary triangle are also si des of 3
  different equilateral triangles and these equilat eral triangles
  are pointed outward with respect to the arbitrary  triangle. Prove
  that the centroids of these equilateral triangles  are themselves
  vertices of an equilateral triangle. This equilat eral triangle is
  referred to as the Napoleon triangle 1 of the arb itrary triangle.

40) Napoleon's Theorem 2
  If the sides of an arbitrary triangle are also si des of 3
  different equilateral triangles and these equilat eral triangles
  are pointed inward with respect to the arbitrary triangle. Prove
  that the centroids of these equilateral triangles  are themselves
  vertices of an equilateral triangle. This equilat eral triangle is
  referred to as the Napoleon triangle 2 of the arb itrary triangle.

41) Napoleon’s Theorem - Area Difference
  Given an arbitrary triangle, prove that the diffe rence of the
  areas of its Napoleon triangle 1 and its Napoleon  triangle 2
  equals the area of the original arbitrary triangl e. (This is a
  difficult problem to do using coordinate geometry  techniques, much
  easier using trigonometry).
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42) Make use of the unnamed theorem that is the bas is of de Moivre's
  formula, i.e.

  If A and B are complex numbers, then
  magnitude of A*B = magnitude of A * magnitude of B
  argument of A*B = argument of A + argument of B
  i.e. A<a * B<b = (A*B)<(a+b) . . .  {where < mean s angle}

  to factor any of the following.

  a)  x^2+Y^2=x^2+Y^2

  b)  x^2-y^2=(x+y)(x-y )

  -----

  c)  x^3+y^3=(x^2-xy+y^2)(x+y )

  d)  x^3-y^3=(x^2+xy+y^2)(x-y )

  -----

  e)  x^4+y^4={x^2+sqrt(2)xy+y^2}{x^2-sqrt(2)xy+y^2 }

  f)  x^4-Y^4=(x^2+y^2)(x+y )(x-y )

  -----

  g)  x^5+y^5={x^2-2cos(Pi/5)xy+y^2}{x^2-2cos(3Pi/5 )xy+y^2 }(x+y )

  h)  x^5-y^5={x^2-2cos(2Pi/5)xy+y^2}{x^2-2cos(4Pi/ 5)xy+y^2 }(x-y )

  -----

  i)  x^6+y^6={x^2+sqrt(3)xy+y^2}{x^2-sqrt(3)xy+y^2 }(x^2+y^2 )

  j)  x^6-y^6=(x^2+xy+y^2)(x^2-xy+y^2 )(x+y )(x-y )

  -----

  k)  x^8+y^8=[x^2+sqrt{2-sqrt(2)}xy+y^2][x^2-sqrt{ 2-sqrt(2)}xy+y^2 ]
              [x^2+sqrt{2+sqrt(2)}xy+y^2][x^2-sqrt{ 2+sqrt(2)}xy+y^2 ]

  l)  x^8-y^8={x^2+sqrt(2)xy+y^2}{x^2-sqrt(2)xy+y^2 }
              (x^2+y^2)(x+y )(x-y )

  -----

  m) Factor x^7+y^7

  n) Factor x^7-y^7
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^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

17 Dot Product / Cross Product / Navigation

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Vectors and parametric equations are prerequisites for this chapter.
Dot product and cross product are useful tools for solving a variety
of physics problems. The dot product and cross prod uct will also be
used in this book to help solve navigation problems .

Dot Product

Where |V| is the magnitude or length of any vector V, the dot
product of two vectors A and B is defined as

dot product (A,B) = A.B = |A|*|B|*cos(o)
where o (0°<=o<=180°) is the angle formed by A and B

Notice the dot product of two vectors is not a vect or, but a number,
or scalar. .. If we think of the vectors A and B as  sides of a
triangle, and the third side of the triangle as sid e C, and the
angled opposite side C as o, applying the Law of Co sines and we have

C^2 = A^2+B^2-2ABcos(o)  ->

2A*B*cos(o) = A^2+B^2-C^2

If we place the vertex of the triangle where A and B meet at the
origin, and if A=(x1,y1) and B=(x2,y2) we have

2 * A.B =

2 * A*B*cos(o) =

(A^2+B^2-C^2) =

(x1-0)^2+(y1-0)^2 + (x2-0)^2+(y2-0)^2 - { (x2-x1)^2 +(y2-y1)^2 } =

x1^2+y1^2 + x2^2+y2^2 - (x2^2-2*x1*x2+x1^2 + y2^2-2 *y2*y1+y1^2) =

x1^2+y1^2 + x2^2+y2^2  -x2^2+2*x1*x2-x1^2  -y2^2+2* y2*y1-y1^2 =

2x1*x2 + 2y1*y2

Therefore

where A = (x1,y1) and B = (x2,y2)

A.B = x1*x2 + y1*y2
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Dot Product Problem Set

Keeping in mind that the definition of the dot prod uct of two
vectors A and B is

dot product (A,B) = |A|*|B|*cos(o)

do the following problems.

1) Where A=(x1,y1) and B=(x2,y2), prove:
 A.B = x1*x2 + y1*y2

2) Where A=(x1,y1,z1) and B=(x2,y2,z2), prove:
  A.B = x1*x2 + y1*y2 + z1*z2

3) What is the dot product of the following sets of  vectors.
  a) (1,7)(2,8); b) (8,-9)(2,1); c) (1,-2,11) (3,5, 1)

4) What is the angle (less than or equal to 180°) f ormed by the
  following sets of vectors? a) (1,3)(2,7); b) (5,- 1)(-2,7);
  c) (1,7,2)(-5,12,8)

5) Which of the following vectors are perpendicular ?
  a) (14,-15)(35,6); b) (8,7)(-3,11); c) (6,5,1)(3, 1,-23)

6) Assuming the following sets of vectors are two s ides of a
  parallelogram, make use of the dot product to cal culate the area
  of the parallelogram, In doing this do not use an y inverse
  trigonometry functions (on your calculator). a) ( 1,2)(-4,7);
  b) (1,2,3)(2,-3,7)

7) In the General Problem Set 2 (Advanced) problem set the student
  was asked to find the distance between Salt Lake City, Utah and
  Taipei Taiwan. Using the dot product the answer i s easier to find
  than using the law of cosines. Using the cross pr oduct, the
  direction from Salt Lake City to Taipei can be de termined.

  Taipei the capital of Taiwan is located at a lati tude of 25° 5'
  North (of the equator), and at a longitude of 121 ° 32' East (of
  Greenwich England). Salt Lake City the capital of  Utah is located
  at a latitude of 40° 47' North and at a longitude  of 111° 57'
  West. The circumference of the earth is 24,900 mi les. a) Determine
  a set of Cartesian coordinates for Taipei and als o for Salt Lake
  City. b) What is the measure of angle
  Taipei - center of the earth - Salt Lake City?
  c) What is the shortest possible distance an airp lane can fly in
  going from Salt Lake City to Taipei?

8-) Find a vector that is perpendicular to each of the following two
  vectors, (1,2,3)(11,-7,5).
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9) Find a vector that makes a 32° angle with the fo llowing vector
  a)(1,-4); b)(1,-2,3)

Cross Product

The cross product of two vectors A and B is an other ve ctor C, where
C is perpendicular to both A and B. The magnitude o f C is the
magnitude of A times the magnitude of B times the s ine of the angle
defined o (0°<=o<=180°) by A and B. A x B obeys the  right hand rule
making A x B one vector, not two possible vectors.

Right Hand Rule (How to determine direction of AxB)

Orient your palm, so it is perpendicular to the pla ne defined by
vectors A and B. Keep your fingers straight and ali gned with your
palm. Place the base of your right palm at the base  of A and align
your middle finger along vector A such that your pa lm faces o
the angle (0°<=o<=180°) defined by A and B. Now if your thumb
and your middle finger form a right angle, your thu mb is pointing in
the direction of AxB. If you were to follow these i nstructions using
your left hand. Your thumb would be pointing the op posite direction.
Try to solve the following problem yourself before looking at the
solution below.

Exercise) Make use of the dot product to find a vec tor perpendicular
  to both V1=(a,b,c) and V2=(d,e,f)

Now we make use of the dot product to find a vector  perpendicular
to V1=(a,b,c) and V2=(d,e,f). If V3=(x,y,z) is perp endicular
to both V1 and V2, this implies V3.V1=0 and V3.V2=0 . Therefore

V3.V1=0 and V3.V2=0  ->

ax+by+cz=0
dx+ey+fz=0  ->

We have 2 equations and 3 unknowns, therefore we as sign the value
of 1 to x and then solve for the other variables. T his is legitimate
because the x coordinate of V3 can be anything. But  once it is set
the other coordinates of V3 are fixed.

a+by+cz=0
d+ey+fz=0  ->

 f(a+by+cz)=0
-c(d+ey+fz)=0  ->

 fa+fby+fcz=0
-cd-cey-cfz=0  ->
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fa-cd + y(fb-ce)=0 ->

y(fb-ec) = cd-fa  ->

y= (cd-fa)/(fb-ec)

-----

a+by+cz=0
d+ey+fz=0  ->

 e(a+by+cz)
-b(d+ey+fz)  ->

 ea+eby+ecz
-bd-bey-bfz  ->

ea-bd + z(ec-bf) = 0  ->

z(bf-ec)=ea-bd  ->

z= (ea-bd)/(bf-ec)
We have found a vector perpendicular to both V1 and  V2, it is

V3 = (x,y,z) = {1, (cd-fa)/(fb-ec), (ea-bd)/(bf-ec) }

If we multiply V3 by fb-ec, we simplify it and it s till will be
perpendicular to V1 and V2, therefore we do this an d in the process
assign a new value (magnitude) to V3.

V3 = (x,y,z) = {bf-ec, cd-fa, ea-bd}

Remembering that we desire that V3=V1xV2
We test V3 to see of it obeys the right hand rule. If V3=V1xV2 obeys
the right hand rule in one instance it will obey it  in all
instances. Therefore we will test to see if it does . If not we will
re-orient it (multiply it by -1) so that it does. P roving that if
V3=V1xV2 obeys the right hand rule in one instance it will obey it
in all instances is beyond the scope of this book.

V1=(a,b,c), V2=(d,e,f), V3=(x,y,z)

Assume V1 is a vector along the positive x axis, i. e. (1,0,0)
Assume V2 is a vector along the positive y axis, i. e. (0,1,0)

Making use of the definition of cross product to ta ke the cross
product of V1 and V2, we see that V1xV2 is a unit v ector aligned
with the positive z axis, i.e.

z=(0,0,1).
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If V1=(1,0,0) and V2=(0,1,0) we have

a=1, b=0, c=0, d=0, e=1, f=0  therefore

V3= {bf-ec, cd-fa, ea-bd} = (0*0-1*0, 0*0-0*1, 1*1- 0*0} = (0,0,1)

Therefore V3 as defined does obey the right hand ru le, no adjustment
of V3 is needed, i.e. we don't need to multiply it by -1.

One last thing needs to be known, what is the magni tude of V3?
According to the definition of the cross product,
|V3|=|V1|*|V2|*sin(o) where o (0°<=o<=180°) is the angle defined
by V1 and V2.

It turns out that the magnitude of V3 as defined he re is
|V1|*|V2|*sin(o). The proof of this fact is beyond the scope of this
book at this time. Most likely many students could prove this for
themselves if they wish. However the proof of this is left to the
student at this time.

Therefore where

V1=(a,b,c), V2=(d,e,f)
V1 x V2 = {bf-ec, cd-fa, ea-bd}

Admittedly remembering this equation is not easy. F ortunately there
is a form of this expression which is very easy to remember. First
some preliminaries.

Perhaps you have learned how to calculate determina tes of a matrix
in algebra. If not we will discuss it now. Our disc ussion will be
a minimalist discussion of the subject. For a more in depth
discussion consult a college algebra book. A matrix  is defined as a
rectangular array of numbers. What we will do here stretches this
definition, because we will be dealing with a matri x whose elements
are vectors and numbers. Then we will take a determ inate of such a
matrix which will give us the expression of V1xV2.

A determinate is an operation performed on a matrix . For example

The determinate of the matrix 1 2 is 1*4-3*2= 4-6=- 2
                              3 4

In general the determinate of a 2 by 2 matrix a b i s ad-cb.
                                              c d

One possible way to take the determinate of a 3 by 3 matrix follows.

   (a b c)
det(d e f) = a * det(e f) - b * (d f) + c * (d e)
   (g h i)          (h i)       (g i)       (g h)
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Notice that the 1st 2x2 matrix is taken from the 3x 3 matrix by
excluding the row and column of a and taking what i s left. Notice
the 2nd 2x2 matrix is taken from the 3x3 matrix by excluding
the row and column of b and taking what is left. No tice that the
3rd 2x2 matrix is taken from the 3x3 matrix by excl uding the row
and column of c and taking what is left.

Before moving on, calculate the determinates of

                    1  2 -1    a  b  c
-1 3   2 7   a b    3  4  5    d  e  f
 2 4   1 5   c d    6  7  9    g  h  i

As a check on your work the answers for the first 2 x2 matrix and the
first 3x3 matrix are -10 and 10 respectively.

Now we need to introduce the vectors i,j,k.
i=(1,0,0), j=(0,1,0), k=(0,0,1).
i is the unit vector aligned with the positive x ax is.
j is the unit vector aligned with the positive y ax is.
k is the unit vector aligned with the positive z ax is.

Some example calculations are provided below.

3 * i = (3,0,0) : -2 * j = (0,-2,0) : 7 * z = (0,0, 7)

2i-6j+5k = (2,-6,5)

Be able to do these example calculations for yourse lf before
continuing.

With this we now give an alternative expression of A x B.

Where V1 = (a,b,c) and V2 = (d,e,f)

              ( i  j  k )
V1 x V2 = det ( a  b  c )
              ( d  e  f )

To ensure there is no mis-understanding this expres sion will be
expanded below.

V1 x V2 =

i * det(b c)  - j * det(a c)  + k * det(a b) =
       (e f)           (d f)           (d e)

(bf-ec)i - (af-dc)j + (ae-db)k =
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(bf-ec)i + (dc-af)j + (ae-db)k =

(bf-ec, dc-af, ae-db)

Therefore

Where V1 = (a,b,c) and V2 = (d,e,f)

V1 x V2 = (bf-ec, dc-af, ae-db)

Cross Product Problem Set

1) Give a full definition of the cross product of t wo vectors.

2) Answer the following questions about i,j and k.
  a) i=?; b) j=?; c) k=?; d) 2i-3j=?; e) k-4i=?; f)  3i-2j+7k=?

3) Where V1=(a,b,c) and V2=(d,e,f) make use of

               ( i  j  k )
  V1 x V2 = det( a  b  c )
               ( d  e  f )

  to show that

  V1 x V2 = (bf-ec, dc-af, ae-db)

4) Prove A x B = -(B x A)

5) In the Dot Product problem set, the student was asked make use of
  the dot product to find the area of parallelogram s. Now the student
  is asked to make use of the cross product to find  the area of the
  same set of parallelograms. As a check on your wo rk, compare your
  answers with the answers you got last time.

  Assuming the following sets of vectors are two si des of a
  parallelogram, make use of the cross product to c alculate the area
  of the parallelogram. a) (1,2)(-4,7); b) (1,2,3)( 2,-3,7)

6) Make use of the cross product to find a vector p erpendicular to
  the following planes. Remember two intersecting l ines can be used
  to identify a plane. Likewise two non-collinear v ectors identity a
  plane. Also 3 points define a plane.
  a) V1 = (2,-8,1), V2 = (-5,3,4)
  b) P1 = (1,-7,2), P2 = (6,-1,3), P3 = (-1,0,-2)
  c) P1 = (a,b,c), P2 = (d,e,f), P3 = (g,h,i)
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7) a) Make use of the dot product to find a vector V3 perpendicular
  to both V1 = (e,f,g) and V2 = (k,l,m). b) Make us e of the vector
  you calculated in part 'a' to find another vector  V3'
  perpendicular to V1 and V2 such that there are no  denominators
  in the expression of V3'. c) Verify that V3' is p erpendicular to
  both V1 and V2. c) Determine if V3' obeys the rig ht hand rule or
  the left hand rule.

8) Where V1= (a,b,c), V2= (d,e,f), V1 x V2 = (bf-ec , dc-af, ae-db),
  o is the angle formed by V1 and V2, prove
  |(bf-ec, dc-af, ae-db)| = |(a,b,c)| * |(d,e,f)| *  sin(o)
  note: |(a,b,c)| is the magnitude of vector (a,b,c ).

Navigation Preliminaries

For most of the worlds history until the renaissanc e, ships had to
stay within sight of land or they would get lost at  sea. Hundreds
of years ago it became possible to sail on the open  seas, not within
sight of a shoreline. The mathematics that helped t o make this
possible was (and is) spherical trigonometry. Spher ical Trigonometry
has had a major impact on the course of world histo ry by helping to
make worldwide navigation of ships and airplanes po ssible.

Spherical Trigonometry deals with triangle problems , distances, and
orientations (or directions) on a sphere, which is a close
approximation for the surface of the earth. This bo ok will not cover
spherical trigonometry. It turns out navigation pro blems can also be
solved by making use of the dot product and the cro ss product and in
this chapter teaches how to do exactly this. The tw o basic
navigation problems are the following. I) If the lo ngitude and
latitude of two points on earth are known, what is the distance
(going along the surface of the earth) between thes e two points?,
and what is the direction from one point to the oth er? II) If a ship
sails from A to B along the shortest possible cours e and another
ship sails from C to D along the shortest possible course, what is
the location where their paths cross?

Parametric equations is a prerequisite for this sec tion. Here is
a quick introductory review of parametric equations  of lines. The
line with slope m, passing through the origin i.e. y=mx can be
expressed in parametric form as t(1,m) or (t,mt). T he line y=mx+b
can be expressed in parametric form as t(1,m)+(0,b) . The line with
slope m, passing through the point (a,b) i.e. y-b=m (x-a) can be
expressed in parametric form as t(1,m)+(a,b). In th ree dimensions
a line doesn't have a slope it has an orientation. A line in space
passing through the origin and the point (a,b,c) ha s an orientation
of (a,b,c) and a parametric form of t(a,b,c). A lin e passing through
the point (x1,y1,z1) with an orientation of (a,b,c)  is expressed in
parametric form as t(a,b,c)+(x1,y1,z1) or as (ta+x1 ,tb+y1,tc+z1).
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For every point in a plane or in space, there is a corresponding
vector and visa versa. (a,b,c) is an expression for  either a point
or a vector, which it is depends upon context. The tail of any
vector (a,b,c) is the origin or (0,0,0). The head o f the vector is
the point itself or the point (a,b,c). Keeping this  in mind we can
more easily derive an equation of a plane in space.

The set of vectors that are perpendicular to a give n vector in space
lie on one plane. This set of vectors, or correspon ding points make
up a plane. Making use of the dot product to find t he equation of
the plane that is perpendicular to the vector (1,2, 3) we have
(1,2,3).(x,y,z)=0 or x+2y+3z=0. The set of points ( x',y',z') that
satisfy equation x+2y+3z=0 make up the plane that i s perpendicular
to the vector (1,2,3). ( ax+by+cz=0 is the equation of the plane that
is perpendicular to the vector (a,b,c).

Just as a line on a plane has a slope, a plane in s pace has an
orientation. If a plane (P) in space is perpendicular to a vecto r V,
then the orientation of P is defined to be the orie ntation of V. Two
vectors have the same orientation (or direction) if  the ratio
between their elements is the same. For example, th e orientation of
(a,b,c) = orientation of (ka,kb,kc) because a/b = ( ka)/(kb),
b/c = (kb)/(kc), a/c=(ka)/(kc) ... etc. (where k is  any real number
not equal to 0). If vector V equals (a,b,c) it is r ightfully said
the orientation of V is (a,b,c).

A line with a slope of m containing the origin can be represented
by the equation y=mx. The line with a slope of m th at passes through
the point (x1,y1) has an equation of y-y1=m(x-x1). Likewise the
plane containing the origin with an orientation of (a,b,c) has the
the equation ax+by+cz=0 and a plane with an orienta tion of (a,b,c)
that passes through the point (x1,y1,z1) has an equ ation of
(x-x1)+b(y-y1)+x(z-z1)=0. The proof of this is left  to the student.
Hint: See the proof of .. The function y=f(x) shift ed 'a' to the
right is y=f(x-a) in Chapter 10 Graphing Trigonomet ry Functions and
their Inverses.

If two intersecting planes in space are viewed from  an 'edge on'
perspective, they appear as two intersecting lines forming two sets
of opposite angles. If one set of opposite angles h as measure o, the
other has measure 180°-o, and the two planes form t wo sets of
opposite dihedral angles, one having measure o, the  other having
measure 180°-o. To determine the angle o (0°<o<=90° ) formed by
the planes, first determine their equations. Use th e equations to
determine a vector perpendicular to each plane. The n make use of
either the dot product or the cross product to dete rmine the angle o
(0°<o<=90°) formed by these vectors. o (0°<o<=90°) is also the angle
formed by the planes, the proof of this is left to the student. In
doing this consider the intersecting planes and the  vectors
perpendicular to these planes from an 'edge on' per spective.
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Navigation Preliminaries Problem Set

1) a) Give a Cartesian equation and a parametric eq uation of a) a line
  with slope of m, passing through the origin. b) a  line with slope of
  m passing through the point (a,b).

2) What is the orientation of a line passing throug h a) the origin
  and the point (a,b,c)? b) the points (a,b,c)(d,e, f)

3) What is the parametric equation of the line a) p assing through the
  origin with an orientation of (a,b,c); b) passing  through the
  point (q,r,s) with an orientation of (n,v,j)?

4) What is the orientation and parametric equation of the line
  passing through the points (a,b,c)(d,e,f).

5) Make use of the dot product to derive the equati on of a plane
  perpendicular to the vector (a,b,c).

6) What is the equation of a plane that is perpendi cular to the
  vector (a,b,c) and that passes through the point (d,e,f).

7) Give an equation of a plane that contains the li ne a) t(a,b,c);
  b) t(a,b,c)+(d,e,f) {expressed another way as) (a t+d,bt+e,ct+f)}.

8) Give an equation of a line contained by the plan e a) ax+by+cz=0;
  b) ax+by+cz=1

9) How many planes passing through a given point on  a line are
  perpendicular to the line?

10) How many planes passing through a point located  on a plane are
  perpendicular to the plane?

11) Give 'the' equation of the plane that passes th rough the
  following point and is perpendicular to the follo wing vector. Put
  the equations in standard form, for example -x+12 y+3z=10 is in
  standard form.
  a) Point = (0,0,0) : vector=(3,-2,5)
  b) Point = (1,-2,3) : vector=(4,-2,5)
  c) Point = (d,e,f) : vector=(a,b,c)

12) Give 'the' equation of the plane that contains the following two
  vectors. a)(-7,8,1)(1,3,7); b)(a,b,c)(d,e,f)

13) Give the equation of the plane that passes thro ugh the following
  three points. a)(1,2,3)(7,6,4)(1,1,1); b)(a,b,c)( d,e,f)(h,i,j)

14) Give the parametric equation of the line that i s the
  intersection of the following two planes. -2x+4y- 7z=0 : x+y+2z=0
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15) Give the parametric equation of the line that i s the intersection
  of the following two planes. x+y+z=9 : 6x-2y-x=4

16) Give the parametric equation of the line that i s the intersection
  of the following two planes. (Three points 'defin e' a plane).
  (-11,2,4)(2,3,4)(1,2,3) : (-2,1,7)(9,8,3)(5,-12,- 1)

17) Prove: The angle 'a' (0° < a < 90°) formed by t wo intersecting
  planes P1 and P2 equals the angle b (0° < b < 90° ) formed by two
  vectors V1 and V2, where V1 is perpendicular P1 a nd V2 is
  perpendicular to P2.

18) Intersecting planes form 2 sets of opposite (di hedral) angles.
  The difference of orientation of intersecting plane s is the
  measure of 'the' angle (less than or equal to 90 de grees) formed
  by them. Parallel planes have a difference of orientation of  0 .
  What is the difference of orientation of the foll owing sets of
  planes. a) -7x+8y+9z=0 and 3x+2y+z=0; b) 7x+y+2z= 4 : -x+2y+9z=7
  c) (-11,2,4)(2,3,4)(1,2,3) : (-2,1,7)(9,8,3)(5,-1 2,-1)

19) Find a plane whose orientation is 32° different  than the plane
  7x+8y+z=0.

20) Prove: The difference of orientation of ax+by+c z=0 : dx+ey+fz=0
  and ax+by+cz=m : dx+ey+fz=n is the same.

21) In this problem to make the visualization easie r, assume the
  planes Pa and Pb pass through the origin. If vect or Va is
  perpendicular to plane Pa and if vector Vb is per pendicular to
  plane Pb a) Prove Va and Vb are perpendicular to the line that is
  the intersection of Pa and Pb. b) Prove that Va x  Vb is collinear
  to the line of intersection of Pa and Pb. (Hint: This proof is
  probably easier to do using geometrical technique s, rather than
  analytic techniques. Your choice).

Navigation

The intersection of a plane and a sphere is a circl e. If a plane
passes through the center of a sphere, the intersec tion of the plane
and sphere is referred to as a great circle. All great circles of a
sphere and the sphere itself have the same center. Given any two
points A and B of a sphere, there is a great circle  of the sphere
that passes through these two points. This is becau se there is a
plane that contains these two points and the center  of the sphere,
and the intersection of this plane and the sphere i s a great circle
that contains (passes through) A and B. The shortest path between
any two points of a sphere is a path along the grea t circle that
connects the two points. Any two great circles of a sphere, bisect
each other. This is because  .. the planes that con tain these great
circles intersect in a line that passes through the  point that is
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the center of both great circles (and the sphere) ( why?), therefore
the two points where this line intersects the spher e are endpoints
of a diameter of the sphere and of both great circl es (why?). The
endpoints of a diameter of any circle, bisect the c ircle (why?).
Therefore two great circles of a sphere bisect each  other (why?).
Any great circle which intersects one pole of the e arth (north pole
or south pole) intersects both poles. (Prove or jus tify this for
yourself). Such a great circle is called a polar great circle.

In maps and navigation, angle orientations are defi ned differently
than in mathematics. On a map; 0 degrees is straigh t up or North,
90 degrees is to the right or East, 180 degrees is downward or
South. 270 degrees is to the left or West. Also on a map, a positive
angle of orientation or rotation is clockwise, not counter clockwise
as is the case in mathematics. At a given point on the earth, a
vector pointed north and a vector pointed east form  an angle of 90
degrees. Two vectors at different places on the ear th, pointed in
a direction of (for example) of 17 degrees, do not necessarily have
the same orientation. Take a few moments to see why  this is true.

What does it mean if we say the direction  from point A to point B is
(for example) 17 degrees? Does it mean if you are a t point A, that
in order to get to point B, you move constantly in the direction of
17 degrees until you arrive at point B? No it doesn 't. Remember the
shortest distance between any two points on the sur face of a sphere
is along the path of a great circle and in general when traveling
along a great circle of a sphere you are constantly  changing
directions. The two exceptions to this are polar gr eat circles and
the equator. If the direction from A to B is for ex ample 17 degrees,
what this means is if you are traveling along the s hortest path from
A towards point B, you begin your journey by moving  in the direction
of 17 degrees, and from there you will constantly c hange your
direction in order to stay on the great circle whic h is the path
that is the shortest path between A and B.

In navigation problems it is useful to be able to d etermine the
orientation of a plane with respect to another plan e (from a given
perspective). To visualize what this means, view tw o intersecting
planes, A and B, from an 'edge on' perspective. In doing this A and
B appear as two lines intersecting at a point. By d efinition (from
this perspective) B has an orientation of o (-90° <  o <= 90°)
with respect to A if A rotated clockwise by an angl e of o (about
the line of intersection of A and B) causes A to ha ve the same
orientation as B. For example if rotating A .. 5 de grees clockwise
would causes A to have the same orientation as B, t hen B has an
orientation of 5 degrees with respect to A (from th is perspective).
Another example, if rotating A -5 degrees clockwise  would cause A to
have the same orientation as B, then B has an orien tation of -5
degrees with respect to A (from this perspective). (Remember a
rotation of -5 degrees clockwise is a rotation of 5  degrees counter
clockwise).
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In navigation problems it is also useful to be able  to determine the
orientation of a vector with respect to another vec tor (from a given
perspective). This definition is similar to the def inition of
'orientation of a plane with respect to another pla ne'. Given
vectors Vo and V1, V1 has an orientation of o with respect to Vo if
Vo rotated by an angle of o clockwise (about the or igin) causes it
to have the same orientation as V1.

In the sentence "In navigation problems it is usefu l to be able to
determine the orientation of a plane with respect t o another plane
from a given perspective", why is it necessary to s ay 'from a given
perspective'? The reason for this is that there are  two possible
'edge on' views (perspectives) of two planes inters ecting. For
example if two planes intersect in a vertical line,  one 'edge on'
view of the two intersecting planes would be lookin g up, the other
'edge on' view of the intersecting planes would be looking down. If
from one 'edge on' view (perspective) B has an orie ntation of +5
degrees with respect to A, then from the other pers pective, B has an
orientation with respect to A of -5 degrees.

A plane P1 from a given 'edge on' perspective has a n orientation of
o (-90° < o <= 90°) with respect to Po. If (vector)  Vo is
perpendicular to Po, and (vector) V1 is perpendicul ar to P1, then
either V1 or -V1 has an orientation of o with respe ct to Vo. Verify
this for yourself before reading further.

Let Po be the plane containing point A (located on the surface of
the earth), the north pole, and the center of the e arth. The
intersection of Po and the sphere of the earth is a  polar great
circle, GCp. Anyone traveling along this great circ le is always
traveling north or south. Let P1 be the plane conta ining point A (on
the surface of the earth), point B (on the surface of the earth) and
the center of the earth. The intersection of P1 and  the sphere of
the earth is the great circle GC1 of the earth cont aining points A
and B. Assuming the orientation of P1 with respect to Po i s o,
anyone traveling along great circle GC1, while at t he point A, is
traveling in a direction o or 180°-o where one of t hese directions
is the direction from A to B. Before reading furthe r, take a few
moments to assure yourself these things are true.

To determine the orientation of plane P1 with respe ct to plane Po do
the following. Consider the center of the earth as the origin. For
simplicity sake consider the radius of the earth as  1. Consider
the coordinates of the north pole as (0,0,1). You a re given the
longitude and latitude of points A and B (A and B a re points on
the surface of the earth). Make use of all this inf ormation to
determine a set of 3 dimensional Cartesian coordina tes of A and B.
Remembering that Po contains the points, A, the nor th pole and the
center of the earth, make use of all this informati on to determine
the equation of Po. Make use of this equation to de termine a vector
Vo such that Vo is perpendicular to Po. Remembering  that P1 contains
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the points A, B and the center of the earth, determ ine the equation
of P1. Make use of this equation to determine a vec tor V1 such that
V1 is perpendicular to P1. V1.Vo < -1 implies the a ngle o
(o < 180°) formed by V1 and Vo is greater than 90°.  If this is
the case, multiply V1 by -1 and call this vector V1 . Now we have
V1.Vo > 1 and the angle o (o < 180°)  formed by V1 and Vo is less
than or equal to 90°. At this point if P1 has an or ientation of o
with respect to Po, then V1 has an orientation of o  with respect to
Vo. Assure yourself this is true before reading fur ther. Make use of
the dot product to determine |o|. Determine the sig n of o as
follows. If V1 x Vo is a vector pointing in the dir ection of A, then
o is positive. (make use of the right hand rule to verify this for
yourself). Mathematically this means k(V1 x Vo)=A f or some k, where
k is a positive number. If V1 x Vo is a vector poin ting in the
direction away from A, then o is negative. (Make us e of the right
hand rule to verify this for yourself). Mathematica lly this means
k(V1 x Vo)=A for some k, where k is a negative numb er. Make use of
this information to determine the sign of o.

If you have done these calculations correctly you h ave the angle o,
where the direction from A to B is either o or 180° -o.

Following is an example of how one would determine if the direction
from A to B is o or 180°-o.

Suppose the longitude / latitude of A is 2 °  west, 18 ° north.
Suppose the longitude / latitude of B is 51° west, 72° north.

The longitudinal difference from A to B going west is 49°
The longitudinal difference from A to B going east is 360°-49°= 311°

Going west is closer longitudinally than going east . Therefore the
direction from A to B is a westerly direction. If o  is a westerly
direction then the direction from A to B is o. If 1 80°-o is a
westerly direction then 180°-o is the direction fro m a to B. If the
direction from A to B were strictly north or south,  the method used
would be similar.

A (heuristic) proof of why the shorter path between  two points along
a great circle is the path that transverses the lea st longitudinal
distance follows. Consider the non polar but otherw ise general great
circle GC1 passing through two arbitrary points A a nd B on a circle.
Consider the polar great circle GCp passing through  A. Half of GCp
has the same longitude as the point A, the other ha lf of GCp has a
longitudinal distance of 180° from A. The dividing points between
these two halves are the north and south poles. It is accepted here
without proof that traveling one way along GC1 is ( always) traveling
in a westerly direction, and that traveling the oth er way along GC1
is (always) traveling in an easterly direction. Gre at circles GC1
and GCp bisect each other. Therefore if one starts at A and travels
half way around GC1, they will again be at a place where GC1 and GCp
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meet. At this point, GCp has a longitude that is 18 0° different
from A, therefore this point of GC1 also has a long itude that is
180° different from A. Therefore: if one travels ha lf way around a
(non polar) great circle they will have traveled a longitudinal
distance of 180°, and if one travels less than half  way around a
(non polar) great circle they will have traveled le ss than a
longitudinal distance of 180°, and if one travels m ore than half way
around a (non polar) great circle they will have tr aveled more than
a longitudinal distance of 180°. Therefore if two p oints have a
longitudinal separation of other than 180°, the pat h along the great
circle which connects them, which transverses less than 180°
longitudinally is shorter than the path along the g reat which
connects them that transverses more than 180° longi tudinally.
Remembering that the shortest path, between two poi nts on a great
circle is a path along the great circle that connec ts them, the path
along a great circle connecting two points that tra nsverses the
least longitudinal distance is the shortest path be tween the two
points.  Proof Complete

In old times, when navigating a sailing ship, once each day a
sextant, a calendar and a clock were used to determ ine the position
(longitude and latitude) of the ship. From this inf ormation and
knowing the location of the next port of call, the direction the
ship needed to sail the rest of that day was comput ed by an officer
of the ship who knew spherical trigonometry. Sailin g ships moved
slow enough that determining the direction of trave l once a day was
generally sufficient. Today commercial airplanes fl y much faster.
Navigation equipment on the airplane allows the air plane to know its
'exact' location at all times. A computer on the ai rplane constantly
computes (several times a minute), which direction the plane needs
to fly to stay on course.

Navigation Problem Set

1) The following problem was given previously. Now in addition you
  are asked to find the direction from Salt Lake to  Taipei.

  Taipei the capital of Taiwan is located at a lati tude of 25° 5'
  North (of the equator), and at a longitude of 121 ° 32' East (of
  Greenwich England). Salt Lake City the capital of  Utah is located
  at a latitude of 40° 47' North and at a longitude  of 111° 57'
  West. The circumference of the earth is 24,900 mi les. a) Determine
  a set of Cartesian coordinates for Taipei and als o for Salt Lake
  City. b) What is the measure of angle
  Taipei - center of the earth - Salt Lake City? c)  What is the
  shortest possible distance an airplane can fly in  going from Salt
  Lake City to Taipei?
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                          longitude / latitude
Miami Florida   . . . . .  82° 12' W / 25° 46' N
Freetown Serria Leone . .  13° 14' W /  8° 29' N
Caracas Venezuela . . . . .   66° 55' W / 10° 30' N
Viana do Castelo Portugal   8° 50' W / 41° 42' N

2) a) What is the distance from Miami Florida to Fr eetown Sierra
  Leone? b) What is the direction from Miami Florid a to Sierra
  Leone? c) Write a calculator or computer program which will solve
  this type of a problem.

3) a) A ship is to sail from Miami Florida to Freet own Sierra Leone.
  On its way, it is scheduled to meet up with and e xchange some
  cargo with another ship that is sailing from Vian a do Castelo
  Portugal to Caracas Venezuela. Both ships intend to take (and not
  deviate from) the shortest route possible to thei r destination.
  What is the location of their meeting place? b) W rite a calculator
  or computer program which will solve this type of  a problem.
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www.mecmath.net/trig/trigbook.pdf

pg 84
pg 86 10) 12)
Pg 49
---
pg 66 cos{arccos(a)+arccos(b)} = ?
      cos{arccos(a)+arcsin(b)} = ?
      cos{arcsin(a)+arcsin(b)} = ?
      sin{arccos(a)+arcsin(b)} = ?
      tan{arccos(a)+arcsin(b)} = ?

arrow of time discussion

--------------------

pg 67 # 7 do solution

If you have questions, comments or suggestions for improvement of
this book, please contact me. Put Trigonometry Book  in the subject
line.

Curtis Blanco
Bountiful UT

curtis_blanco@hotmail.com

Copyright 2009  All Rights are Reserved
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A*

AM radio .. 92

amplitude .. 73

arccos(x), arcsin(x), arctan(x)   (see invcos, invs in, .. etc.)
arcsec(x), arccsc(x), arccot(x) .. 64, 65

angles .. 10

B*

bandwidth .. 91

beats .. 87, 144 problem 24

C*

carrier wave .. 90

compression theorem, f(x) compressed by a factor of  k -> f(kx) .. 74
compression then shifting theorem .. 77

complex number .. see number

cosecant // csc(x) .. 14

cotangent // cot(x) .. 14

cosine // cos(o)
- triangle definition .. 13
- circle definition  .. 13

cosine is an even function  cos(-x)=cos(x)
- classical geometry proof .. 35 problem 2  (studen t solution)
- analytic proof .. 39

cosine addition formula  cos(a+b)=cos(a)cos(b)-sin( a)sin(b)
- classical geometry proof .. 35 problem  4.6.2
- analytic proof .. 40

cosine subtraction formula  cos(a-b)=cos(a)cos(b)+c os(a)cos(b)
- classical geometry proof .. 144 problem 21 (stude nt solution)
- coordinate geometry proof .. 37
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cross product .. 152   (see dot product)

D*

degree  .. 10, see note on page 18

deMoivre's Formula .. 118
theorem preceding deMoivre's Formula .. 117

direction (on a sphere)(on the earth) .. 161

domain .. 62    (see range)

dot product .. 150  (see cross product)

The doppler effect .. 61

E*

even function, f(-x)=f(x) .. 39, 145 problem 29  (s ee odd function)

F*

fourier integral .. 145 problem 29, 90, 92
fourier transform .. 145 problem 29, 90

frequency .. 59

G*

grads  .. 10

great circle .. 160

H*

Harmonic Motion .. 141  problems 1

Heron's Formula .. 25  (given sides of a triangle, find its area)

I*

imaginary number .. see number

invcos(x), invsin(x), invtan(x)
invsec(x), invcsc(x), invcot(x) .. 64, 65

inverse function .. 62

J*
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K*

L*

Law of Cosines  .. 24
Law of Sines  .. 26

longitude .. 164  problem 1
latitude .. 164  problem 1

lower side band (LSB) .. see sideband

M*

minute  .. 10, see note on page .. 18

A mistake to avoid when doing proofs .. 50

modulation .. 85, 90

Mollweide's equation .. 148, problem 35

N*

number ..

complex number .. 111
- standard form .. 112, 117
- Cartesian form .. 112, 117
- polar form ..  115, 117
- magnitude of .. 115
- argument of .. 115
- conjugate of .. 112
- foundational properties of .. 113, 114 (in blue)

imaginary number .. 111

number plane .. 112

Napoleon's Theorem .. 148, problem 37.15

O*

odd function, f(-x)=-f(x) .. 39, 145 Problem 29  (s ee even function)

one dimensional graph .. 91

orientation .. 11

P*
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period .. 59
periodic function .. 58
Pi .. 10
Polar coordinates .. 103
Polar functions .. 107

Pythagorean identity  .. 16
- triangle proof  .. 16
- circle proof  .. 17

Q*
R*

range .. 62  (see domain)

radians  .. 10
revolutions  .. 10
right angle  .. 10

radio theory .. 90

reflection of a point .. 71
reflection of a function .. 71

relative maximum of a function .. 79
relative minimum of a function .. 79

right hand rule .. 152   (see cross product)

Rotating Magnetic Field .. 147 problems 33 and 34

S*

secant // sec(o) .. 14

second .. 10, see note on page 18

sideband (radio transmission and reception)
lower sideband (LSB) .. 91
upper sideband (USB) .. 92
single sideband (SSB) .. 92

sine // sin(x)
-triangle definition .. 13
-circle definition .. 13

sine is an odd function  sin(-x)=-sin(x)
- classical geometry proof .. 35 problem 3 (student  solution)
- analytic proof .. 40
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sine addition formula sin(a+b)=sin(a)cos(b)+sin(b)c os(a)
- classical geometry proof .. 144 problem 22 (stude nt solution)
- analytic proof .. 41
sine subtraction formula sin(a-b)=sin(a)cos(b)-sin( b)cos(a)
- classical geometry proof .. 35 problem 5.6.2
- analytic proof .. 42

single sideband (SSB) .. (see sideband)

Size of the Earth .. 20 & 21, problems, 22,23,24

sinusoidal .. 73, 78

shifting theorem, f(x) shifted to the right by a be comes f(x-a)   76

sound .. 60

sound decomposition .. 90

spectrum .. 91

T*

tangent // tan(o)
-triangle definition .. 13
-circle definition .. 13

triangle solutions .. 20 problem 19.4, 22, 26-29

tuning musical instruments .. 88   (see beats)

law of tangents .. 148, problem 33.15

U*

upper sideband (USB) .. (see sideband)

V*

W*

wavelength .. 58

X*

Y*

Z*
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Answers to Problems

IV.2) Use Classical Geometry to prove the 30°-60°-9 0° triangle
theorem.

Draw an equilateral triangle ABC. Label the top ver tex A. Label
the bottom left vertex B. Label the bottom right ve rtex C. Introduce
a segment from C to the midpoint of BC. Label this midpoint D. Since
triangle ABC is an equilateral triangle, each of it s angles are 60
degrees. Triangles ABD and ACD are congruent by SSS
(Side, Side Side). Since angles BAD and CAD are cor responding angles
of congruent triangles, they are congruent. Added t ogether make an
angle of 60 degrees, therefore <BAD=30° and <CAD=30 °. Since
triangles ADB and ADC are corresponding angles of c ongruent triangles they
are congruent, since they are supplementary, <ADB=9 0° and <ADC=90°. Sides
BD and CD are corresponding sides of congruent tria ngles, therefore these
sides are congruent. If each side of triangle ABC h as a length of 1. BA=1,
CA=1, BD=1/2, CD=1/2, and by the Pythagorean theore m, AD = sqrt(3)/2.
Therefore in a 30°, 60°, 90° triangle. If the side opposite the 90
degree angle has a length of 1, the side opposite t he 30 degree angle has a
length of 1/2, and the side opposite the 60 degree angle has a length of 1/2.

Conversely, if a triangle has angles of 30°, 60° an d 90°. Its sides
are proportional to any other triangle that has ang les 30°, 60° and
90°. Therefore its sides are (1/2)*a, {sqrt(3)/2}*a , 1*a for a<0.
Therefore if a=1, or if its longest side is 1, such  a triangle would have
sides of 1/2, sqrt(3)/2, 1.
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1.4) A degree is 1/360th of a revolution. A minute is 1/60th of a
  degree. A second is 1/60th of a minute. a) Expres s the angle
  17° 42' 18'' as an angle of degrees. (Retain at l east 5
  significant digits after the decimal point). b) E xpress the angle
  76.43120 degrees, in degrees, minutes, seconds fo rmat.

There are several ways this could be done. The easi est methods known
to me will be shown here.

To convert the angle 17° 42' 18'' seconds to degree s, start by
converting the 18 seconds to minutes, i.e. divide 1 8 by 60. The
number displayed by your calculator should be 0.3 ( minutes. To this
add 42 (seconds). The number displayed by your calc ulator should now
be 42.3 seconds. To convert this number to degrees,  divide it by 60.
The number displayed by your calculator should now be 0.705. To this
number add 17. The number displayed by your calcula tor should now be
17.705 (degrees). Therefore we have 17° 42' 18'' = 17.70500 degrees.

Convert the angle 76.43120 to degrees minutes secon ds format as
follows. 76 is the whole number of 76.43120. Theref ore

degrees = 76

We have 76.43120 - 76 = 0.43120 degrees left.

To convert 0.43120 degrees to minutes multiply it b y 60.
0.43120 degrees * 60 = 25.872 minutes, Therefore

minutes = 25

Now we have 25.872 - 25 = 0.872 minutes left.

To convert 0.872 minutes to seconds, multiply it by  60.
0.872 minutes * 60 = 52.32 seconds. Therefore

seconds = 52.32 or

seconds = 52

depending on the format you choose to use, therefor e

76.43120 degrees = 76 degrees 25 minutes 52 seconds

With practice, you should get to the point where yo u can easily do
this with your calculator, without writing anything  on paper. I
highly recommend getting a RPN (Reverse Polish Nota tion)calculator
to do calculations. Once you learn to use an RPN, c alculations are
much easier, so is recovering from errors when maki ng calculations.
RPN calculators can be purchased from Hewlett Packa rd, or can be
download to a smart phone.
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2.2) A triangle has a hypotenuse of length 5. One o f its angles is
  23°. What are the lengths of the legs of this tri angle?

The Picture

The hypotenuse we label C. The side opposite 23° we  label A, the
other side we label B.

First we find the length of the leg opposite the an gle of 23°

            A
sin(23°) = ---  ->  A = C * sin(23°) = 5 * sin(23°)  = 1.9536..
            C

Next we find the length of the leg opposite the oth er acute angle.

            B
cos(23°) = ---  ->  B = C * cos(23°) = 5 * cos(23°)  = 4.6025..
            C
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10.4) An arrow is shot at an angle of 37° from the horizontal, at a
  speed of 175 ft/sec. At the instant it is shot, a ) What its
  horizontal speed? b) What is its vertical speed?

To determine the speed the instant it is shot, lets  assume there is
no gravity and no air resistance, so that the speed  and direction
of the arrow remains constant through out its fligh t. Taking away
the effects of gravity and air will not change the initial speed
or direction of the arrow.

Let 'a' be the place where the arrow is shot from. Let 'b' be the
place where the arrow is one second after it is sho t, Let 'c' be
the location where a vertical line through the arro w at 'b' would
intersects the ground. abc defines a right triangle . The distance the
arrow travels during the first second equals the le ngth of side ab or
175 feet.

ac
-- = cos(37°) -> ac = ab * cos(37°) ->
ab

ac = 175 ft * cos(37°)

ac is the horizontal distance the arrow travels dur ing its first
second, implying that the average horizontal speed of the arrow
during its first second is 175 * cos(37°) ft/sec. S ince the speed
and direction of the arrow are constant, this speed  is also the
initial horizontal speed of the arrow when it is sh ot. Therefore the
initial horizontal speed of the arrow is

a) 175 * cos(37°) ft/sec

----

bc
-- = sin(37°) -> bc = ab * sin(37°) ->
ab

bc = 175 ft * sin(37°)

bc is the vertical distance the arrow travels durin g its first
second, implying that the average vertical speed of  the arrow
during its first second is 175 * cos(37°) ft/sec. S ince the speed
and direction of the arrow are constant, this speed  is also the
initial vertical speed of the arrow when it is shot . Therefore the
initial vertical speed of the arrow is

b) 175 * sin(37°) ft/sec
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11.4) Hint: See solution of problem 2.2.

19.4) Two ranger stations a and b are 38km apart an d a straight road
  connects them. A fire f starts in the forest. Sta tion a takes a
  measurement and notes that angle fab = 39°. Stati on b takes a
  measurement and notes that Angle fba = 74°. a) Ho w far is it from
  each of the ranger stations to the fire? b) What is the distance
  from the road to the fire?

The Picture (the following paragraph and the proble m = the picture).

Let c be the point on the road between a and b such  that fc is
perpendicular to ab. D is the length of segment fc.  ? is the length
of ac. ?? is the length of segment cb. A is the len gth of segment fb
and B is the length of segment af.

d = d ->

B * sin(39°) = A * sin(74°) ->

        sin(74°)
B = A * --------   <- eq 1
        sin(39°)

? + ?? = 38  ->

B * cos(39°) + A * cos(74°) = 38   <- eq 2

Substituting equation 1 into equation 2 is

    sin(74°)
A * -------- cos(39°) + A * cos(74°) = 38 ->
    sin(39°)

  {sin(74°)                    }
A {-------- cos(39°) + cos(74°)} = 38  ->
  {sin(39°)                    }

Answers to part a) in the next two equations

                  38
A = ------------------------------ = 25.979..
     {sin(74°)                    }
     {-------- cos(39°) + cos(74°)}
     {sin(39°)                    }
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        sin(74°)
B = A * -------- = 39.683..   <- eq 1
        sin(39°)

Answer to part b) in the next equation

d = A * sin(74°) =  24.972..  <- eq 4  || Answer to  B

-------

20.4) a) An angle o has a tangent of T. a) Make use  of a right
  triangle and the Pythagorean theorem to solve for  cos(o) and
  sin(o). b) Make use of the Pythagorean identity t o do this problem
  again. Did you get the same answer?

a) Draw a right triangle with one leg horizontal an d one vertical.
  Label the horizontal leg A. Label the vertical le g B. Let the
  angle opposite of B be o. Therefore tan(o)=B/A im plying
  that B=A*tan(o) or B=A*T. Re-label side B as B=A* T. Let C be the
  hypotenuse of the triangle. We have C= sqrt{A^2+( A*T)^2} ->
  C= sqrt{A^2+A^2*T^2} -> C= sqrt{A^2(1+T^2)} -> C=  A*sqrt(1+T^2).
  Re-label the hypotenuse as C=A*sqrt(1+T^2).

          A                  A                        1
  cos(o)= -  -> cos(o)= -------------  -> cos(o)= - ----------
          C             A*sqrt(1+T^2)             s qrt(1+T^2)

          B                  A*T                       T
  sin(o)= -  -> sin(o)= -------------  -> sin(o)= - ------------
          C             A*sqrt(1+T^2)             s qrt(1+T^2)

----

b) sin(o)/cos(o)=tan(o) -> sin(o)/cos(o)=T -> sin(o )=T*cos(o)

  therefore

  sin^2(o)+cos^2(o)=1 -> {T*cos(o)}^2+cos^2(o)=1 ->

  T^2*cos^2(o)+cos^2(o)=1 -> cos^2(o) * (T^2 + 1) =  1 ->

               1
  cos^2(o) = -----  ->
             1+T^2
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                  (  1  )
  cos(o)= +/- sqrt(-----)
                  (1+T^2)

                  1
  cos(o)= +/- ----------
              sqrt(1+T^2)

                                       T
  sin(o)=T*cos(o) -> sin(o)=  +/-  ----------
                                   sqrt(1+T^2)

27.4) A circle has a radius of R. A chord of this c ircle has a length
  of L. What is the area of the smaller region boun ded by the chord
  and the circle?

----

d and b are endpoints of the chord
a is the midpoint of the chord, and the point where  a radius of the
  circle R' intersects the chord
c is the center of the circle

----

Determining Area of Triangle dcb

angle cab is a right angle .. radius of circle inte rsecting chords of
                              circle at their midpo ints are
                              perpendicular

|ac|^2 + |ab|^2 = |cb|^2 .. Pythagorean theorem ->

|ac|^2 = |cb|^2 - |ab|^2 ->

length of ac = sqrt{R^2 - (L/2)^2}

area triangle dcb =
1/2 * base * height =
1/2 * db * ac =
1/2 * L * ac =
1/2 * L * sqrt{R^2 - (L/2)^2}  <-- area triangle dc b

----

angle dcb = 2 * angle acb

proof
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ac = ac
angle cab = angle cad .. both angles are 90° becaus e radius of
                         circles that intersect cho rds of circles
                         at their midpoint are perp endicular

da = ba .. a is the midpoint of db
triangle dac is congruent to triangle bac .. SAS
angle acb is congruent to angle acd .. CPCTC

angle acb + angle acd = angle dcb ->
angle acb + angle acb = angle dbc ->
2 * angle acb = angle dbc ->
angle dcb = 2 * angle acb

Proof Complete
----

Determining Area of Sector dcb

Sector dcb is that portion of the circle and its in terior that lies
in the interior of angle dcb.  (0°<= angle dcb <= 1 80°)

area sector dcb =

angle dcb
--------- * area circle =
  360°

2 * angle acb
------------- * Pi * R^2 =
   360deg

          { segment ab }
2 * arcsin{------------}
          {     R      }
------------------------- * Pi * R^2 =
          360°

          {  L  }
          { --- }
          {  2  }
2 * arcsin{------ * Pi * R^2 =
          {  R  }

          {  L  }
2 * arcsin{-----} * Pi * R^2  <-- area sector dcb
          { 2R  }
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----

area of the smaller region
bounded by the chord and the circle =

area sector dcb - area triangle dcb =

          {  L  }              L * sqrt{R^2 - (L/2) ^2}
2 * arcsin{-----} * Pi * R^2 - -------------------- ---
          { 2R  }                         2

30.4) What are the orientations of the rays whose e nd points are at
  the origin, that are tangent to the parabola y=x^ 2+1?

If a ray is tangent to a parabola, it intersects th e parabola in one
point.

y=mx .. line containing the ray
y=x^2+1 .. parabola

These intersect where

mx=x^2+b ->

x^2-mx+b=0 ->

   m +/- sqrt(m^2-4)
x= -----------------  <-- the x coordinate where ra y and parabola
             2            intersect

This line intersects this parabola at one point onl y if
sqrt(m^2-4)=0. Therefore this line intersects the p arabola at one
point only for m= +/- 2. Therefore the points of ta ngency are (2,4)
and (-2,4).

The slope of the ray (0,0)(2,4) is 4/2 = 2. The slo pe of the ray
(0,0)(-2,4) is 4/-2 = -2.

Possible orientations of the ray with slope 2 are a rctan(2)=63.43°
and arctan(2)+180° = 243.43°. Given that the point (2,4) is in
the 1st quadrant, the orientation of the ray (0,0)(-2,4) is
63.43°.

Possible orientations of the ray with slope -2 are arctan(-2)=
-63.43° and arctan(2)+180° = 116.57° Given that the  point (-2,4) is
in the 2nd quadrant, the orientation of the ray (0,0)(-2,4) is
116.56°.
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31.4) From the sunroof of an apartment building, th e angle of
  depression (from the horizontal) to the base of a n office building
  is 51.5° and the angle of elevation (from the hor izontal) to the
  top of the office building is 43.2°. If the offic e building is
  847 ft high, how far apart are the two buildings and how high is
  the apartment building?

The Picture

Draw the two office buildings as vertical segments side by side
whose bottom endpoints rest on a horizontal line. M ake the apartment
segment shorter than the office segment. Label the top of the
apartment segment A. Label the top of the office se gment C. Label
the bottom of the office segment D. Label a point o f the office
segment B, such that AB is a horizontal segment. Dr aw segment AB
and mark it as being ? in length. Label segment BD as being
?? in length. Label segment CB as being 847-?? in l ength. Label
angle ABC as being a right angle. Draw segments AC and AD. Label
angle CAB as having a measure of 43.2°. Label angle  DAB as having
a measure of 51.5°.

From the picture we have ...

             847-??
tan(43.2°) = ------  -> ?*tan(43.2°)=847-?? ->
               ?

             ??= 847-?*tan(43.2°)

also

             ??
tan(51.5°) = --- -> ??= ?*tan(51.5°)
              ?

so

847-?*tan(43.2°) = ?*tan(51.5°) ->

?*tan(51.5°) + ?*tan(43.2°) = 847 ->

?*{tan(51.5°) + tan(43.2°)} = 847 ->

                 847
? = -----------------------------  = 385.66 ft = di stance between
      {tan(51.5°) + tan(43.2°)}                  th e two buildings

?? = ?*tan(51.5°) = 484.84 ft = height of apt bldg.
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32.4) A boat is cruising on a straight course. A ro cky point is
  sighted to the right at an angle of 28 degrees wi th respect to the
  direction of travel. (Straight ahead is an angle of zero). The
  boat continues on for 3.6 miles where the rocky p oint is spotted
  again to the right of the boat this time at an an gle of 41 degrees
  with respect to the direction of travel. How clos e will the boat
  come to the point?

Draw a vertical segment representing the line of th e boats travel.
Put a point near the top of this segment, label it A. To the side
of A, make a point to represent the location of the  rocky point.
Label this point R. Below A, mark a point, label it  B. B represents
the spot where the rocky point was sighted at an an gle 41 degrees
with respect to the direction of travel. Below B ma rk another point,
call this point C. C represents the point where the  rocky point was
spotted at an angle of 28 degrees with respect to t he direction of
travel. Label angle RAB as a right angle. Label ABR  as having a
measure of 41 degrees. Label angle ACR as having a measure 28
degrees. Label the distance from C to B as 3.6. Lab el the distance
from B to A as ?. Draw the segments AR, BR and CR. Label the
distance from A to R as ??.

From the picture we have ..

           ??
tan(28°)= ----- ->(?+3.6)*tan(28°)=??
          ?+3.6

also

          ??
tan(41°)= -- -> ?*tan(41°)=??
          ?
so

(?+3.6)*tan(28°)=?*tan(41°)  ->

?*tan(28°) + 3.6*tan(28°) = ?*tan(41°)  ->

?*tan(41°) - ?*tan(28°) = 3.6*tan(28°)  ->

?*{tan(41°) - tan(28°)} = 3.6*tan(28°)  ->

         3.6*tan(28°)
? = --------------------- = 5.6702
     tan(41°) - tan(28°)

??=?*tan(41°) = 4.9290 miles =  <- Solution
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34.4) Given the triangle asa=[47°,12,55°], determin e all parts
  of this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides , angles, and
  area).

We name the side of length 12, C. We name the side opposite the
47° angle A, and we name the side opposite the 55° angle B.
We name the angle opposite side A, a. We name the a ngle opposite
side B, b. We name the angle opposite side C, c. We  name the vertex
associated with a, a'. We name the vertex associate d with b, b'.
We name the vertex associated with c, c'.
From c' we drop a perpendicular to the line contain ing C. The
point where the perpendicular intersects this line we name d'. Since
angles a and b are both less than 90°, d' is on seg ment (side) C.
Mark segment d'b' as being X in length. Mark segmen t a'd' as being
??=12-X in length. Mark the perpendicular c'd' as b eing ? in length.
This picture and set of facts implies the following  two equations.

            ?                     ?
tan(47°)= -----  and  tan(55°)= - ->
          12-X                    X

?= (12-X)tan(47°) and ?= X*tan(55°) ->

(12-X)tan(47°) = X*tan(55°) ->

12*tan(47°) - X*tan(47°) = X*tan(55°) ->

X*tan(47°) + X*tan(55°) = 12*tan(47°) ->
X{tan(47°) + tan(55°)} = 12*tan(47°) ->

        12*tan(47°)
X = ----------------------- ->  X= 5.1463..
      tan(47°) + tan(55°)

tan(55°)=?/X -> ?= X*tan(55°) -> ?= 7.3497..

??=12-X -> ??= 6.8537..

cos(47°)=??/B -> B= ??/cos(47°) -> B= 10.049

cos(55°)=X/A -> A= X/cos(55°) -> A= 8.9723..

angle c = 180° -b -a = 78°

Area Triangle = 1/2 * any side * side's altitude = 1/2 * C * ? =
88.1964

In conclusion
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side A=  8.9723   angle a= 47°    area triangle = 4 4.098
side B= 10.049    angle b= 55°
side C= 12        angle c= 78°

35.4) Given the triangle sss=[3,5,7], determine all  parts, of this
  triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, angles , and area).

Side of length 3 is A. Side of length 5 is B. Side of length 7 is C.
The angle opposite A is a. The angle opposite B is b. The angle
opposite C is c. The vertex associated with a is a' . The vertex
associated with b is b'. The vertex associated with  c is c'. The
perpendicular from c to C intersects C at d'. Mark angle b'd'c' as
a right angle. Mark the length of b'd' as x. Mark t he length of d'a'
as ??=7-x. Mark the length of c'd' as ? From this p icture we get the
following equations.

?^2 = 3^2-x^2  and  ?^2 + (7-x)^2 = 5^2

substituting the first equation into the second we get

9-x^2 + (7-x)^2 = 25 ->

9-x^2 + 49 - 14x + x^2 = 25 ->

9 + 49 - 14x = 25 ->

14x = 9 + 49 - 25 ->

14x=33 ->

x=33/14 = 2.3571..

substituting x into ?=sqrt(9-x^2) we get

?= 1.8558..

therefore

tan(b)=?/x -> b=arctan(?/x) or related angle -> b= 38.21°
tan(a)=?/(7-x) -> a=arctan{?/(7-x)} or related angl e -> a= 21.79°
c=180°-a-b -> c= 120°

Area triangle = 1/2 * side * side's altitude = 1/2 * C*?= 6.4953

Therefore this triangle has sides 3,5 and 7
The angle opposite side of length 3 is 21.79°
The angle opposite side of length 5 is 38.21°
The angle opposite side of length 7 is 120°
The area of this triangle is 6.4953
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36.4) Given the triangle sas=[7,15°,11], determine all parts, of
this triangle which are not given, i.e. (sides, ang les, and area).

Place the side of the triangle with length 11 horiz ontally.

Side of length 11 we name C. Side of length 7 we na me B. The other
other side we name A. The angle opposite A we name a=15°. The
angle opposite B is b. The angle opposite C is c. T he vertex
associated with a is a'. The vertex associated with  b is b'. The
vertex associated with c is c'.

We drop a perpendicular from c' to C. This perpendi cular intersects
C at d'. We mark segment a'd' as ?.

cos(15°)=?/B -> ?=B*cos(15°) -> ?= 7*cos(15°) -> ?=  6.7615..

We mark segment c'd' as ??.

sin(15°)=??/B -> ??=B*sin(15°) -> ??=7*sin(15°) -> ??=1.8117..

We mark segment d'b' as ???= 11-?, its length 11-? = 4.2385

tan(b)=??/??? -> b=arctan(??/???) or similar angle = 23.144°..

A=sqrt(??^2+???^2) -> A= 4.6095

c= 180°-a-b -> c= 141.856

area triangle = 1/2 * side * side's altitude = 1/2 * c * ?? =
9.9644..
Therefore

side A= 4.6095   angle a= 15°         area triangle  = 9.9644
side B= 7        angle b= 23.144°
side C= 11       angle c= 141.856°
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3.5.4) Prove: The area of any quadrilateral is equa l to the one half
  of the product of (the lengths of) its diagonals times the sine of
  the angle o they form. (where o is the acute angl e formed by the
  diagonals or is 90° if d1 and d2 are perpendicula r).

The Picture

A,B,C,D are vertices of the quadrilateral. Going fr om A to B to C to
D is going clockwise (or counterclockwise) around t he quadrilateral.
q is the point there diagonals AC and BD intersect.  o is the acute
angle formed by diagonals AC and BD.

Area of this quadrilateral ABCD =   the area of tri angle ABC
                                + the area of trian gle ADC

Area triangle ABC = 1/2 * base * height = 1/2 * AC * {qB * sin(o)}
Area triangle ADC = 1/2 * base * height = 1/2 * AC * {qD * sin(o)}

Therefore

Area ABCD = 1/2 * AC * {qB * sin(o)} + 1/2 * AC * { qD * sin(o)} ->

Area ABCD = 1/2 * AC * {qB * sin(o) + qD * sin(o)}

Area ABCD = 1/2 * AC * (qB + qD) * sin(o) ->

Area ABCD = 1/2 * AC * BD * sin(o) ->

Area quadrilateral = 1/2 * product of the diagonals  *
                     sine of angle o they form

(where o is the acute angle they form or is 90° if d1 and d2 are
perpendicular)

Proof complete

Later we will be able to prove that o can be either  (or any of the
angles formed by the diagonals.
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4.5.4) 'Law of Sines' .. Where A,B are the sides of  a triangle, and
  a,b are the corresponding (opposite) angles,

         A-B   sin(a)-sin(b)
  prove: --- = -------------
         A+B   sin(a)+sin(b)

-----

It seems likely this theorem is related to the law of sines since
its terms are sides of a triangle and the correspon ding angles. Having
tried and failed to prove this theorem by assuming the law of
sines as true (as a postulate), we try a different approach. We
assume this theorem is true and use this fact to se e if it is
possible to prove that the law of sines (or any oth er identity that
we know to be true) is true. If we are successful i n doing this we
still haven't proved that this identity is true. Wh at we will have
succeeded in doing is to prove this identity implie s the law of
sines (or the other identity which we know to be tr ue), i.e. we
have shown that it is possible to prove the law of sines by assuming
that this identity is true. If we take this proof a nd 'run it
backwards', if each of the steps in this proof are valid
mathematically, then this 'backwards' proof is the proof we seek,
i.e. the proof of (A-B)/(A+B)={sin(a)-sin(b)}/{sin( a)+sin(b)}.

Q: If we are able to prove the law of sines (in par t) by assuming
  this theorem is true, does this prove this theore m?

A: No it does not. If C implies D, D does not neces sarily imply C.

Assuming this theorem as true, we have

A-B   sin(a)-sin(b)
--- = ------------- ->
A+B   sin(a)+sin(b)

(A-B){sin(a)+sin(b)} = (A+B){sin(a)-sin(b)}  ->

A*sin(a)+A*sin(b)-B*sin(a)-B*sin(b) =
A*sin(a)-A*sin(b)+B*sin(a)-B*sin(b)    ->

A*sin(b)-B*sin(a) = -A*sin(b)+B*sin(a)  ->

2A*sin(b) = 2B*sin(a)  ->

sin(b)   sin(a)
------ = ------
  B        A

Now we run this proof backwards, if in doing this e ach of the steps
are mathematically justified, then we will have the  proof we desire.
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sin(b)   sin(a)
------ = ------  ->
  B        A

2A*sin(b) = 2B*sin(a)  ->

A*sin(b)-B*sin(a) = -A*sin(b)+B*sin(a)  ->

A*sin(a)+A*sin(b)-B*sin(a)-B*sin(b) =
A*sin(a)-A*sin(b)+B*sin(a)-B*sin(b)    ->

(A-B){sin(a)+sin(b)} = (A+B){sin(a)-sin(b)}  ->

A-B   sin(a)-sin(b)
--- = -------------
A+B   sin(a)+sin(b)

Proof Complete

Several of the steps in this proof are not at all i ntuitive,
which is why I failed at first in trying to prove t his identity by
using the law of sines as a postulate.

It is left to the student to show that each of the steps in the
preceding proof are mathematically justified.

To see the proof of a similar theorem, see proof of  'law of
tangents'.
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4.6.2) Make use of Classical Geometry to prove the cosine addition
  formula, i.e. prove cos(u+v)=cos(u)cos(v)-sin(u)s in(v).
  (0°<u<90°), (0°<v<90°) and (0°<u+v<90°)

The Picture

C is a unit circle centered at the origin, z. R2 is  a ray with end
point at z (the origin) and orientation of u+v. R2 lies in the first
quadrant. R1 is a ray with endpoint at the origin a nd orientation of
u. R1 also lies in the first quadrant. The orientat ion of R1 is less
than the orientation of R2. (Draw picture with R2 o rientation about
equal to 60° and R1 orientation about equal to 30°) . c is the point
where R2 intersects the circle C. b is the point on  R1 such that
angle zbc is a right angle. a is the point on the p ositive x axis
such that angle zab is a right angle. e is the poin t on the positive
x axis such that angle zec is a right angle. d is t he point where
the segment ce intersects the segment zb. angle dze  has a measure of
u. Angle czb has a measure of v. Note that each of the following are
right triangles of interest. zed, zab, zbc, dbc, wh ere the middle
letter is the vertex of the right angle.

Proof

Justification of each of the following statements i s left to the
student.

The measure of angle dze we call u, the measure of angle czb we call
v. Angle zde is u-90°, therefore angle cdb is also u-90°,
therefore the measure of angle dcb is u.

length of segment zc is 1
length of segment zb is 1
length of segment bc is sin(v)
length of segment zb is cos(v)
length of segment ze is cos(u+v)

db   sin(u)          sin(u)             sin(u)
-- = ------  -> db = ------ bc  -> db = ------ sin( v)
bc   cos(u)          cos(u)             cos(u)

                        sin(u)
zd = zb - db = cos(v) - ------ * sin(v)
                        cos(u)

ze          cos(u+v)
-- = ------------------------ = cos(u) ->
zd            sin(u)
     cos(v) - ------ * sin(v)
              cos(u)
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                  {          sin(v)        }
cos(u+v) = cos(u) { cos(v) - ------ sin(u) }  ->
                  {          cos(u)        }

cos(u+v) = cos(u)cos(v)-sin(u)sin(v)  <- cosine add ition formula
(0°<u<90°), (0°<v<90°) and (0°<u+v<90°)

Proof Complete

----------

5.6.2) Make use of Classical Geometry to prove the sine subtraction
  formula, i.e. prove sin(u-v)=sin(u)cos(v)-cos(u)s in(v).
  (0°<u<180°), (0°<v<90°) (u>v)

The Picture

C is a unit circle centered at the origin, z. R1 is  a ray with end
point at the origin z, and an orientation of -v. R2  is a ray with
end point at the origin z, and an orientation of u- v. (Draw R1 so
so that it has an orientation of about -30°, and dr aw R2 so that
it has an orientation of about 45°). a is the point  where the ray
R1 intersects the circle C. d is the point where th e ray R2
intersects the circle C. c is the point on the x ax is such that
angle zcd is a right angle. b is the point on the x  axis such that
angle zba is a right angle. f is the point on R1 su ch that angle
zfd is a right angle. e is the point where df inter sects the x axis.

Proof

Justification of each of the following statements i s left to the
student.

The measure of angle ezf we call v. The measure of angle dzc we call
u-v. The measure of dza we call u. The measure of z ef is 90°-v.
The measure of angle dec is 90°-v. The measure of e dc is v.

length of segment zd is 1
length of segment za is 1
length of segment cd is sin(u-v)
length of segment zf is cos(u)
length of segment df is sin(u)

         cd   sin(u-v)           sin(u-v)
cos(v) = -- = --------  ->  de = --------
         de      de               cos(v)
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ef     ef     sin(v)          sin(v)
-- = ------ = ------  -> ef = ------ cos(u)
zf   cos(u)   cos(v)          cos(v)

                         sin(u-v)   sin(v)
df = de + ef -> sin(u) = -------- + ------ cos(u) - >
                          cos(v)    cos(v)

sin(u-v)            sin(v)
-------- = sin(u) - ------ cos(u) ->
 cos(v)             cos(v)

           {          sin(v)        }
sin(u-v) = { sin(u) - ------ cos(u) } cos(v)  ->
           {          cos(v)        }

sin(u-v) = sin(u)cos(v) - sin(v)cos(u)  <- sine add ition formula
(0°<u<180°), (0°<v<90°) (u>v)

Proof Complete
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7.7) a) Make use of sin(90°-o)=cos(o) to prove cos( 90°-o)=sin(o)
  b) Make use of cos(90°-o)=sin(o) to prove sin(90° -o)=cos(o)

a) Proof

substituting 90°-o into o, in sin(90°-o)=cos(o) ->
sin(90°-{90°-o}) = cos(90°-o) ->
sin(90°-90°+o) = cos(90°-o) ->
sin(o) = cos(90°-o) ->
cos(90°-o) = sin(o)

Proof Complete

b) Proof

substituting 90°-o into o, in cos(90°-o)=sin(o) ->
cos(90°-{90°-o}) = sin(90°-o) ->
cos(90°-90°+o) = sin(90°-o) ->
cos(o) = sin(90°-o) ->
sin(90°-o) = cos(o)

Proof Complete

----

11.7) a) Prove: a) 1+tan^2(o)=sec(o); b) 1+cot^2(o) =csc^2(o)

a) Proof

1 + tan^2(o) =

    {sin(o)}2
1 + {------}  =
    {cos(o)}

   sin^2(o)
1+ -------- =
   cos^2(o)

cos^2(o)   sin^2(o)
-------- + ------- =
cos^2(o)   cos^2(o)

cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)
----------------- =
     cos^2(o)

    1
-------- = sec^2(o)   Proof Complete
cos^2(o)
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            sin(a-b)   cot(b)-cot(a)
18.7) Prove -------- = -------------
            sin(a+b)   cot(b)+cot(a)

sin(a-b)
-------- =
sin(a+b)

sin(a)cos(b)-cos(a)sin(b)
------------------------- =
sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)sin(b)

  sin(a)cos(b)-cos(a)sin(b)
  -------------------------
         sin(a)sin(b)
----------------------------- =
  sin(a)cos(b)+cos(a)sin(b)
  -------------------------
         sin(a)sin(b)

sin(a)cos(b)   cos(a)sin(b)
------------ - ------------
sin(a)sin(b)   sin(a)sin(b)
----------------------------- =
sin(a)cos(b)   cos(a)sin(b)
------------ + ------------
sin(a)sin(b)   sin(a)sin(b)

cot(b) - cot(a)
---------------
cot(b) + cot(a)

Proof Complete

            1-tan(o)   cot(o)-1
20.7) Prove -------- = --------
            1+tan(o)   cot(o)+1

Proof

1-tan(o)
-------- =
1+tan(o)
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       1
 1 - ------
     cot(o)
------------- =
       1
 1 + ------
     cot(o)

cot(o)-1
--------
cot(o)+1

Proof Complete

22.7) Prove cos^4(o)-sin^4(o) = 1-2sin^2(o)

Proof

cos^4(o)-sin^4(o) =

{cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)} {cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)} =

{cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)} {1} =

cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) =

cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) + 1 - {sin^2(o)+cos^2(o)} =

1 + cos^2(o)-sin^2(o) - sin^2(o)-cos^2(o) =

1-2sin^2(o)

Proof Complete

            tan(a)+tan(b)
24.7) Prove ------------- = cot(a)+cot(b)
             tan(a)tan(b)

tan(a)+tan(b)
------------- = cot(a)+cot(b) ->
tan(a)tan(b)

tan(a)+tan(b)     1        1
------------- = ------ + ------ ->
tan(a)tan(b)    tan(a)   tan(b)
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tan(a)+tan(b)    tan(a)+tan(b)
------------- =  -------------
tan(a)tan(b)     tan(a)tan(b)

Proof Complete

25.7) Doing this problem will help to prepare you f or the problems
  that follow. .. tan(x)=a: a) cos(x)=?; b) sin(x)= ?

tan(x)=a  ->
sin(x)/cos(x)=a  ->
sqrt{1-cos^2(x)}/cos(x)=a  ->
sqrt{1-cos^2(x)} = a*cos(x) ->
1-cos^2(x)=(a^2)cos^2(x)  ->
1 = (a^2)cos^2(x)+cos^2(x)  ->
(a^2+1)cos^2(x)= 1
cos^2(x) = 1/(a^2+1)
cos(x) = +/- sqrt{1/(1+a^2)}   <-  The solution to part 'a'. The
                                   solution to part  'b' is similar.
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11.8) One hose can fill a swimming pool in 4 hours.  Another hose can
  fill a pool in 3 hours. How long will it take for  both of these
  hoses working together to fill the pool?  T

A swimming pool -> D= 1 pool
                                                      1 pool
One hose can fill a swimming pool in 4 hours -> R1 =  -------
                                                      4 hours

                                                     1 pool
One hose can fill a swimming pool in 3 hours -> R2 = -------
                                                     3 hours

                     (1   1) pool   7   pool
Rate total = R1+R1 = (- + -) ---- = --  ----
                     (4   3) hour   12  hour

            D
D=R*T -> T= -
            R

   D     1 pool       12
T= - = ------------ = -- hour   <---  Answer
   R     7  pool       7
         -- -----
         12 hour
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5.9) Determine all angles 'o' such that
  a) cos(o)=0.21; b) sin(o)=-0.77; c) tan(o)=-1
  Determine all angles from -360° to 720° such that
  a') cos(o)=0.21; b') sin(o)=-0.77; c') tan(o)=-1

We only calculate solutions for a) and a'), after s eeing these
solutions the student should be able to determine s olutions for
b) and b') & c) and c').

cos(o)=0.21 ->

one possible value for o is
arccos{cos(o)} = arccos(0.21) = 77.87°..

since cos(o) is an even function we know that an ot her possible
value for o is -77.87°..

keeping in mind the circle definition of cosine we see that
all possible values of o {where cos(o)=0.21} are

-----

a)

o= 77.87°.. + 360° * n where n = {... -3,-2,-1,0,1, 2,3, ...}

also

o= -77.87°.. + 360° * n where n = {... -3,-2,-1,0,1 ,2,3, ...}

we make use of this result to determine all angles

-----

a')

77.87°.. + 360° *  0 =  77.87°..
77.87°.. + 360° *  1 =  437.87°..
77.87°.. + 360° *  2 =  797.87°..  (this result is out of bounds)
77.87°.. + 360° * -1 = -282.12°..
77.87°.. + 360° * -2 = -642.12°.. (This result is o ut of bounds)

-77.87°.. + 360° *  0 =  -77.87°..
-77.87°.. + 360° *  1 =  282.12°..
-77.87°.. + 360° *  2 =  642.12°..
-77.87°.. + 360° *  3 = 1002.12°..  (this result is  out of bounds)
-77.87°.. + 360° * -1 = -437.87°.. (this result is out of bounds)

Therefore all angles from -360° to 720° such that c os(o)=0.21 are
-282.12°.. , -77.87°.. , 77.87°.. , 282.12°.. , 437 .87°.. ,
 642.12°..
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7.9) Simplify the following expressions, the simpli fied forms will not
  contain any trigonometry functions. Hint: Upon se eing an inverse
  function, invcos(t) for example, remember to thin k the words. The
  angle (returned by the calculator) whose cosine i s t. Its best to
  leave the words (returned by the calculator) out.

   a) cos{arccos(x)};  b) cos{arcsin(x)};  c) cos{a rctan(x)};

The solutions to the first 3 problems will be given . This should be
sufficient to show how to do all of the problems. T he student SHOULD
do all of the problems.

a) arccos(x) is an angle such that its cosine is x.  Therefore
  cos{arccos(x)}=x

b) cos{arcsin(x)} =    .. making use of cos(x)= +/-  sqrt{1-sin^2(x)}
   +/- sqrt[1-sin^2{arcsin(x)}] =
   +/- sqrt{1-x^2}

c) tan{arctan(x)} = x  ->  .. letting o = arctan(x)

   tan(o) = x

   sin(o)
   ------ = x  ->
   cos(o)

   +/- sqrt{1-cos^2(o)}
   -------------------- = x  ->
           cos(o)

   1-cos^2(o)
   ---------- = x^2  ->
    cos^2(o)

   1-cos^2(o) = x^2 * cos^2(o)  ->

   x^2 * cos^2(o) + cos^2(o) = 1  ->

   (x^2 + 1)cos^2(o) = 1  ->

   cos^2(o) = 1/(x^2 + 1)

   cos(o) = +/- sqrt{1/(x^2 + 1)}

                            [  1   ]
   cos{arctan(x)} = +/- sqrt[------]
                            [1+ x^2]
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12.9) Assuming y=f(x) is a function with an inverse , prove that the
  function obtained by exchanging the x and the y { i.e. x=f(y)} is
  the inverse of y=f(x).

Proof

In this proof, f' is the inverse of f.

x=f(y) ->

f'(x)=f'{f(y)} ->

f'(x)=y ->

y=f'(x)

Proof Complete

14.9) Make use of the fact that f{g(x)}=x, implies f is the inverse
  function of g to calculate the inverse function o f each of the
  following functions. I) These are the same proble ms as were given
  in the previous problem. Verify your answers by l ooking at those
  answers. a) y=3-2x; b) y=3+x; c) y=1-x.

a) keeping in mind that f'{f(x)}=x, we need to find  a function that
  when 3x-2 is substituted into it, the result is x . We do this by
  building a function around 3x-2 that converts it to x.

  (3x-2) + 2               x+2
  ---------- = x -> f'(x)= ---
      3                     3

5.9.2) Determine an inverse of a suitably domain re stricted (if
  required) form of each of the following functions .
  a) cos{arcsin(x)};d b) arccos{Sin(x)}; c) sin{arc cos(5x-2)};
  d) arctan{Sin(ax-b)}

Only the solution to part 'c' will be given here. A fter you view
this solution, you solve this problem using another  method.

suitably domain restricted sin{arccos(5x-2)} =
Sin{arccos(5x-2)}

building a function around this function to make th is function x, we
have
          cos{arcsin(   Sin{arccos(5x-2)}   )} + 2
          ----------------------------------------
                            5
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Therefore the inverse of a suitably domain restrict ed

sin{arccos(5x-2)} is

cos{arcsin(x)} + 2
------------------
         5
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5.10.4) Graph the following functions over a domain  of 2 wavelengths
  of your choosing. Mark and label all key points. Then make use
  of a graphing calculator or computer to check you r answers.
  a) cos(Pi/6 rads-t); b) sin(Pi/6-2t); c) 3cos(60° -2t);
  d) y=A*cos(o-bx) (A,b,o are positive).

cos(Pi/6 rads - t) = cos(t - Pi/6 rads)

because cos is an even, therefore to graph cos(Pi/6  -t) you just
need to graph cos(t - Pi/6 rads).

-----

sin(Pi/6 rads - 2t) = -sin(2t - Pi/6 rads)

because sin is odd, therefore to graph sin(Pi/6 rad s - 2t) you just
need to graph -sin(2t - Pi/6 rads).
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5.11.1) Make use of cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a -b)] to derive
  sin(a)sin(b)=1/2[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)].

cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)] ->

cos(90°-a)cos(90°-b)=
1/2[cos(90°-a+90°-b)+cos{90°-a-(90°-b)}] ->

sin(a)sin(b)= 1/2[cos{180°-(a+b)}+cos(b-a)}] ->

sin(a)sin(b)= 1/2[-cos{-(a+b)}+cos(b-a)] ->

sin(a)sin(b)= 1/2{cos(b-a)-cos(a+b)}

--------------

8.11.1) The following functions are expressed as tw o sinusoidals which
  are added together. Express them as two sinusoida ls which are
  multiplied together. a) y=cos(5t)+cos(9t); b) y=c os(2t)-cos(4t);
  c) y=cos(at)+cos(bt); d) y=sin(at)+sin(bt)

This problem isn't as hard as it seems, before look ing at the hint
below, take a good look at the sinusoidal multiplic ation identities
with this problem in mind and see if you can't figu re how to solve
this problem for yourself.

Before you look at the solution below, try using th e following hint
instead.

Hint: Make use of the technique of solving simultan eous linear
  equations.

We will solve part a, the rest of the problems are similar. To do
each of these problems we will be making use of one  of the
sinusoidal multiplication identities, i.e.

1) cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)]
2) sin(a)sin(b)=1/2[cos(a-b)-cos(a+b)]
3) sin(a)cos(b)=1/2[sin(a+b)+sin(a-b)]

We wish to express y=cos(5t)+cos(9t) as two sinusoi dals multiplied
together. We begin by realizing we will make use of

cos(a)cos(b)=1/2[cos(a+b)+cos(a-b)]

this leads to

cos(a)cos(b)=1/2{cos(5t)+cos(9t)}

this implies
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a+b=5  -> a=5-b  -> 5-b=9+b -> 2b=5-9 -> 2b=-4 -> b =-2
a-b=9  -> a=9+b

a=5-b -> a=5-(-2) -> a=5+2 -> a=7
a=9+b -> a=9+(-2) -> a=9-2 -> a=7

Therefore

cos(7t)cos(-2t)=1/2[cos(5t)+cos(7t)] ->

cos(5t)+cos(7t)= 2cos(7t)*cos(2t)

------

9.11.1) Prove that any sinusoidal multiplied by any  other sinusoidal
  of a different wavelength or frequency can be exp ressed as two
  other sinusoidals which are added together.

A*cos(ut-a) and B*cos(vt-b) are two sinusoidals hav ing a different
wavelength or frequency which can represent any two  sinusoidals that
have a different wavelength or frequency, therefore  ...

A*cos(ut-a) * B*cos(vt-b)=

(1/2)*A*B[cos{ut-a+vt-b} + cos{ut-a-(vt-b)}]=

(1/2)*A*B[cos{(u+v)t-(a+b)} + cos{(u-v)t-(a-b)}]=

(1/2)*A*B*cos{(u+v)t-(a+b)} + (1/2)*A*B*cos{(u-v)t- (a-b)}

Proof Complete

11.11.1) Prove: Any sinusoidal multiplied by any  other sinusoidal of
  the same wavelength or frequency is a vertically di splaced
  sinusoidal.

A*cos(ut-a) and B*cos(ut-b) are two sinusoidals hav ing the same
wavelength or frequency which can represent any two  sinusoidals that
have the same wavelength or frequency, therefore .. .

A*cos(ut-a) * B*cos(ut-b)=

(1/2)*A*B[cos{ut-a+ut-b} + cos{ut-a-(ut-b)}] =

(1/2)*A*B[cos{(u+u)t-(a+b)} + cos{(u-u)t-(a-b)}] =

(1/2)*A*B*cos{(u+u)t-(a+b)} + (1/2)*A*B*cos{(u-u)t- (a-b)} =

(1/2)*A*B*cos{2ut-(a+b)} + (1/2)*A*B*cos{0t-(a-b)}
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(1/2)*A*B*cos{2ut-(a+b)} + (1/2)*A*B*cos(a-b)

Proof Complete

Note: Notice that the second term (1/2)*A*B*cos(a-b ) contains only
constants, {cos(a-b) is a constant also}, therefore  the second
term itself is a constant or number. therefore the entire expression
(1/2)*A*B*cos{2ut-(a+b)} + (1/2)*A*B*cos(a-b) is a vertically
displaced sinusoidal.

------------------

12.11.1) a) Make use of the cosine-cosine modulatio n identity

  cos(a)cos(b)= 1/2 cos(a+b) + 1/2 cos(a-b)

  to derive

  cos(ax-m)cos(bx-n)= 1/2 cos{(a+b)x-(m+n)} + 1/2 c os{(a-b)x-(m-n)}

  b) Make use of the equation derived in 'a', to pr ove

  (Any sinusoidal of frequency U)*(Any sinusoidal of frequency V)=

  {A sinusoidal of frequency (U+V)}+
  {A sinusoidal of frequency (U-V)}

derivation

cos(a)cos(b)= 1/2 cos(a+b) + 1/2 cos(a-b)

  substituting ax-m into a and bx-n into b  and mul tiplying both
  sides by A*B we have

  A*cos(ax-m) * B*cos(bx-n)=

  (A*B)/2 * cos{ax-m+bx-n} + (A*B)/2 * cos{ax-m-(bx -n)}=

  (A*B)/2 * cos{(a+b)x-(m+n)} + (A*B)/2 * cos{(a-b) x-(m-n)}

  Therefore

  A*cos(ax-m) * B*cos(bx-n)=
  (A*B)/2 cos{(a+b)x-(m+n)} + (A*B)/2 cos{(a-b)x-(m -n)}

  substituting 2Pi*U into a and 2Pi*V into b we hav e

  A*cos{(2Pi*U)x-m} * B*cos{(2Pi*V)x-n}=
  A/2 cos{{2Pi*U+2Pi*V}x-(m+n)} + B/2 cos[{2Pi*U-(2 Pi*V)}x-(m-n)] ->
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  A*cos{(2Pi*U)x-m} * B*cos{(2Pi*V)x-n}=
  A/2 cos{2Pi(U+V)x-(m+n)} + B/2 cos{2Pi(U-V)x-(m-n )}

  Proving that any sinusoidal with frequency U, i.e .
  A*cos{(2Pi*U)x-m}, multiplied by any other sinuso idal with a
  frequency of V, i.e. B*cos{(2Pi*V)x-n} equals a s inusoidal with
  a frequency of U+V, i.e. A/2 cos{2Pi(U+V)x-(m+n)}  added to a
  sinusoidal of frequency U-V, i.e. B/2 cos{2Pi(U-V )x-(m-n)}

  Proof Complete

------------------

4.11.2) Express each of the following as a product of sinusoidals.
  a) cos(10t)+cos(8t); b) sin(5t)+sin(3t); c) cos(2 t)+sin(3t);
  d) 1+sin(t). e) Simplify the answer you got in pa rt 'd'.

This solution will be for part d only.

We begin by considering the term 1+sin(t) to be the  sum of two
sinusoidals, where the 1 is a sinusoidal of frequen cy 0.

we set 1+sin(t)= sin(ut-a)+sin(vt-b)

This implies u=0 and a= -90° and v=1 and b=0

or 1+sin(t)= sin{0t-(-90°)}+sin(1t-0)

Making use of the identity

sin(a)+sin(b)= 2sin{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}

and substituting ut-a into a and vt-b into b we hav e

                         {(ut-a)+(vt-b)}   {(ut-a)- (vt-b)}
sin(ut-a)+sin(vt-b)= 2sin{-------------}cos{------- ------} ->
                         {      2      }   {      2       }

                         {ut+vt-a-b}   {ut-vt-a+b}
sin(ut-a)+sin(vt-b)= 2sin{---------}cos{---------} ->
                         {    2    }   {    2    }

                         {(u+v)t-(a+b)}   {(u-v)t-( a-b)}
sin(ut-a)+sin(vt-b)= 2sin{------------}cos{-------- ----}
                         {     2      }   {      2     }

making the aforementioned substitutions
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0 -> u; -90° -> a; 1 -> v; 0 -> b

into the equation above we have

sin{0t-(-90°)}+sin(1t-0)=

    {(0+1)t-(-90°+0)}   {(0-1)t-(-90°-0)}
2sin{---------------}cos{---------------} ->
    {        2      }   {         2     }

                     {t+90°}   {-t+90°}
sin(90°)+sin(t)= 2sin{-----}cos{------} ->
                     {  2  }   {  2   }

1+sin(t)= 2sin(t/2 + 45°)cos(t/2 - 45°)

-----

5.11.2) Make use of cos(a)+cos(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{ (a-b)/2} to
  derive sin(a)+sin(b)=2sin{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2}

cos(a)+cos(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2} ->

cos(90°-a)cos(90°-b)=

    (90°-a+90°-b)   {90°-a-(90°-b)}
2cos(-----------)cos{-------------} ->
    (     2     )   {       2     }

                  {180°-(a+b)}   (b-a)
sin(a)sin(b)= 2cos{----------}cos(---) ->
                  {     2    }   ( 2 )

sin(a)sin(b)= 2cos{90°-(a+b)/2}cos{(b-a)/2} ->

sin(a)sin(b)= 2sin{(a+b)/2)}cos{(b-a)/2}

8.11.2) Prove sin(a)-sin(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}sin{(a-b)/ 2}

We could derive sin(a)-sin(b)= ... using the same m ethod this book
used to derive sin(a)+sin(b)= ..., or we could make  use of
cos(a)+cos(b)= ... to derive it, but the easiest me thod to do it is
to make use of sin(a)+sin(b)= ...
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sin(a)+sin(b)= 2sin{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2} ->

sin(a)+sin(-b)= 2sin{(a-b)/2}cos{(a+b)/2} ->

sin(a)-sin(b)= 2cos{(a+b)/2}sin{(a-b)/2}

Proof Complete

10.11.2) Prove: Any sinusoidal added to any other s inusoidal of the
  same amplitude, and wavelength or frequency is a single sinusoidal
  of that same wavelength or frequency.

Proof

Any sinusoidal added to any  other sinusoidal of the same amplitude
is represented in the following line.

A*cos(ut-a) + B*cos(vt-b) =

A*B*{ cos(ut-a) + cos(vt-b) } =

[making use of identity]
[cos(a)+cos(b)=2cos{(a+b)/2}cos{(a-b)/2} we have]

         {(ut-a)+(vt-b)}   {(ut-a)-(vt-b)}
A*B* 2cos{-------------}cos{-------------}
         {      2      }   {      2      }

         {ut+vt-a-b}   {ut-vt-a+b}
A*B* 2cos{---------}cos{---------}
         {    2    }   {    2    }

         {(u+v)     (a+b)}   {(u-v)     (a-b)}
2*A*B*cos{ --- *t - -----}cos{ --- *t -  --- }
         {  2         2  }   {  2         2  }

Proof Complete

----

11.11.2) cos(a)+sin(b)=
  [cos{(a+b)/2}+sin{(a+b)/2}][cos{(a-b)/2}-sin{(a-b )/2}]
  Simplify the right side of this equation, i.e. ex press it so it
  appears as two sinusoidals multiplied by each oth er.
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{   (a+b)    (a+b)} {   (a-b)    (a-b)}
{cos(---)+sin(---)} {cos(---)-sin(---)}=
{   ( 2 )    ( 2 )} {   ( 2 )    ( 2 )}

{   (a+b)    (a+b)}  {   (a-b)    (b-a)}
{cos(---)+sin(---)}  {cos(---)+sin(---)}=
{   ( 2 )    ( 2 )}  {   ( 2 )    ( 2 )}

{   (a+b)    (      a+b)} {   (a-b)    (      b-a)}
{cos(---)+cos(90° - ---)} {cos(---)+cos(90° - ---)} =
{   ( 2 )    (       2 )} {   ( 2 )    (       2 )}

{   (a+b)    (a+b      )}  {   (a-b)    (b-a      ) }
{cos(---)+cos(--- - 90°)}  {cos(---)+cos(--- - 90°) }=
{   ( 2 )    ( 2       )}  {   ( 2 )    ( 2       ) }

                                 (a+b)   (a-b)
making use of cos(a)+cos(b)= 2cos(---)cos(---) we g et
                                 ( 2 )   ( 2 )

    {(a+b)   (a+b      )}       {(a+b)   (a+b      )}
    {(---) + (--- - 90°)}       {(---) - (--- - 90° )}
    {( 2 )   ( 2       )}       {( 2 )   ( 2       )}
2cos{------------------ }  * cos{------------------ -} *
    {          2        }       {          2        }

    {(a-b)   (b-a      )}       {(a-b)   (b-a      )}
    {(---) + (--- - 90°)}       {(---) - (--- - 90° )}
    {( 2 )   ( 2       )}       {( 2 )   ( 2       )}
2cos{------------------ }  * cos{------------------  } =
    {          2        }       {          2        }

    (a+b      )                        (a-b      )
2cos(--- - 45°)cos(45°) * 2cos(-45°)cos(--- + 45°)=
    ( 2       )                        ( 2       )

    (a+b      )    sqrt(2)       sqrt(2)      (a-b     )
2cos(--- - 45°) * ------- * 2 * ------- * cos(--- +  45°)=
    ( 2       )       2             2         ( 2      )

    (a+b      )      (a-b      )
2cos(--- - 45°) * cos(--- + 45°)
    ( 2       )      ( 2       )
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5.11.3) a) Prove the following identity.

. A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)=C*cos{wt-c}

. -- C=sqrt(A^2+B^2)

. -- c is the angle such that cos(c)=A/C and sin(c) =B/C

  Put an other way, c=invtan(B/A) or c=invtan(B/A)+ 180 degrees

The following identity makes it quite clear that an y two sinusoidals
of the same frequency or wavelength added together is a sinusoidal.

----

A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)= C*cos(wt-c) ->

A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)= C*{cos(wt)cos(c)+sin(wt)sin(c) } ->

A*cos(wt)+B*sin(wt)= C*cos(c)cos(wt)+C*sin(c) sin(wt) ->

A=C*cos(c) and B=C*sin(c) ->

----

A=C*cos(c) and B=C*sin(c) ->  (these equations deri ved previously)

A^2 + B^2 = {C*cos(c)}^2 + {C*sin(c)}^2 ->

A^2 + B^2 = (C^2)cos^2(c) + (C^2)sin^2(c) ->

A^2 + B^2 = C^2{cos^2(c)+sin^2(c)} ->

A^2 + B^2 = C^2 * (1) ->

A^2 + B^2 = C^2 ->

C^2 = A^2 + B^2

----

cos(c)= A/C and sin(c)=B/C ->

        sin(c)   B/C   B
tan(c)= ------ = --- = - ->
        cos(c)   A/C   A

c=arctan(B/A) or c=arctan(B/A)+180°

Proof Complete
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5.12) a) Transform r^2*tan(o)=1 into (y/x)(x^2+y^2) =1
  b) Transform (y/x)(x^2+y^2)=1 into r^2*tan(o)=1,( step by step).

first we note
                      x                                y
x=r*cos(o) -> cos(o)= -   also   y=r*sin(o) -> sin( o)= -
                      r                                r

                                            y
                                            -
                      sin(o)                r               y
r^2*tan(o)=1 -> r^2 * ------ = 1 ->  r^2 * --- = 1 -> r^2 * - =1 ->
                      cos(o)                x               x
                                            -
                                            r
            y
(x^2+y^2) * - = 1
            x

-----

b) Transform (y/x)(x^2+y^2)=1 into r^2*tan(o)=1,(st ep by step).

y                 r*sin(o)             sin(o)
- (x^2+y^2)= 1 -> -------- * r^2= 1 -> ------ * r^2  =1 ->
x                 r*cos(o)             cos(o)

tan(o) * r^2 = 1

-------------
6.12  Hint: sin(2o)= 2cos(o)sin(o)
-------------

8.12) a) Prove r=sin(o)/cos^2(o) is a parabola.
  b) Convert the equation you derived in 'a', to po lar form.

first we note
                      x                                y
x=r*cos(o) -> cos(o)= -   also   y=r*sin(o) -> sin( o)= -
                      r                                r

r=sin(o)/cos^2(o) ->
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      y
      -
      r       y
r = ----- = ----- ->
     x^2     x^2
     ---     ---
     r^2      r

     r*y           y
r =  --- ->   1 = ---  ->  y= x^2
     x^2          x^2

b) Convert the equation you derived in 'a', to pola r form.

y=x^2 ->

r*sin(o)= {r*cos(o)}^2  ->

r*sin(o)= r^2*cos^2(o)  ->

sin(o)= r*cos^2(o)  ->

    sin(o)
r= --------
   cos^2(o)

---------------

11.12) Make use of polar<->Cartesian conversion for mulas, to derive
  the polar distance formula, i.e. derive the fact that the distance
  between the two points (r2,o2)&(r1,o1) is
  sqrt{r2^2+r1^2-2*r2*r1*cos(o2-o1)}.

P1 Cartesian form is (x1,y1) :  P1 in polar form is  (r1,o1)
P2 Cartesian form is (x2,y2) :  P2 in polar form is  (r2,o2)

distance(P2,P1)^2=

(x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)=

x2^2-2*x2*x1+x1^2 + y2^2-2*y2*y1+y1^2=

r2^2*cos^2(o2) - 2*r2*cos(o2)*r1*cos(o1) + r1^2*cos ^2(o1) +
r2^2*sin^2(o2) - 2*r2*sin(o2)*r1*sin(o1) + r1^2*sin ^2(o1)=

r2^2 {cos^2(o2) + sin^2(o2)} + r1^2{cos^2(o1) + sin ^2(o1)}-
2*r2*r1*{cos(o2)cos(o1) + sin(o2)sin(o1)}=

r2^2 + r1^2 - 2*r2*r1*cos(o2-o1)
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Therefore

distance(P2,P1)= sqrt{r2^2+r1^2-2*r2*r1*cos(o2-o1)}

14.12) a) Determine where the parabola r=cos(o)/sin ^2(o) and the
  line r=1/{cos(o)-sin(o)} intersect. b) Check your  answers by
  calculating where these functions in Cartesian fo rm intersect.

r=cos(o)/sin^2(o) and r=1/{cos(o)-sin(o)} ->

 cos(o)          1
-------- = -------------
sin^2(o)   cos(o)-sin(o)

cos(o)^2-cos(o)sin(o)=sin^2(o) ->

cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)=cos(o)sin(o) ->

cos^2(o)-sin^2(o)= 1/2 * 2cos(o)sin(o) ->

cos(2o)= 1/2 * sin(2o) ->

sin(2o)
------- = 2
cos(2o)

tan(2o) = 2, given this we know tan(2o+180°) = 2  - >

2o = arctan(2), 2o + 180° = arctan(2) ->

o=arctan(2)/2 = 31.717° also
o={arctan(2)-180°}/2 = -58.283°

(we probably could solve this problem analytically,  however to
save work from this point we will use numerical tec hniques).

substituting each of these angles into r=cos(o)/sin ^2(o) we find

we get the points of intersection are

(3.0778,31.717°) and (0.72653,-58.283°)

now we check our answers by substituting these angl es into
r=1/{cos(o)-sin(o)} we find the points of intersect ion are

(3.0776,31.717°) and (0.72654,-58.283°)
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It remains to check points of intersection by conve rting the
equations to Cartesian form. This part of the answe r will not
be done here, the student is highly encouraged to d o this on their
own.
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2.13.2) Its given that a(b+c)=ab+ac, prove (b+c)a=a b+ac

(a+b)c =   making use of commutative property
c(a+b) =   making use of distributive property
ca+cb =    making use of commutative property
ac+ab

Proof complete
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12.15) The distance from an observer to the closest  point p0 on
  sphere is 17 feet. p1 is an other point on the sp here 17 feet 4
  inches away from the observer and angle p1-observ er-p0 is 8
  degrees. What is the radius of the sphere? [note:  The path from
  the observer to the point P1 does not cross throu gh any portion of
  the circle].

Use to label the picture

A= the observer
p0= the point on the sphere closest to the observer
p1= another point on the sphere, where the segment p0-p1 doesn't
    pass through the sphere
o= the angle p0-A-P1 = 8°
d0= the segment A-p1 = 17 feet
d1= the segment A-p1 = 17 feet 4 inches (d1 does no t pass through the
    sphere)
cc= center of the sphere

Trigonometry Solution 1

Applying the law of Cosines we have

r^2=(d0+r)^2+d1^2-2*(d0+r)*d1*cos(o)->

r^2=d0^2+2*d0*r+r^2 + d1^2 - 2d0*d1*cos(o) - 2*r*d1 *cos(o) ->

deleting an r^2 from both sides

0=d0^2+2*d0*r + d1^2 - 2d0*d1*cos(o) - 2*r*d1*cos(o )

0=r{2*d0-2*d1*cos(o)}+d0^2+d1^2-2*d0*d1*cos(o) ->

r{2*d1*cos(o)-2*d0}=d0^2+d1^2-2*d0*d1*cos(o)

r={d0^2+d1^2-2*d0*d1*cos(o)}/{2(d1*cos(o)-d0)} <---  answer

where d0 is 17 feet and d1 is 17 feet 4 inches and o is 8°.
the radius of the sphere is r= 17.7546 feet      <- --- answer

Trigonometry Solution 2 (outline)
for triangle p0-A-p1 we have SAS (d1 o d2) so the t riangle is
determined. Calculate angle A-P0-P1. Then calculate  angle P1-P0-cc.
noting that in triangle p0-cc-p1 that segment p0-cc  = p1-cc = r.
therefore we know that angle p0-p1-cc = angle p1-p0 -cc = o2.
Therefore for triangle p0-cc-p1 we have ASA therefo re the triangle
is determined. From here calculate r. -For practice , once you have
gone over this solution outline, recreate it withou t looking (do not
memorize).
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13.15) a) Prove that the radius of the largest circ le that will fit
  inside a triangle with sides of length A,B and C is
  r= (2*Area of Triangle)/(A+B+C); [Only a solution  for part a is
  provided here].

c is the centroid of a triangle (ABC) whose sides a re A,B and C. [By
Classical Geometry, a centroid of a triangle is the  point where
the angle bisectors of the triangle meet, and is eq uidistant from
each of the three sides]. There are three triangles  of note inside
triangle ABC. These are triangles cA,cB and cC. Tri angle cA is the
triangle with side A and c is the vertex opposite s ide A. Triangle
cB is the triangle with side B and c is the vertex opposite side B.
Triangle cC is the triangle with side C and c is th e vertex opposite
side A. Since c is equidistant from all three sides  of triangle ABC,
there exists a circle whose center is c and is tang ent
to all three sides of triangle ABC. Let a' be the p oint where the
circle touches A. Let b' be the point where the cir cle touches B.
Let c' be the point where the circle touches C. By classical
Geometry: we have ca' is perpendicular to A, cb' is  perpendicular to
B, and cc' is perpendicular to C. Where r is the ra dius of the
circle, r = ca' = cb' = cc'.  Given all this we hav e ...

area triangle ABC =

area triangle cA + area triangle cB + area triangle  cC =

(1/2)*A*r + (1/2)*B*r + (1/2)*C*r =

r * (1/2) * (A+B+C)

Therefore the radius of the largest circle that fit s inside a
triangle with sides A,B and C is

r= (2*Area of Triangle)/(A+B+C)
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15.15) An isosceles triangle has two sides of lengt h 5. The angle
  opposite the third side is 40°. Without making us e of the
  area of this triangle, determine the radius of th e largest circle
  that will fit inside this triangle.

Draw the picture of the triangle and the circle. As  segments,
angles and points are named in the word picture bel ow, mark and
label and label them. As values for segments or ang les given
these put these values into the picture you are dra wing.

The Picture and Classical Geometry preliminaries.

B and C are the two sides of the triangle of length  5. Label these
sides B=5 and C=5. A is the third side of this tria ngle. a is the
angle opposite A. b is the angle opposite B. c is t he angle opposite
C. a' is the vertex of the triangle associated with  a. b' is the
vertex of the triangle associated with b. c' is the  vertex of the
triangle associated with c. z' is the centroid of t he triangle, i.e.
the point where the angle bisectors of the triangle  meet. Cir is the
largest circle that fits inside the triangle. (By C lassical
Geometry) the center of this circle is the centroid  of the triangle
.. z'. Let x' be the point where Cir intersects B. Let y' be the
point where Cir intersects C. Let t' be the point w here Cir
intersects A. Notice angle c'a't' is common to tria ngles x'a'z' and
c'a't'. Mark this angle with a single angle marker.  By classical
geometry angles c't'a' and a'x'z' are right angles,  mark them as
such. Triangles x'a'z' and c'a't' have two angles t hat are congruent
with each other, therefore they are congruent trian gles. Given all
this, angles x'z'a' and c are congruent angles, mar k each of these
angles with a double angle marker. Off to the side of the triangle,
mark segment t'a' as h. We call the radius of Cir, r. Mark segments
x'z' and t'z' as r. By Classical Geometry, angle c' a't' is half of
angle c'a'b', therefore angle c'a't' is 20°, mark i t as such.
c'a'/B = sin(20°) therefore c't'=5*sin(20°). Mark i t as such.
h/B=cos(20°) therefore h=5*cos(20°), mark it as suc h.

The fact that triangles a'z'x' and a'c't' are simil ar leads to the
following equation.

x'z'   a'z'       r        5cos(20°)-r
---- = ---- -> --------- = ----------- ->
c't'    B      5*sin(20)       5

5r=25*sin(20°)*cos(20°)-r*5*sin(20°) ->

5r+5r*sin(20°)=25*sin(20°)*cos(20°) ->

r{1+sin(20°)}=5*sin(20°)*cos(20°) ->
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   5*sin(20°)*cos(20°)
r= ------------------- ->   r= 1.1974..
        1+sin(20°)

------

17.15) Prove: Every point of the circle, {2*cos(o), 2*sin(o)} is
  twice as close to the point (1,0) as to the point  (4,0).

On a side note, can you see that the circle {2*cos( o),2*sin(o)}
is the circle centered at the origin with a radius of 2? This circle
is expressed here in parametric form, with o (theta ) being the
parameter.

distance squared from circle {2*cos(o),2*sin(o)} to  point (1,0) =

{2cos(o)-1}^2 + {2sin(o)}^2 =

4cos^2(o)-2cos(o)+1 + 4sin^2(o) =

4cos^2(o)+4sin^2(o) - 2cos(o) + 1 =

4{cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)} + 1 - 2cos(o) =

4(1) + 1 - 2cos(o) =

5-2cos(o)

distance squared from circle {2*cos(o),2*sin(o)} to  point (4,0) =

{2cos(o)-4}^2 + {2sin(o)}^2 =

4cos^2(o)-16cos(o)+16 + 4sin^2(o) =

4cos^2(o)+4sin^2(o) - 16cos(o) + 16 =

4 {cos^2(o)+sin^2(o)} - 16cos(o) + 16 =

4(1) - 16cos(o) + 16 =

20 - 16cos(o)

distance^2 from {2*cos(o),2*sin(o)} to (4,0)   20-1 6cos(o)
-------------------------------------------- = ---- ------- = 4
distance^2 from {2*cos(o),2*sin(o)} to (4,0)    5-2 cos(o)

distance from {2*cos(o),2*sin(o)} to (4,0)
-------------------------------------------- = sqrt (4) = 2
distance from {2*cos(o),2*sin(o)} to (4,0)
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18.15) a) Determine a parametric expression (see pr evious problem)
  of a circle such that each of its points are c ti mes as close to
  the point (a,0) as to the origin. b) Verify that the points of
  this circle are c times closer to (a,0) than to t he origin.

If following this discussion is difficult, substitu te numbers in for
a and c. I suggest a=3 and c=2. In any case think o f a and c as
positive numbers.

a) We start out by trying to find two points on the  x axis, both of
them c times closer to the point (a,0) as to the po int (0,0). One of
these points to the left of a, the other to the rig ht. We will
assume these are two points of the circle we seek, and due to
symmetry considerations, we will further assume the se are end points
of a diameter of the circle we seek. (due to symmet ry, the part of
the circle above the x axis should be a mirror imag e of the part of
the circle below the x axis). If these assumptions are correct and
we do the rest or our work correctly we will find a  circle what
meets the given criteria, the student can verify th e solution by
doing part 'b'.

We first assume a point of the circle is on the lef t side of a,
then we assume it is on the right.

For one of these points (?,0), we assume 0<?<a, in this case
(?-0)=c(a-?) ->  ... this equation establishes ? as  being c times
                     closer to a than it is to 0.
? = c*a/(1+c)

For one of these points (??,0), we assume 0<a<??, i n this case
c(??-a)= ??-0 ->  ... this equation establishes ?? as being c times
                      closer to a than to 0.
?? = c*a/(c-1)

Given that ? and ?? are the x coordinates of a diam eter of the
circle we seek,

x coordinate of the center of the circle we seek =

(?+??)/2 =

c*a/(1+c) + c*a/(c-1)
--------------------- =
          2

c^2*a
-----
c^2-1
                                                  { a*c^2  }
Implying that the center of the circle we seek is { -----,0}
                                                  { c^2-1  }
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and that the radius of the circle we seek is

(??-?)/2 =

c*a   c*a
--- - ---
c-1   1+c      c*a
---------  =  -----
    2         c^2-1

Therefore the circle we seek has a parametric expre ssion of

 c*a                      (a*c^2   )
----- * {cos(o),sin(o)} + (-----, 0)
c^2-a                     (c^2-1   )

---

b)  This part of the problem is left to the student , the solution
  is similar to the solution of the previous proble m.

20-2.15) Make use of the tangent addition formula t o derive a
  tangent half angle formula which makes use of onl y tangent
  function(s) and not cosine functions.

tan(2a)=
tan(a+a)=

  2tan(a)
----------
1-tan^2(a)
                    2tan(a)
Therefore tan(2a)= ---------- ->
                   1-tan^2(a)

o=2a, implying o/2=a   substututing o into the abov e equation we
                       have

             (o)
         2tan(-)
             (2)
tan(o)= ----------  ->
               (o)
        1-tan^2(-)
               (2)
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{       (o)}             (o)
{1-tan^2(-)}tan(o) = 2tan(-) ->
{       (2)}             (2)

              (o)             (o)
tan(o) - tan^2(-)tan(o) = 2tan(-)
              (2)             (2)

     (o)             (o)
tan^2(-)tan(o) + 2tan(-) - tan(o) = 0 ->  applying the quadratic
     (2)             (2)                  equation

   (o)      -2 +/- sqrt{4 - 4tan(o){-tan(o)}}
tan(-) =   ----------------------------------  ->
   (2)                  2tan(o)

   (o)     -1 +/- sqrt{1+tan^2(o)}
tan(-) =   ----------------------   <--  tangent ha lf angle formula
   (2)              tan(o)

25.15) Determine an inverse function of a suitably domain restricted
  form of 3cos(x)+4sin(x).

3cos(x)+4sin(x) =   skipping several steps we have

5sin(x+36.87°..) .. this function can be expressed as

y=5sin(x+36.87°..) .. interchanging the x and the y  establishes
                      y as the inverse function we seek

x=5sin(y+36.87°..) .. solving now for y in the rest  of the steps

x/5 = sin(y+36.87°..) .. introducing a suitable dom ain restriction
                         we get

x/5 = Sin(y+36.87°..) ->

arcsin(x/5) = arcsin{Sin(y+36.87°..)}  ->

arcsin(x/5) = y+36.87°..  ->

y = arcsin(x/5)-36.87°..    <--  The answer we seek
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27.15) An arched doorway is in the shape of circula r arc centered on
  top of a rectangle four feet wide and eight feet high. The doorway,
  is 4 feet wide the circular arc is 4 feet wide. T he curricular arc
  is 5 feet long. What is the area of the doorway?

Note: In solving this problem, radian angle measure ment will be used.

Draw a picture and label the picture with the follo wing.

v is the lower left corner of the rectangle
u is the lower right corner of the rectangle
t is the upper right corner of the rectangle
s is the upper left corner of the rectangle
w is the width of the rectangle= u-v= t-s= 4
h is the height of the rectangle= s-v= t-u= 8
a is the arc s-t
La is the length of a = 5
cc is the center of the circle of which a is a part
r  is the radius of the circle of which a is a part  = cc-t
o is the angle s-cc-t = angle of arc s-t
Aa= area of arch
Ar= area of rectangle= 4x8= 32
Ad= area of doorway= Aa + Ar

......

Area of Arch = Aa=

(Area of the circle, of which a is a part) *
(what proportion of the circle, is a ? )} -
(area of triangle s-cc-t)=

(Pi*r^2) {o/(2pi)} - (1/2 * base * height) =
{Pi*r^2) {o/(2pi)} - [1/2 * r * {r*sin(o)} ] =
1/2 * r^2 * {o-sin(o)}  ->

1- Area of Arch = Aa = 1/2 * r^2 * {o-sin(o)}

   Applying the Law of Cosines we get, w^2=r^2+r^2- 2r^2cos(o) ->

2- w^2=2r^2{1-cos(o)}

Length of Arch = La=
   {circumference of circle that a is a part of)*
   (proportion of circle that a is)=

   (2*pi*r)*{o/(2*pi)}= o*r -> La=o*r leading to
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3- o=La/r

   Substituting equation 3 into equation 2, then co nverting this
   equation into a form that can be solved for r us ing a solve
   procedure we have, w^2=2r^2{1-cos(La/r)} ->
   2r^2{1-cos(la/r)}-w^2=0 -> 2r^2{1-cos(5/r)}-4^2= 0 ->

4- 2r^2{1-cos(5/r)}-16=0

  Note: Keep in mind, we are using angle radian ang le measurement.

  r is solved for, by finding the value of r that m akes equation 4
  equal to 0. A good way to do this is to use a gra phing calculator
  or computer which has the ability to find zeros o f functions. In
  this case an HP48 calculator was used and the ans wer it returned
  was ...

5- r=2.210 232 769 08

   substituting equation 5 into equation 3 we get
   o=la/r = 5/2.210 232 769 08 = 2.262 205 171 30

6- o=2.262 205 171 3 radians or 129.614 808 708 0 d egrees

   Substituting equations 5 and 6 into equation 1 w e get

   Area of Arch = Aa = 1/2 * R^2 * {o-sin(o)} = 3.6 43 956 143 19

   Area Doorway = Ad = Aa + Ar = 3.643 956 143 19 +  32 =
   35.643 956 143 2

7- Area Doorway = Ad = 35.643 956 143 2 (feet squar ed)  <---  Answer

28.15)  Leaning Ladder Problem
  Two buildings, A and B stand next to each other f orming an
  alleyway between them. Two ladders, one 3m (meter s) long and the
  other 4m long are in the alleyway. The bottom of the 3m ladder
  touches the base of building A and leans over aga inst building B.
  The bottom of the 4m ladder touches the base of b uilding B and
  leans over onto building A. The point where the l adders cross, is
  1m above the ground. What is the width (w) of the  alleyway?
  b) Express the equation that defines the width of  the alley in
  algebraic form.

1 = distance from where ladders cross to the ground

a = distance from the bottom of 3m ladder to the po int on the ground
    directly below where the ladders cross.
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b = distance from the bottom of 4m ladder to the po int on the ground
    directly below where the ladders cross.

w = a+b = width of the alleyway.
u = angle between 3m ladder and ground
v = angle between 4m ladder and ground

w = 3cos(u) -> u=invcos(w/3)
w = 4cos(v) -> v=invcos(w/4)

w = a+b = 1/tan(u) + 1/tan(v)
           = 1/tan{invcos(w/3)} + 1/tan{invcos(w/4) }

   so w is the appropriate solution of

   w = 1/tan{arccos(w/3)} + 1/tan{arccos(w/4)}

We make use of HP48 calculator solve procedure to f ind the root

   w = 2.603 287 754 42

Solution by
Brian Randall
Electrical Engineer
Hill Air Force Base

we continue, to obtain an answer in algebraic form)

              1                        1
w =  ---------------------  +  -------------------- -
        sqrt{(1-w/3)^2}           sqrt{1-(w/4)}^2
        ---------------           --------------
             (w/3)                     (w/4)

(from here on, each line is implied by the line pre vious to it)

              1                          1
w=  ---------------------  +  ---------------------   ->
      sqrt{(3/w)^2 - 1}         sqrt{(4/w)^2 - 1}

         1                 1
1 = -------------  +  -------------  so w = appropr iate root of this
    sqrt(3^2-w^2)     sqrt(4^2-w^2)         equatio n

 w = 2.603 287 754 42
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we continue, to obtain an answer in polynomial form )
sqrt(3^2-w^2) * sqrt(4^2-w^2) = sqrt(3^2-w^2) + sqr t(4^2-w^2)

(3^2-w^2)(4^2-w^2) =
(3^2-w^2)+(4^2-w^2) + 2*sqrt(3^2-w^2)*sqrt(4^2-w^2)

(3^2-w^2)*(4^2-w^2)-(3^2-w^2)-(4^2-w^2) =

 2*sqrt(3^2-w^2)*sqrt(4^2-w^2)
{(3^2-w^2)*(4^2-w^2)-(3^2-w^2)-(4^2-w^2)}^2 =
  4*(3^2-w^2)*(4^2-w^2)

(setting u = w^2 and re-arranging)

{(u-3^2)(u-4^2)+(u-3^2)+(u-4^2)}^2 = 4(u-3^2)(u-4^2 )

(skipping a few steps)

u^4 - 46U^3 + 763U^2 - 5374u + 13,585 = 0

so u is the appropriate root of this equation

u = 6.777 107 132 31

and w = sqrt(u);  w = 2.603 287 754 42  <-  answer

30.15) Prove: The radius of a circle circumscribing  a triangle with
  sides A,B,C is (A*B*C)/(4*Area of Triangle)

Hint

Make use of the theorems (see Law of Cosines / Law of Sines section)

The radius r of the circle passing through (circums cribing) all the
vertices of any triangle is the length of any one o f the sides of
the triangle divided by, twice the sin of the angle  opposite this
side.

and

The area of a triangle is 1/2 of the product of the  length of any
two sides times the sine of the included angle.

Proof

A triangle has sides A,B,C. The angles opposite the se sides are
a,b,c respectively. Given this
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       A             B             C
r= ---------  =  ---------  =  ---------
    2sin(a)       2sin(b)       2sin(c)

                    B*C*sin(a)    A*C*sin(b)    A*B *sin(c)
area of Triangle =  ---------- =  ---------- =  --- -------
                        2             2             2

which leads to

                       A*C            A*B*C          A*B*C
                   B * ---           ------          -----
       B                4               4              4
r= --------- = ---------------- = ------------- = - ------------- =
    2sin(b)               A*C       2A*C*sin(b)      A*C*sin(b)
                2sin(b) * ---       -----------      ----------
                           4            4               2

       A*B*C
       -----
         4                   A*B*C
------------------- = --------------------
(area of triangle)    4*(area of triangle)

            A*B*C
so r= --------------------
      4*(area of triangle)

Proof Complete
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Preliminary to 31.15)  Prove ..
A*cos(wt)+B*cos(wt)+C*sin(wt)+D*sin(wt)=E*cos(wt)+F *sin(wt) implies
A+B=E and C+D=F

Proof

A*cos(wt)+B*cos(wt)+C*sin(wt)+D*cos(wt)=E*cos(wt)+F *sin(wt)  ->
A*cos(wt)+B*cos(wt)-E*cos(wt)=F*sin(wt)-C*sin(wt)-D *sin(wt)  ->
(A+B-E)cos(wt) = (F-C-D)sin(wt)  ->

A+B-E = 0  and   F-C-D = 0   ->

A+B=E  and   C+D=F

Proof Complete

31.15) Where A<a, B<b, C<c are vectors in polar for m prove ..
  a) A*cos(wt-a) + B*cos(wt-b) = C*cos(wt-c) implie s
     A<a + B<b = C<c

  b) A<a + B<b = C<c implies
     A*cos(wt-a) + B*cos(wt-b) = C*cos(wt-c)

Proof of 'a'

A*cos(wt-a) + B*cos(wt-b) = C*cos(wt-c)  ->  (using  the cosine
                                             (subtr action identity
A*cos(wt)cos(a) + A*sin(wt)sin(a) +
B*cos(wt)cos(b) + B*sin(wt)sin(b) =
C*cos(wt)cos(c) + C*sin(wt)sin(c)      ->

[A*cos(a)]*cos(wt) + [A*sin(a)]*sin(wt) +
[B*cos(b)]*cos(wt) + [B*sin(b)]*sin(wt) =
[C*cos(c)]*cos(wt) + [C*sin(c)]*sin(wt)

and the Preliminary to 34.15 theorem   ->

A*cos(a)+B*cos(b)=C*cos(c)
A*sin(a)+B*sin(b)=C*sin(c)               ->

x coordinate of A<a + x coordinate of B<b = x coord inate of C<c
y coordinate of A<a + y coordinate of B<b = y coord inate of C<c  ->

A<a + B<b = C<c

Proof of 'b'

To prove part 'b', start with the last step of the proof of part 'a'
and from there proceed backwards through each step of proof 'a'.
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35.15) A and B are sides of a triangle, a and b are  the corresponding
  (opposite) angles. Prove the Law of Tangents, i.e . prove

  A-B   tan{(1/2)(a-b)}
  --- = ---------------
  A+B   tan{(1/2)(a+b)}

Proof

For any given triangle,

The Law of Sines

  A         B       C
------ = ------ = ------ ->
sin(a)   sin(b)   sin(c)

  A         B       C
------ = ------ = ------ = k  ->
sin(a)   sin(b)   sin(c)

A=k*sin(a) : B=k*sin(b) : C=k*sin(c)

Therefore

A-B   k*sin(a)-k*sin(b)   k{sin(a)-sin(b)}   sin(a) -sin(b)
--- = ----------------- = ---------------- = ------ ------- =
A+B   k*sin(a)+k*sin(b)   k{sin(a)+sin(b)}   sin(a) +sin(b)

Making use of the adding (and subtracting) sine fun ctions identities
in the 'Sinusoidal Multiplication and Addition' sec tion we have

2sin{(1/2)(a-b)}cos{(1/2)(a+b)}
------------------------------- =
2sin{(1/2)(a+b)}cos{(1/2)(a-b)}

sin{(1/2)(a-b)}   cos{(1/2)(a+b)}
--------------- * --------------- =
cos{(1/2)(a-b)}   sin{(1/2)(a+b)}

                        1           tan{(1/2)(a-b)}
tan{(1/2)(a-b)} * --------------- = ---------------
                  tan{(1/2)(a+b)}   tan{(1/2)(a+b)}

Proof Complete
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38.15) Prove: If a,b,c are angles of a triangle, th en
  tan(a)+tan(b)+tan(c) = tan(a)*tan(b)*tan(c)

Proof

tan(a)+tan(b)+tan(c)=

tan(a)+tan(b)+tan{180°-(a+b)}=

tan(a)+tan(b)-tan{a+b-180°)=

tan(a)+tan(b)-tan(a+b)=

               tan(a)+tan(b)
tan(a)+tan(b)- -------------- =
               1-tan(a)tan(b)

                  {          1       }
{tan(a)+tan(t)} * {1 - --------------} =
                  {    1-tan(a)tan(b)}

                  {1-tan(a)tan(b)         1       }
{tan(a)+tan(t)} * {-------------- - --------------}  =
                  {1-tan(a)tan(b)   1-tan(a)tan(b)}
                  {  tan(a)tan(b)  }
{tan(a)+tan(t)} * {- --------------} =
                  {  1-tan(a)tan(b)}

                {   tan(a)+tan(b)}
tan(a)*tan(b) * {- --------------} =
                {  1-tan(a)tan(b)}

tan(a)*tan(b) * -tan{(a+b)}=

tan(a)*tan(b) * -tan{a+b - 180°}=

tan(a)*tan(b)*tan{180°-(a+b)}=

tan(a)*tan(b)*tan(c)

Proof complete
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39.15) Napoleon' s Theorem 1
  If the sides of an arbitrary triangle are also si des of 3
  different equilateral triangles and these equilat eral triangles
  are pointed outward with respect to the arbitrary  triangle. Prove
  that the centroids of these equilateral triangles  are themselves
  vertices of an equilateral triangle. We refer to this triangle as
  the Napoleon triangle 1 of the arbitrary triangle .

Note: The centroid of a triangle is where the 3 med ians of a
      triangle meet.

The picture
a,b and c denote the vertex's of the arbitrary tria ngle and their
corresponding angles. A,B and C denote the sides op posite these
angles respectively. g is the centroid of the equil ateral triangle
that includes side C. h is the centroid of the equi lateral triangle
that includes that includes side A. i is the centro id of the
equilateral triangle that includes side B. X is seg ment ag, Y is
segment ai, S is segment gi.

Proof

1: <iac=<gab=30°

   applying the law of cosines

2: S^2=X^2+Y^2-2XY*cos(a+60°)

   since the centroid of a triangle lies along each  median 2/3 of
   the distance from the vertex to the midpoint of the opposite
   side, (see Honors Coordinate Geometry by Curtis Blanco for proof)

   then

3: Y=(2/3)*{sqrt(3)/2}*B=B/sqrt(3)

4: x=(2/3)*{sqrt(3)/2}*C=C/sqrt(3)

   substituting equations 3 and 4 into equation 2 a nd multiplying
   both sides by 3 we have

5: 3*S^2=B^2+C^2-2BC*cos(a+60°)

   we expand the cosine term, recalling that cos(60 °)=1/2 and
   sin(60°)=sqrt(3)/2. we have

6: cos(a+60°)=cos(a)/2-sin(a)*sqrt(3)/2

   substituting equation 6 into equation 5 we have
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7: 3S^2=B^2+C^2-BC*cos(a)+sqrt(3)*BC*sin(a)

   we apply the law of cosines to triangle abc:

8: A^2=B^2+C^2-2BC*cos(a) -> -2BC*cos(a)= A^2-B^2-C ^2

   solving for the area of triangle abc

9: area triangle=(1/2)*base*height=(1/2){B}{C*sin(a )}=
                 (1/2)BC*sin(a)

   substituting 1/2 times equation 8 into equation 7 and
   substituting 2 times equation 9 into equation 7
   and simplifying we have

10: 3S^2=(1/2)(A^2+B^2+C^2)+2*sqrt(3)*(area of tria ngle)

  Since the above equation is symmetrical in A,B, a nd C, it follows
  that the triangle (Napoleon's triangle) connectin g the three
  centroids is equilateral. (proof complete)

proof by
Anita Hoskins and Crystal Martin
Dept of Mathematics Education
The University of Georgia

The last part of this proof is admittedly tricky. L ets discuss why
this proof is valid. The proof says a,b and c are s ymmetrical in
equation 10. This means if any of these variables e xchange places
with each other, the right and left sides of equati on 10 do not
change in value.

If labels, A,B,C and a,b,c of the arbitrary triangl e abc were to be
rotated clockwise or counter clockwise around trian gle abc. The
above proof written exactly as it is written now wo uld still apply
to this relabeled triangle. However after any rotat ion of labels,
the 'S' of equation 10 would refer to a different s ide of the
"Napoleon triangle 1". Which side depends on if the  rotation is
clockwise or counterclockwise. This same rotation a lso exchanges the
values within the variables A,B, and C of equation 10 because each
of these variables now refer to different sides of triangle abc.
However the value of A^2+B^2+C^2 doesn't change nei ther does the
area of triangle abc change, which is why equation 10 is symmetrical
with respect to A,B and C.

Since this exact proof can be used to determine any  of the sides of
the Napoleon triangle 1, and in doing so, would cal culate any of the
lengths to be the same value, the Napoleon triangle  1 is
equilateral. Another discussion of symmetry of vari ables is at
problem 27, in the section Problem set 2 (advanced) .


